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Abstract

THE ROMANCE OF NARRATIVE:
DESIGN AND DESIRE IN
THE ODYSSEY. THE AITHIOPIKA. AND DON QUIXOTE
by
Susan Brockman

Adviser: Professor Robert Day

The Odyssey. Aithiopika. and Quixote have a surprising set of narrative
structures in common: each work falls into two distinct "halves," and each includes a
large number of interpolated narratives which appear largely, though not exclusively,
in the first half of the text. Both of these features--the bi-partite frames and the large
number of interpolated tales-have important implications, both for the narratives as a
whole, and for their relationship to the literary mode of romance. This structure
imbues each text with a quality of extreme narrative self-consciousness in which part
of the subject of the work becomes the nature of narrative itself. It also highlights
powerful aspects of a romantic "literary nostalgia" which expresses itself as a
fascination with the telling and re-telling of tales, and with the delicate and
problematic relationship between narrative versions of events and the events
themselves.
This study first examines closely the workings of the bi-partite frame

narratives, especially the ways in which the second half of each text reflects back on
its own first half. It then explores several sets of interpolated narratives, examples of
which can be located in each text. These narratives—lying tales, dreams, and
romantic autobiographies—express various aspects of the romance mode, particularly
as defined by N. Frye, including powerful elements o f both wish-fulfillment (an
idealized future) and nostalgia (an idealized past).
The study concludes with an examination of problems of closure in romance
narrative, well exhibited in the varied end(s) of the Odyssey, the Aithiopika. and the
Quixote: these problems are caused in part by competing narrative drives within the
romance mode which pull the narrative toward final closure and, at the same time,
toward endless openness.
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For my parents,
who knew everything but Greek—
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Then he who dreamed in the crowd gazed out at Athena.
(Od.1.118—trans.. Fitzgerald)
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Introduction

This study has developed from two sources of interest. The first consists,
simply but not insignificantly, of the pleasure given by the works themselves. The
Odyssey. Aithiopika. and Quixote are wonderful stories: they offer intense narrative
fun. I was first exposed to the Odvssev as a child when my mother read the newly
published Fitzgerald translation aloud to me; it was as good a story then as it has
remained through all subsequent readings. I discovered the Aithiopika as a graduate
student: I found myself avidly (and guiltily) reading it one day while when I
happened upon the Moses Hadas translation (1957) mis-shelved amidst more scholarly
works on Alexandrian literature. (How could I resist reading something called An
Ethiopian Romance, originally written in the 2nd century A.D. in Atticized Greek,
when I was supposed to be studying for a major exam in "serious" classical
literature?) I came to the Quixote as a trained reader, but in the early glow of
graduate work, my recently acquired interpretive skills not yet jaded by overuse.
My second source of interest in some ways relates to the first, but is also more
complex; it grows out of my fascination with, and perplexity about, the literary mode
of romance. I use the term "mode" here purposely to recall Northrop Frye’s work
(although I could have used "mythos" or "genre" interchangeably, as he does). The
Odyssey, the Aithiopika. and the Quixote operate in and around the mode of romance

in complex--and perhaps inter-related-ways. My interest in juxtaposing these works
is to understand better both sources of interest-the pleasure of the texts and the mode
in which they operate--a quest which may in itself prove to be romantic. The
"narrative pleasure" which these works afford is not insignificant, because, as readers
of romance often remind us, romance is the genre of irresistible allure; romances are
often the works we find ourselves thumbing surreptitiously, hoping our scholarly
colleagues aren’t watching. The nature of this allure has sent many readers searching
for the cause of the attraction.
My selection of texts perhaps deserves some explanation. The works I have
selected for this study-the Odyssey, the Aithiopika. and Don Ouixote-a re linked to
each other in ways which are neither conventional nor obvious. I hope to show that
the construction of each of these fictions reflects a specific relationship to romance, a
literary mode which Frye describes in his important and influential study of romance,
The Secular Scripture (1975), as "the structural core of all fiction..." He then adds
that romance,
being directly descended from folktale, [it] brings us closer than any other
aspect of literature to the sense of fiction, considered as a whole, as the epic
o f the creature, man’s vision of his own life as a quest (15).
It is significant that of the three works in this study concerned with romance, only
one is traditionally known as a "romance"-Heliodoros’ Aithiopika. This work is one
of several surviving examples of the genre of prose fiction known as "Greek
romance" which flourished in late antiquity. These prose romances became extremely

popular in Europe when manuscripts surfaced during the Renaissance, and they were
quickly translated into the major European literary languages-English, French,
Spanish, and Italian.1 They greatly influenced contemporary critical debate about the
virtues o f "epic" poetry over romance fiction, and they were studied, read, and
imitated by Sidney in England, Rabelais in France, Cervantes in Spain, and Tasso in
Italy.2 Frye (1975) begins his inquiry into the history of Western romance fiction
with the group of works which includes the Aithiopika. taking these Greek romances
as examples of what he calls "sentimental romance" (3).
My study will follow Frye’s example, both in including the Aithiopika. and in
leaving out examples of medieval romance. In The Secular Scripture. Frye briefly
explains his exclusion o f this body of literature from his study, saying: "Medieval
romance presents different structural problems, which I shall have to touch very
lightly" (3). For Frye’s purposes (and mine), the late Classical romances are the
foundational works in a literary line which has exemplars spread out consistently over
time up to the present. (He reads Tolkein’s Lord of the Rings, for example, as a
modem exemplar of the romance mythos.) The medieval romances stem, to some

'See A. Forcione (1970): 49-87 for a discussion of the impact of the discovery of
the Aithiopika on Renaissance literary-critical debates.
2While Ariosto would seem an obvious writer to mention in this list, in fact there is
no evidence that he had access to the texts of the Greek Romances. The first edition of
the Aithiopika was published in Basle in 1534, two years after the publication of
Ariosto’s final version of the Orlando Furioso in 1532. On the other hand, Ariosto’s
great poem, and the critical debate about the valorization of "epic" over "romance"
(Tasso vs. Ariosto) which surrounded it, was extremely influential on the Quixote. See
Forcione (1970): 11-48.

degree, from a separate literary-historical tradition, and present their own set of
critical and historical issues.3
The medieval romances, however, do give the entire mode/genre/mythos its
name—"romance." While all the terminology for long narrative fiction--"epic,"
"romance," or "novel"—tends to be used anachronistically (e.g. "ancient romance"
and "modem epic"), the term "romance" is one of the most slippery. P. Parker’s
eloquent disclaimer about her broad use of the term in her study of the mode,
Inescapable Romance (1979), is also applicable to my own work:
The term "romance" is intended here neither as fixed generic prescription nor
as abstract transhistorical category. The former is rendered impossible by the
poets’ own extension of the term beyond its strictly generic meaning...and
therefore is invoked only where appropriate.... The latter is invalidated by the
changing connotations o f the word "romance” in the centuries after Chretien
and his Renaissance successors, and by the discontinuities as well as
continuities between the manifestations of a form which historically has had an

3Beer (1970), Ch. 1:
The romance as a literary kind is often exclusively associated with
medieval literature. The medieval romances certainly established a pattern
which was the dominant form for fiction until perhaps the beginning of the
seventeenth century. But the romance has antecedents far back beyond
twelfth-century Europe and a vitality which persisted long after the Middle
Ages. The Elizabethans call heavily on Greek romances; the "Western"
and science fiction are frequently claimed as modem mutations (4).
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extraordinary resilience, a tendency to turn up, Proteus-like, in a multiplicity
o f different guises (5).4

My study begins with, and highlights, the Odyssey—and this needs some
explanation. For several reasons, the grounding of this study in the Odyssey was
unavoidable. As Ruth El Saffar reminds us in an essay on Cervantes’ relationship to
romance (1985), Frye himself divides the critical world into "Iliad" or "Odyssey"
critics.5 Frye, she says, "...counts himself among the latter," and, as she says of
herself:
...I, who hadn’t thought about it in that way, found on reflection that I too
am probably an Odyssey critic, which may be why I spent so many years
carrying around books by Frye (238).
I must count myself, like El Saffar, as an "Odyssey critic" as well. Odyssey critics,
it seems, take a strong interest in romance, a type of literature which, as Frye writes
in the foreword to a collection of essays on Renaissance romance,6 is generally

4R. Cohen, in Afterword to a collection of essays on generic transformation of
romance (Brownlee and Brownlee, eds., 1985), discusses the difficulty of using genre
classifications in regard to romance, and specifically in terms of Frye’s work, which,
though important, may be viewed as flawed in this area. He says,
We can see the difficulties that will arise if we study "romance" as a genre in the
manner in which critics have discussed "narrative." When Northrop Frye refers
to "romance," he refers to Schiller’s two terms~"naive" and "sentimental..." He
wants the reader to see "romance" in early and modem times as primarily "prose
narrative" o f a certain type. But this is not a view of narrative structure...(271).
5Frye, A Natural Perspective (1965): 1.
6Logan, G. and G. Teskey. eds., 1990.

"consigned to the outer darkness of bedrooms, bus stations, and other places where
fiction is actually read with some intensity" (ix). Unlike quixotic readers, however,
Odyssey critics work to understand the attractive power of these fictions without
succumbing so completely to the world of fantasy, dreams, and wish-fulfillment they
alluringly offer that their powers of analysis are lost. Sometimes, they succeed—
though, as El Saffar points out later in the same essay:
Being an Odyssey critic is a tricky thing, it turns out. You have to have that
secret hankering for the fantasy stuff, but you have to like to see things
wrapped up at the end, to be assured that underneath it all there is a pattern
(251).
In many ways, this statement is true of romance itself, a mode which hankers for both
fantasy and closure at the same time.
My interest in romance as a mode--as opposed to a "genre"--also helped lead
this study backward chronologically to the Odyssey. B. P. Reardon, in a recent study
of the Greek romances, refers to the Odyssey as the "fons et origo of romance in
antiquity" (15). He goes on to say:
The Odyssey appears to have all the elements of romance, toset out the
coordinates of the genre; it subtends, as it were, all the travel-and-adventure
stories in subsequent Greek literature, if not in the whole Western tradition
(15).
Reardon’s point is not new. David Quint (1985), writing on Renaissance romance,
points out that "...[t]he first theorist of the romanzo, Giovanni Pigna, noted its

resemblance to the Odyssey"7 as early as 1554. The story of the Odyssey is a
romance, and ancient romancers used it as a model, Heliodoros perhaps more closely
than any other. So close is the relation between Heliodoros’ romance and the
Odyssey—in form, structure, and design-that my curiosity about the Aithiopika led
me unerringly back to its great antecedent. In fact, Heliodoros’ romance can fairly be
read as a writer’s gloss on the Odyssev- a critical reading of Homer’s poem couched
in the form of prose fiction.
The problems raised by Don Quixote in the context of this study are, like most
of the problems raised by Cervantes’ great work, both complex and ambiguous. Don
Quixote is not an obvious choice for inclusion in a study of romance narrative texts,
given its stance as an "anti-romance."8 Frye (1975), who defines the "novel" as a
"realistic displacement of romance" (38), posits Don Quixote as the first and best
example of this tendency in Western fiction.9 However, parody is a form of
homage, and, to a rather remarkable extent, Cervantes’ Ouixote-h is "mock-romance"
with its mad hero and decidedly unromantic squire wandering through the drab hills
and plains of La Mancha-shares many narrative structures and features in common
with the Odyssey and the Aithiopika. The fact that Cervantes did not, originally, plan

7Quint (1985): 200, n. 23.
8A perhaps more obvious choice would have been Los Trabajos de Persiles v
Sigismunda (The Trials of Persiles and SigismundaL Cervantes’ serious and selfconscious imitation of the Aithiopika-and his last published work.
9"The supreme example of the realistic parody of romance is of course Don Quixote,
which signalized the death of one kind of fiction and the birth of another kind" (Frye,
1975: 39).

for Don Quixote to have the narrative structure it has becomes an intriguing point.
The unlikely resemblances between the narrative structures of Don Quixote and the
other two narratives support my sense that works operating out of the romance mode
call for certain narrative structures even when their authors have no intention of
providing them. There is, perhaps, a kind of "intertextual romance," a literary
nostalgia which operates between texts in a literary tradition, of which the aspect of
parody which Frye mentions is a part. In a remark which is equally applicable to any
of the texts in this study, J. Parr (1988) says of the Quixote:
The romance of the rOuixotel is...realized through satire. The joining of past
and present is effected within the locus amoenus of [the] text, through
expression of the narrative ‘wish-fulfillment’ implicit in an anatomy that
delights in dallying with archaism, while also anticipating-as we can see
retrospectively-the texts of today (165).

The methodology of this study is primarily narratological, though this term
calls for some refinement. Like many American scholars, I have found the formalist
aspects of French narratoiogie. however productive they may have been in honing the
tools and terms of the trade, too rigid for my critical tastes. My own work, though
informed by some of the methods developed by Roland Barthes and Gdrard Genette,
is much more in line with the work of such classicist/narratologists as John Winkler

and John Peradotto,10 and the eclectic critical method evident in studies such as Peter
Brooks’ Reading for the Plot (1984). These critics, along with Marthe Robert and
others, combine the important elements of reader-response criticism and
psychoanalytic insight into their studies of the dynamics o f narrative. Brooks puts it
nicely in the preface to Reading for the Plot, saying: "...I am more concerned with
how narratives work on us, as readers, to create models of understanding, and with
why we need and want such shaping orders" (xiii). In looking to the reader as a key
to understanding narrative (in assuming, that is, that readers "narrate" both
themselves and narratives into existence),11 it is possible to begin to formulate a
"psychodynamics of narrative"—or what Brooks refers to, citing Susan Sontag, as "an
erotics o f art" (xv). As Brooks states elegantly, human beings are
...ceaselessly intertwined with narrative, with the stories that we tell and hear
told, those we dream or imagine or would like to tell, all of which are
reworked in that story o f our own lives that we narrate to ourselves in an

I0See S. Schein, "Narratology and Homeric Studies," Poetics Today 12:3 (Fall 1991)
for a review o f Peradotto’s work along with other recent narratological studies of Homer.
"Frye (1975), for example, defines the reader of romance (the "romantic reader")
as a person who "would need some heroic qualities" (185), and he goes on to say that:
"...the reader, the mental traveler, is the hero of literature, or at least of what he
has read. As we have seen, the message of all romance is de te fabula: the story
is about you; and it is the reader who is responsible for the way literature
functions, both socially and individually" (186).

10
episodic, sometimes semi-conscious, but virtually uninterrupted monologue
(3).
As S. Friedman points out in a recent article,12 Lacan’s axiom that "the unconscious
is structured like a language" can be inverted to suggest that "the text is structured
like a psyche" (18). The texts I have chosen to examine~the Odyssey. Aithiopika.
and Quixote—expose, in their narrative "design and intention,"13 the subtle interplay
of (self)consciousness and narrative which I, like these other scholars, have found so
fascinating. The complex relationship of each of these works to the narrative mode of
romance, and their self-conscious fixation on narrative itself (produced by constant
absorption and interpolation of other narratives), each highlight a critical element
which Brooks calls "narrative desire." He defines this term, which he borrows from
Freud’s notion of Eros, as "...a force including sexual desire but larger and more
polymorphous," which "...animates the sense-making process,...and lights us afire
when we read" (37). The literary mode of romance, with its powerful drives of
nostalgia and wish-fulfillment, provides a particularly fertile ground for the study of
this "narrative desire."

I see the Odyssey as a primary source and model for later self-conscious
romance fictions, and the illumination of characteristic features of Odyssean narrative
is a major focus of this study. Working backwards at times from the later narratives,

12S. Friedman, (1993): 13. The remark is attributed to Julia Kristeva.
13P. Brooks’ phrase (1984).

11
I have tried to isolate and explore aspects of the Odyssey’s narrative style, texture,
form, and design to understand better the special, sometimes peculiar, manifestations
o f these features in the later works. I have coined the term "Odyssean romance" to
describe works which show both a specific set of narrative features and a powerful
connection to the literary mode of romance. My analysis will begin with an
examination of the overall shape and form of all three texts-w hich are constructed as
two-part narrative frames filled with interpolated stories. I will then explore the ways
in which this form, in turn, surfaces a series of narrative issues which both stem from
and shed light on the mode o f literary romance. These issues include: the complex
relationship between the construction of the narrative of personal identity and the
construction of all other narratives; the double narrative drives of nostalgia and wishfulfillment; and significant problems of closure in romance narrative caused by
competing forces within the romance mode itself. The definition of these features and
issues, and an exploration of their workings in both the frame narratives and the
interpolated tales, will form the body of this study.
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Part I: The (Enlfolded Narratives of the Odyssey, the Aithiopika. and Don Quixote

Chapter 1. Two-Part Frames

Cervantes’ Don Quixote, though printed in a single volume, is, as most
readers know, a work originally written and published in two distinct parts. Part I,
published in 1605, is a sequential narrative whose adventures seem to occur
essentially at random as the mad hero imitates the wandering courses of the caballeros
andantes he has set himself to mimic. The narrative of Part I is interspersed with the
interpolated stories of travelers encountered during the wanderings of Don Quixote
and Sancho, and it ends with the return of the still-crazy hero to his village—locked in
a cage. Part I is an open-ended work, and leaves us with a hero still very much
alive, and still very crazy, eager to continue his life of knight-errantry as soon as he
can escape the clutches of his worried friends and relatives. Cervantes, in fact,
throws out a possibility that this novel, Part I of the Quixote, might not contain the
end of the story:
Finalmente, ellas quedaron confusas, y temerosas de que se habi'an de ver sin
su amo y tfo en el mesmo punto que tuviese alguna mejorfa, y asf fu6 como
ellas se lo imaginaron (I, 70).

13
(In fact they were distracted, and frightened that as soon as their master and
uncle felt a little better they would find him missing once more. And events
fell out as they feared.)14
Following the wise custom of romance writers, Cervantes leaves himself the
chance to write a sequel to his novel, should it prove to be a success, which, as we
now know and Cervantes soon learned, it was. He even throws out clues about the
possible contents of the sequel:
Pero el autor desta historia, puesto que con curiosidad y diligencia ha buscado
los hechos que don Quijote hizo en su tercera salida, no ha podido hallar
noticia de ellos, £ lo menos, por escrituras autenticas; sdlo la fama ha
guardado, en las memorias de la Mancha, que don Quijote la tercera vez que
salid de su casa fud £ Zaragoza, donde se halld en unas famosas justas que en
aquella ciudad hicieron, y allf le pasaron cosas dignas de su valor y buen
entendimiento (I, 70).
(But though the author of this history has anxiously and diligently inquired
after Don Quixote’s exploits on his third expedition, he has been able to
discover no account o f them, at least from any authentic documents. Though
fame has preserved a tradition in La Mancha that the third time Don Quixote
left his home he went to Saragossa, and took part in some famous jousts in
that city, and that adventures there befell him worthy of his valor and of his
sound intelligence.)
In case we had any doubts about the inevitability of more adventures, the narrator
tells us that, indeed, a worm-eaten manuscript has been found, from which he has
been able to decipher the epitaphs of the main characters of the Quixote—Don
Quixote, Sancho, Dulcinea, and Rocinante. As for the future:
...los dem£s, por estar carcomida la letra, se entregaron £ un acaddmico para
que por conjeturas los declarase. Tidnese noticia que lo ha hecho, £ costa de

14Unless otherwise specified, Spanish quotations are from the Cl£sicos Castellanos
edition, edited and annotated by F. Rodriguez Marin (Madrid, 1941). Translations of
Don Quixote are adapted from the translation of J. M. Cohen (Penguin Books, 1985.)
References are to part and chapter number.

14
muchas vigilias y mucho trabajo, y que tiene intencidn de sacallos d luz, con
esperanza de la tercera salida de don Ouijote (I, 70).
(The rest, as the characters were worm-eaten, were entrusted to a university
scholar to guess out their meaning. We are informed that he has done so, at
the cost o f many nights of study and much labour, and that he intends to
publish them, which gives us hope of a third expedition of Don Quixote.!
[emphasis added]
Cervantes was, apparently, working on the famous "tercera salida" for several years
after the publication, and almost immediate success, of Part I of the Quixote, but he
had other projects to compete for his time. In 1613, he published his Novelas
exemplares. a major work of fiction, and he was also working on what was to be his
last published work, Los trabajos de Persiles v Sigismunda. a "Byzantine novel"
modeled on Heliodoros’ Aithiopika. which was posthumously published in 1617.
In 1614, however, Cervantes received a terrible shock when a spurious and
plagiarized "continuation" of his Quixote, entitled Segundo tomo del ingenioso
hidalgo don Quixote de la Mancha que contiene su tercera salida: v es la quinta parte
de sus aventuras (Second Volume of the Ingenious Hidalgo Don Quixote of La
Mancha which Contains his Third Sally and is the Fifth Part of his Adventures'), was
published under the pseudonym "Alonso Fernandez de Avellaneda." To this day,
scholars do not know the identity of the author now known simply as "Avellaneda,"
but it seems clear that he was a bitter rival of Cervantes, and that he had access to at
least some of the contents of Cervantes’ manuscript of his own Part II. As the most
recent translators o f Avellaneda’s novel into English (1980) point out:
Whoever he [Avellaneda] was, he somehow seems to have gotten wind of what
Cervantes’ Part II contained, for he did far more than send Don Quixote and
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Sancho off to Saragossa as Cervantes had written was to be their destination.
At times he actually reproduced whole lines seen in Cervantes’ forthcoming
book with many of the same proverbs and all this verbatim...apparently an
even greater bonus to Cervantes’ rival was the chance to vilify, insult and
otherwise damage Cervantes himself whom he seems to have hated
exceedingly, even though he admired his craftsmanship (vi).
It is hard to imagine a more complex intertextual relationship between a series of
writings than the one created by Avellaneda’s plagiaristic coup, or Cervantes’
response to it. Cervantes’ original work, Part I of the Quixote, had invited the
disaster which now befell the writer, with a twist he could hardly have invented, for
the false sequel stole ideas not only from his published manuscript, but from his
unpublished one as well. Cervantes, however, was quick to capitalize on this interliterary fiasco by altering his own version of Part II, which he published in 1615, one
year after Avellaneda’s sequel. Cervantes’ sequel to Part I of the Quixote takes into
account and responds to Avellaneda’s offending text. Characters in the authentic
Cervantine Part II of the Quixote move through a landscape which is awash with a
variorum of texts: Cervantes’ Part I, the unpublished manuscript of the Cervantine
Part II which Avellaneda had copied from, Avellaneda’s spurious Part II, and
Cervantes’ published Part II, altered to include references to all the others. One of
the most obvious Changes Cervantes made in response to Avellaneda’s text was to
change his characters’ final destination: they go to Barcelona so as to avoid being
confused with the false versions of themselves which Avellaneda had sent to
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Saragossa, following Cervantes’ suggestion at the end of Part I. Cervantes’ authentic
continuation o f Don Quixote also precluded the possibility o f any future plagiarism by
ending with the vital, and apparently pre-planned, death of his main character, a death
certified to the world in a clerk’s document drawn up to "...deprive any author [other
than Cide Hamete Benengeli] of all excuse for falsely resuscitating him and writing
interminable histories of his deeds" (II, 74). Thus it is, as a direct result of this
fascinating literary m uddle-and because of Cervantes’ desire to protect his creation
from all future plagiarists—that the Cervantine Don Quixote became a two-part work.
The aged Cervantes was ailing and not far from his death as Part II of the Quixote
was being published in 1615, and he followed his creation, figuratively, into a closed
and never to be re-opened book—by dying.
It is said by readers o f the Quixote that if there had been no Avellaneda to
write the spurious Part II, Cervantes would have had to invent him, so brilliant,
sophisticated, and profound is the novel which grows out of his response to
Avellaneda’s offending text. Throughout Part II of the Quixote, characters discuss,
refute, vilify, and mock the spurious Avellanedan sequel, thereby adding layers of
complexity and depth to Cervantes’ own work. As Avellaneda’s translators have
said:
Avellaneda’s contribution to Cervantes’ Part II increased still more the
excellence of that belated volume, though in a way even Cervantes may not
have at first realized. But upon reflection he must have come to understand
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even in the heat of his never diminishing fury, that his attacker had actually
led him to material he would not have otherwise utilized (vii).
For all intents and purposes, however, the fact that the Quixote as we have it is a
two-part work would seem to be the result of an accident of literary history rather
than of a conscious plan on the part of its author. The "open" ending of the original
Part I of the Quixote is entirely conventional for the type of romance Cervantes was
parodying; and, as is the case with the romances themselves, there is no particular
reason to assume a limit on the number of possible sequels, written by a variety of
authors over a period of years. Like many parodies, the text Cervantes created
behaved very much like the works it poked fun at. Avellaneda’s own text remained
true to the convention by inviting yet another author to write the story of Don
Quixote’s fourth sally--a "dare" no one had time to take him up on. For, in order to
maintain a modicum of control over a text which, it seems, did not invite it,
Cervantes was forced to turn the Quixote into a closed, though bi-partite, work. The
open structure o f the romances which Cervantes parodied helped lead to the open
structure of Part I of the Quixote which, in turn, led to the complex existence of Part
II. Cervantes’ "anti-romance" recreates what it parodies in both structure and texture.
For whatever reason it came about, however, this structure-a closed narrative
diptych containing a large number of interpolated tales-is a significant one for the
purposes o f this study, for it bears much in common with the structures of both the
Odyssey and the Aithiopika. Those who know the Odvssev well, and particularly
those who read the poem in its original Greek, often think of that work also as falling
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into two parts. One reason for this is to some extent a literary-historical accident, as
it is in the case of the Quixote, for the Alexandrian editors responsible for modem
divisions of the Homeric poems broke the Iliad and Odyssey into twenty-four books,
one for each o f the letters of the Greek alphabet. For ease of publication, many
editions o f both the Iliad and Odyssey are presented in two volumes, the first
containing Books 1 through 12, and the second Books 13 through 24.
While the division of the text of the Iliad into volumes containing Books 1-12
and Books 13-24 does not appear narratologically significant, the same division o f the
Odyssey works completely differently. Here, the division into of the text into two
p arts-o r "halves"—is striking: for the narrative of the Odyssey also breaks into two
parts at the near mid-point of the poem, when Odysseus steps onto the soil of his
island home in the opening lines of Book 13. The Odyssey’s division into two
separate halves-even moreso perhaps than is the case with the Ouixote-com es to
have narrative significance in the overall pattern and design of the work.
The example of the Aithiopika in this context is somewhat less subtle: the
Aithiopika is a two-part narrative similar to the Odyssey because Heliodoros closely
imitated and absorbed into his romance as many aspects of the Odvssev as he could
manage-including its two-part narrative structure. In his narrative, much of the first
half is taken up with interpolated stories which provide information necessary both for
characters within the text, and for readers outside of the text, to understand the
enormously complicated plot. In imitation of his Odyssean model, Heliodoros spends
the first half of his narrative setting up the requirements for the plot’s resolution, and
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the second half carrying them out. His imitation of the Odvssev works in two
directions: because his mirror is an informed and clever one, Heliodoros’ narrative
parody helps to lay bare the structural framework of both works—his own romance
and Homer’s epic. Conversely, a careful reading of the Odvssev helps a reader
appreciate the humor and exuberance of the Aithiopika’s parody more fully. The
Aithiopika can be effectively read, on one level, as a secondary critical work on the
Odyssey: much of its "imitation" actually helps to spotlight aspects of the Odyssey’s
structure which are more difficult to pick out from within the fluid medium of epic
narrative.
The complex, parodic, intertextual relationship which exists between the
Odyssey and the Aithiopika is not unlike the one which exists between the Quixote
and the romances o f chivalry. As we saw in the case of the Quixote, works which
parody other works often themselves take on qualities of the works they poke fun at.
One of the questions posed in the comparison of these texts concerns the nature of the
narrative forces which might have been at work to create the two-part structure in
which they ultimately present themselves. Because each of these three texts falls into
two distinct halves, a shape is created which allows characters in the second half to
take self-conscious account of the existence of the narrative(s) of the first half. In
each of these texts, therefore, we see intertextual relationships not only with a variety
of texts outside of themselves, but between their own first and second halves as
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well.15 Narrative is so doubled-back on itself in these fictions that a kind of
"internal intertextuality" (intra-intertextuality?) is established. My theory is that this
"folding" and "enfolding" of narrative within narrative in all three cases may
ultimately be connected to the relationship of each work to the literary mode of
romance.

15See C. Johnson (1990): "Part I is present in part II much as Amadfs and all the
other preexisting literature is present in part I, and in the same way, it is subjected to
critical inquiry and modification" (87).
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Chapter 2. Tales in Frames

As the earliest o f the three narratives in this study, and as a foundational work
in the development o f the narrative mode of romance in the West, the Odyssey lays
out structural and generic coordinates for the other two works. A detailed look at the
shape and texture o f its narrative may help to highlight some of the issues raised by
the distinctive narrative structure of each of these three texts: a two-part frame
packed with interpolated stories.
On the cover o f Frye’s Secular Scripture, which is subtitled "A Study of the
Structure o f Romance," there appears a picture of a nautilus shell, with its familiar
spiralling design, each smaller chamber enfolded by a larger, concentric one.
Repeating, enfolded, and mirroring designs such as this are often invoked as images
to describe the "shape" o f romance fiction.16 Using the Odyssey as a template for
the other two works in this study, I would like to examine the ways in which Homer
turns his poem into a "spiralling, enfolded, and mirrored" narrative.

16See, for example: P. Parker’s (1979) discussion of "error" in romance, esp. pp.
16-31; Frye (1975), esp. Chs. 1 and 6, where he evokes images of romance literature
as a primary "mirror" for and about human experience.
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From beginning to end, the "story" of the Odyssey is relatively
straightforward.17 The full story is twenty years long-including the ten years of the
Trojan War. Odysseus, on his way home from Troy, has been delayed an extra ten
years, wandering in uncharted realms; his wife, son, parents, household, and
kingdom have languished for all this time without reliable word either of his
whereabouts or of his death; young men from local towns, reared in his absence in a
morally impoverished and king-less society, rudely court his wife, devour his
property, and threaten the life his young son; with the help of his divine patroness,
Athena, and his own native wit, Odysseus is eventually able to return to his island
home; arriving in disguise in order to plot a way to defeat and punish the suitors, he
exposes his identity only gradually to the faithful; with clever planning and divine aid,
he is able to kill the suitors and regain his home and kingdom; Zeus and Athena
assure the future peace of the island by preventing civil war.
Told in this linear way, the story of the Odyssey is exciting, though not
particularly complicated; events follow one another logically and causally. However,
as confused first-time readers are particularly aware, this is not the way the Odyssey
is, in fact, narrated. The time-frame of the poem is instead exquisitely complicated:
the poet creates a narrative which folds back on itself, beginning in the final year of a
history which, for the people of Ithaka, has lasted for nearly twenty years, and then

17I use "story" (events in time) as opposed to "discourse" (the narration of those
events). These terms are part of the vocabulary of narratologists. See, for example, S.
Chatman, Story and Discourse: Narrative Structure in Fiction and Film (1978), esp.
Introduction, pp. 15-42.
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moving forward and backward painfully through a series of interpolated narratives
which gradually account for the missing time.
The poem opens with a proem which talks about events which have already
occurred, taking for granted a familiarity with parts of the which story readers
(technically) have yet to experience-such as Odysseus’ loss of his companions
through their eating of the cattle of Helios. This "introduction" to the poem will
make sense, in fact, only after we have read at least the first half of the Odyssey,
whose story it alludes to in a fantastically condensed version. L. Slatkin (1989), in an
article which sets itself the difficult project of answering the question, "Why is the
narrative structure of the Odyssey so complicated?", makes an excellent brief
summary of the poem (2-3) which manages to capture with alarming clarity the
extraordinary lack of clarity in the Odyssey’s storyline.18 She points out, for
example, as just one among many such narrative anomalies, that "...by the time
Odysseus rejects the immortality Calypso offers [in Book 5], he has already been to
the underworld [in Book 11], has seen death, and has heard Achilles’ evaluation of it"
(2-3).
Homer further folds the narrative of his poem by including the telling of the
ten-year period of Odysseus’ wanderings as an inset tale narrated by Odysseus
himself. This long interpolated narrative covers the ten years Odysseus has been
missing, with most of the details concerning the three most dangerous and exciting

18Page references are to an unpublished typescript. The revised article will be
included in: Reading the Odyssey: Selected Interpretive Essavs. S. Schein, ed. and
intro., 1994 (forthcoming).
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years of his ordeal, before he is marooned on Kalypso’s island for his seven years of
captivity. The story takes the form of a spellbinding flashback, recounted to the
Phaiakians in the nineteenth year of his absence from Ithaka, the ninth year of his
wanderings. Before Odysseus narrates these stories, the events he describes are
virtually unknown to any of the human characters in the text: since all Odysseus’
comrades have perished, and he has not seen any other human beings since then, only
Menelaos, who has received special knowledge from Proteus, knows of his
whereabouts.19 The full story of his adventures, however, is as yet un-tellable by
anyone but Odysseus-or one of the all-seeing gods.
During his "apologue," as this narrative has come to be called, Odysseus
relates many of the tales for which the Odyssey is famous: the adventures with
Kirke, the Kyklops, the Seirenes, Skylla and Charybdis, and the visit to the
Underworld. The other nearly seven years of his absence from Ithaka he accounts for
by referring to his long, frustrating imprisonment on Kalypso’s island, which has also
been described to readers in the proem, and to Telemakhos (and us) by Menelaos in
Book 4 (11.555-60). Little by little, the ten- (or twenty-) year time-gap is filled in
with interpolated tales told by a series of narrators, but mostly by the hero himself.
Though they have had news of the events of the ten-year Trojan War through
the stories and songs brought back by other returning Greeks, the people of Ithaka are

19Menelaos passes his knowledge of Odysseus’ captivity on Kalypso’s island on to
Telemakhos in Book 3 (11.555-560) and Telemakhos repeats it to Penelope when he tells
her his version of his travels in Book 16 (11.142-146). Penelope, true to character, does
not appear to be impressed by this fourth-hand information, however; she reacts with
hopeful skepticism, as she does to all tales about her husband.
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missing the one song which will allow them to move forward with their lives-a song
which might be called "The Return of Odysseus"-or the Odyssey. As the poem
begins, they have, in effect, learned the contents of the "Iliad" and all of the other
Nostoi. or "Tales of RetunT-except one; they are now waiting, as we are, to learn
the contents of one last song.20 The Odyssey backtracks for most of its first half
through the many preceding years, filling in the stories of the returns of other Greek
heroes through tales told by one character within the text to another. Large sections
of the poem are composed almost entirely of inset narratives: in the first half (Books
1 through 12), the bulk of Books 3 and 4 consist of the reminiscences of Nestor and
Menelaos about Odysseus and the Trojan War, narrated in direct address to
Telemakhos; Books 9 through 12, which include the legendary tales of Odysseus’
wanderings, are narrated in their entirety by Odysseus himself in the court of his
Phaiakian hosts. In only five of the first dozen books of the Odyssey, in fact, does
anything but storytelling actually occur; one of the principal actions of the poem
during its first half is the telling of tales. Much of what action occurs in Part I of the
poem either is secondary (narrated within some other narrative), or it is action whose

20In his brilliant essay, "The Odysseys Within the Odyssey." Italo Calvino (1982)
says:
At the beginning of the poem, the story of Telemachus is the search for a story
that is not there, the story that will be the Odyssey. Phemius, the bard at the
royal palace of Ithaca, already knows the nostoi of the other heroes. Only one
is lacking, that of his own king. For this reason Penelope doesn’t want to hear
him sing any more. Then Telemachus goes off in search of this story among the
veterans of the Trojan War. If he finds the story, whether it ends happily or not,
Ithaca will emerge from the timeless, lawless, and chaotic situation in which it
has been for many years (135).
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primary effect is to set other narratives in motion: Telemakhos’ journey to Pylos and
Sparta in Books 3 and 4, for example, has the effect o f setting Nestor’s and
Menelaos’ storytelling in motion; Odysseus’ journey from Ogygia to Skheria leads
eventually to the four books (Books 9 through 12) of inset tales, as well as to the
presentation o f the "Song o f Ares and Aphrodite" in Book 8 (11.266-369), and to the
telling o f other tales o f the Trojan W ar ("The Quarrel o f Odysseus and Akhilleus,"
11.73-82, and "The Song o f the Trojan Horse," 11.492-520).
The poem ’s storyline splits into two halves at the point when Odysseus reaches
the shore o f his island in the beginning o f the 13th book, more or less the mid-point
o f the poem. The first 100 lines or so of Book 13 are taken up with Odysseus’ leavetaking from his Phaiakian hosts and his enchanted voyage back to Ithaka; he is lifted,
sleeping, out o f the Phaiakian cutter at 13.117, and placed, finally, on his native soil.
The Odvssev’s narrative arrives at a climax at this point in Book 13 (the poem has
presented Odysseus’ main objective as one of making it back to Ithaka), and then
proceeds forward in the second half to its conclusion (the difficult task of regaining
his place with wife, home, and kingdom). This complex time-structure—besides
making the poem extremely difficult for first-time readers to follow -also has
powerful effects on the narrative at many levels.
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In Part II, Odysseus begins to spin his "Kretan tales,"21 telling to a disguised
Athena, Eumaios, Antinoos,22 Penelope, and Laertes no less than five different lying
versions of the narrative he has already told to the Phaiakians in Books 9 through
12.23 In addition to Odysseus’ Kretan tales, Eumaios also recites a long narrative
version of his own life story (15.389-484); Telemakhos, on his return to Ithaka,
narrates to his mother the stories of his adventures (17.107-149), and the Homeric
narrator interpolates the story of the birth, naming, and coming of age of Odysseus
himself (19.392-466).
From the moment of his return to Ithaka, the situation of both the hero and the
poem which narrates him into being are profoundly changed. The story is only days
away from its crisis (Odysseus’ slaying o f the suitors and regaining of his wife and
home), yet it takes the poet the same number of lines to carry the plot through these
few remaining days as it had for him to carry it through the previous nineteen years.
The changing relationship between time and words which causes this tremendous
slowing down in Part II is a function of important differences in the relationship
between narrative and life in the first and second halves of the poem.
For all the characters in the first half of the poem, life has a timeless quality.
There is an atmosphere of limbo: many years have passed, and everyone, it seems, is

21So named because they are often set on Krete, or have a Kretan protagonist.
22The tale Odysseus spins for Antinoos in Book 17, shortened by his audience’s poor
attention span, is actually set in Egypt, but is in keeping with the other Kretan tales.
23These tales occur at: 13.256-286; 14.192-359; 17.414-444; 19.165-202; 24.265279.
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waiting for some sort o f resolution to the mystery of Odysseus’ whereabouts. Actions
have a repetitive, unresolved air about them: Penelope waits, weaving and un
weaving Laertes’ shroud; Telemakhos daydreams about the father he has never seen;
old Laertes buries himself in the routine of his farm; the suitors eat an endless,
purposeless feast, celebrating no particular occasion (ironically, when they £k> finally
celebrate an event-the feast day of Apollo-their long wait reaches its climax and
ends with their deaths); "resourceful" Odysseus sits idle on Ogygia, weeping and
staring at the sea. The actions which mark the passage of mortal time are either
postponed or put indefinitely on hold: Odysseus can neither perform heroic deeds,
nor settle back into a productive peacetime existence; Telemakhos cannot mature into
manhood; neither the young suitors nor Penelope can (re)marry. Time is not passing
meaningfully: it is as if the human world were being forced to exist by the lazy rules
of Olympian time, which for mortals produces a state more hellish than heavenly.
For human beings, with their limited youth and life, this "wasting of time" is an
agonizing punishment, as the poet reminds us when he describes Odysseus weeping
on Ogygia, pouring out his "sweet youth" (glukus aion-5.152) along with his tears.
Odysseus remains out of the normal course of time until he sets foot on Ithaka-the mid-point in the two-part construction of the narrative. As he steps back onto
Ithaka, he also re-enters the course of normal chronological life experience, and he
will eventually bring mortal time back onto the island with him, pushing life on Ithaka
back into history. His suspended story, the missing "nostos-song" which has left a
void in time for Ithacans,, is completed by the Odyssey itself. Ithacans do not yet
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know the story which has already been set in motion when Odysseus steps onto his
island and restarts the frozen clock, but time moves forward from that moment on.
In narrative terms, the fact that time is moving forward in Part II is expressed
at least partly by the significant fact that the second half of the poem contains very
little material presented in the confused form of a flashback. In Part I, many of the
interpolated narratives function to fill in "missing" chronological pieces of Odysseus’
story; in Part II, most of the interpolated narratives are not "necessary" in the way
they are in Part I: the plot could move forward without them. This is why some
readers of the Odyssey complain about the "slowing of the pace" in the second half of
the poem; the tale-telling which occurs in Part II seems, from a narrative perspective,
to be a delaying tactic. By slowing down the progress of the exciting (and longawaited) denouement, the poet forces his audience to pay attention to the action of
narrative itself-to the play of tales and tale-telling. He forces us to remain aware of
the narrative medium within which he works. Ironically, perhaps, only one
interpolated narrative in Part II acts as a true flashback-the story of Odysseus’ scar,
and of his birth, naming, and coming to manhood, told as an interpolated tale at the
moment Odysseus is recognized by his old nurse, Eurykleia (19.392-466). With this
re-capitulation of the hero’s very birth, no further flashbacks are necessary to "fill in"
chronology or character, and, with this notable exception, the second half of the
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Odvssev combines action and narrative, time and voice, and allows them to move
forward together.24
Horace described both the Odyssey and Iliad as beginning "in medias res"—
meaning not "in the middle," as these words are commonly mistranslated, but "in the
middle o f things." Both epics invite us to plunge into a world of pre-existing
narrative. With its roots in a tradition of oral formulaic poetry extending back into
pre-history, the Odyssey’s story is one which has been told and re-told-which, in
effect, has already happened before we read it. At the end of the poem’s proem, the
poet asks the Muse to tell the story "kai hemin"—"even (or "also") to us" (Od. 1.101.
As Stanford (1974) writes in his commentary on these lines:
icai ripuv

: ambiguous: either=the poet and his audience who, according to the

conventional view o f inspiration assumed in this exordium, are presumed
ignorant till the Muse informs them,

icai

‘share your knowledge with us’; or else

implying ‘as well as yourself, i.e.
kch,

means ‘as you have told others

before us’, which some have taken as evidence for pre-homeric poems about
Ordvsseusl. I now prefer the second view (I, 208-9). [emphasis added]
Both of these interpretations allude to the existence of a "prior" narrative: the words
"kai hemin" imply that the first telling of this story is long buried, hidden in the folds
of time, memory, and tellings and re-tellings of the tale. The special kind of
intertextuality I have mentioned as being an integral part of the structure of each of

^This interpolated tale, functioning as a flashback in the mind of Eurycleia, provides
a special focalization effect.
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the texts in this study appears first in the Odyssey’s apparent interpolation into itself
o f other versions o f the Odyssey.25 as well as of other "Songs of Return," the socalled Nostoi. some o f which are recited by Nestor and Menelaos in Books 3 and 4.
All the tales o f the Iliad underlie the Odyssey’s narrative as well-including, also,
some stories o f the Trojan W ar which do not appear in the Iliad, such as the tale
Odysseus tells Eumaios in Book 14 (14.462-506) to encourage him to lend him a
warm cloak, the story Menelaos tells of the Trojan Horse (4.271-289), the tale Helen
tells o f some o f Odysseus’ clever war-time exploits (4.238-264), and finally, the
lengthy description o f the funeral of Achilles reported by Agamemnon’s ghost in his
return appearance during the second Nekuia (24.35-97).
L. Slatkin (1989) helps to elucidate the seemingly paradoxical fact that the
term "intertextuality" can be applied-one might argue must be applied—to an oral
poem such as the Odyssey in her re-examination of the narratological implications of
the oral poet’s traditional method of composing by "theme:"
As the accomplished oral poet regenerates the tradition in which he sings, his
use of recognizable themes allows him -indeed, requires him -to situate his
song in the context o f other narratives on the same subject, within the same
genre...The oral poem, therefore, continuously repositions itself with respect
to a tradition made up of alternative narrative possibilities... This means that
there will inevitably be diverse "versions" and "variants" of a single song

25This is one way of viewing the Kretan tales.
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which exist, as it were, in an implicit dialogue with each other (7) [emphasis
added].26
The narrative texture of the Odyssev is permeated by the sense that all stories are
fluid, and that each song, as Slatkin says, "...must necessarily reflect, and participate
in, the evolution of possible alternatives to the version it actually presents" (7).

The narrative of the Aithiopika is constructed in much the same way as that of
the Odyssey, with a fold down its middle: a tortuous, winding, regressive narrative
forms the first half, full of flashbacks and interpolated stories, while the second half
progresses forward, using knowledge gained in Part I to propel itself toward the final
goal of Part II. As J. R. Morgan (1989) describes it in his essay, "A Sense of the
Ending: The Conclusion of Heliodoros’ Aithiopika:"
The impulse of the first half of the [Aithiopikal is primarily hermeneutic: the
reader’s desire is directed not so much at learning what happens next and how
the story ends as at discovering what has already happened and how the story
began. By 5.33.3 [the mid-point of the romance] all the enigmas of the
mysterious opening have been resolved; from 5.33.4 onwards recit and histoire
coincide, and the novel becomes end-directed (303).
The Aithiopika has its own version of the kind of "internal intertextuality"
which so distinguishes the narrative texture of the Odyssev. Among the Aithiopika’s
internal "texts" is a prophecy, revealed in indirect discourse during the first half of

26Slatkin here cites A. B. Lord The Singer of Tales (1960): 100.
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the romance (Aith.2.35.5) in a chance conversation between an old man named
Kalasiris and a young man named Knemon. The words o f this prophesy, which
defines the shape and direction of the Aithiopika’s narrative, are at first mysterious,
but gradually become comprehensible during a complete reading the romance.
Heliodoros shapes his na rative around this (previously spoken) prophetic language,
though it is difficult both for readers of the romance and for characters within to
imagine how it will be enacted. Prophetic speech is deterministic, however, and it
predicts the shape of narrative even if it does not prescribe the exact workings of plot.
Heliodoros sets himself the task of creating a narrative which will fulfill the words of
a prophecy which says:
Ti]v xo'P11' w T pdrotg avrcxp ic\eoq uorar’ exovaau

4>pa£eo9\ 03 Ae\4>oi,
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re Oeaq yeve-njv

ol vr\ov 'KpoXi'KOVTtq epop noii Kvpa repoPTeq
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rrj icep apMJTofiiu > p ey' ae&Kiop k%onpovToti
\evKov ext KpoTavo>p o r ip p a pe\aiP opeP 03P.

(AUh.2.35.5)
(One who starts in grace and ends in glory, another goddess-born:/ of these I
bid you have regard, O Delphi!/ To the black land of the Sun will they
travel,/ Where they will reap the reward of those whose lives are passed in
virtue:/ A crown of white on brows of black.)27
The Aithiopika is, in a sense, written "backwards": its incomprehensible end is
prophesied at the beginning, and our task as readers (and Heliodoros’ as writer) is to
imagine—and then create-a text which will match itself to the prophecy. Heliodoros

27Greek quotations fi om the Aithiopika are from the Bude edition (Paris, 1960).
Unless otherwise specifitd, all English translations of the Aithiopika are adapted from
of J. R. Morgan’s translation in: Reardon, ed., Collected Ancient Greek Novels.
(1989).
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must turn a word-game into a coherent narrative. The words of the prophecy provide
an artificial device for the author, and a guessing game or treasure hunt for his
readers, who expect this sort o f entertainment as one of the conventions of Greek
romance. Much of the pleasure in this text lies in appreciating Heliodoros’ cleverness
as he manipulates his complex story so that all the threads fall into sensible patterns.
The characters themselves applaud his skill each time they marvel at a story well-told,
or at the strange workings of "fortune," a term we suspect may be a pseudonym for
the clever author himself. In the Odyssey, on the other hand, Homer tucks the
threads of his narrative in, and lets stand the fiction that Odysseus stages his own
stories. When we applaud the cleverness of the "man of many turnings," we agree to
the illusion o f a great character’s autonomy. This is an example of a tendency I have
noted for Heliodoros’ text to help make explicit certain features of the Odyssev which
are left implicit in their Homeric context.
The plot Heliodoros concocts to enact the words of the prophecy-that is, the
plot of the Aithiopika- i s a strange tale, one which is further determined by an
internal text. A message, addressed to the infant Charikleia in the second person, is
embroidered on the cloth in which she is wrapped by her mother before being
abandoned to live out her fate—the workings of which will ultimately produce the
"Aithiopika." The contents of this message are translated by Kalasiris from an
obscure dialect o f Aithiopian hieroglyphics (obscurity within obscurity!), and related
to Knemon—and us—during the same interpolated narrative which tells us the words of
the prophecy. During the telling of this tale we learn the following: that Charikleia
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is the white offspring of black parents, the King and Queen of Aithiopia, Hydaspes
and Persinna; at the moment of her conception, her mother, Persinna, having glanced
at a painting o f the heroine Andromeda, a Greek maiden with fair skin, conceives at
that moment a baby who is bom white; fearing that King Hydaspes will suspect her of
adultery, Persinna sends the child away to be reared in a foreign place, wrapped in a
cloth embroidered with the strange story of her origins (Aith.4.8.1-51.
The story of Charikleia’s birth which we learn in the first half of the
Aithiopika exists, then, already, in an unspoken and unspeakable form: it is a tale
embroidered into an ornate cloth, inscribed in a foreign language, embedded in the
broken narrative of interrupted discourse, and encoded in the riddle of prophetic
language. The first half of the romance is a linguistic treasure hunt where names are
puns, stories break off in the middle to be continued by others, and plots and sub
plots intertwine. The narrative seems controlled equally by mad chance and divine
determinism, as the weird twists and turns of the story make their inexorable way
toward their (predetermined) end.
Much of the first half of the Aithiopika’s narrative, like its Odyssean model, is
taken up by tale-telling. The longest interpolated tale is one told by Kalasiris to a
young Greek named Knemon in the previously mentioned conversation during Books
2 through 5 (Aith.2.21-5.33). This complex internal narrative, which involves several
degrees of interpolation, contains a revelation of the outline and direction of the main
plot—the story of Charikleia’s origins, and of the trials and tribulations of her
"odyssey" with Theagenes-and is a parody of Odysseus’ long narrative in Odyssev 9
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through 12. Kalasiris is an old priest who understands the riddle of the heroine’s
identity, and who knows what the plot must accomplish in order for the protagonists
to fulfill the goals of their prophesied future. The role of Kalasiris in Heliodoros’
romance is crucial, for it is he who acts as an internal interpreter and narrator. As J.
Winkler (1982) points out, Kalasiris is a "crafty narrator" (93), a stand-in for the
author working from inside the text. A skilled manipulator of language, he uses the
power of storytelling (and of lying) to ensure the outcome he knows must occur. He
plays aspects of Odysseus’ role which the Aithiopika’s female protagonist, Charikleia,
cannot play herself, restricted as she is by both gender and youth. Heliodoros
recreates all of Odysseus’ significant skills in his romance, but he fractures them,
dividing them up among several characters: it is Charikleia who struggles for nostosT
while her beloved, Theagenes, performs heroic male deeds; the role of Knemon, the
young Greek whose fate integrates the workings of his life into the fulfillment of the
Aithiopika’s story, is to be an avid and romantic solicitor of tales, while Kalasiris
inherits Odysseus’ control of language.
As in its Odyssean model, tale-telling begins very early in the Aithiopika’s
narrative, in Book 1, when Knemon is first thrown together with the hero and
heroine, Theagenes and Charikleia. Later, Knemon will also encounter Kalasiris,
who has been temporarily separated from his young charges. Both encounters are
characterized by intense narrative activity, as Knemon both solicits and produces
tales. Winkler (1982) describes Knemon (whose name is etymologically derived from
the Greek word "knao" [/emu], meaning "to scratch or itch") as "an aggressively
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romantic reader" (139). Knemon is addicted, it seems, to narrative in all its forms,
though he is a naive audience, easily distracted from everyday reality by the romantic
world of a "good story."28
The long narrative which Kalasiris relates to Knemon, which takes up most of
the action in Books 2 through 5, has much the same function as Odysseus’ tales in
Odyssey 9 through 12 in that it helps bring the story of the Aithiopika
(retrospectively) back to where it began: for Heliodoros, like Homer, also begins his
romance in medias res—"in the middle of things." Unlike its Odyssean model,
however, the Aithiopika’s second half is not marked by the inclusion of a great
number of re-told versions of tales already told in Part I. Instead, Part II is taken up
almost entirely with travel, battle, and action as Heliodoros reverses the movement of
his Homeric model.29 Odysseus has done nearly all of his geographical traveling by
the end of Part I of the Odyssey, actually stepping onto the shore of his small island
at the beginning of Book 13, and working his way inward from then on, toward his
own bed-chamber. Charikleia and Theagenes, on the other hand, are caught up in the
vast and exotic geo-political landscape of the Greco-Roman world in Part II of the
Aithiopika: they are cast into the affairs of state of several far-flung North African
kingdoms.

28Knemon resembles Don Quixote in this respect.
29It has been suggested to me that Heliodoros may be following a Vergilian model
in this instance of Homeric borrowing, reversing the course of the Odyssey in his
romance as Vergil reverses the two Homeric epics in the Aeneid (Odyssey-IHad).

The words o f the Aithiopika’s prophecy are revealed to us in discourse which
is indirect by several degrees. We find that the words appear first in an interpolated
narrative being told by Kalasiris to Knemon. Kalasiris has heard the prophecy spoken
by a priestess, who herself speaks indirectly for the god Apollo. The god, therefore,
speaks through the priestess to Kalasiris and an assembled audience, and Kalasiris
speaks the words, in turn, to Knemon and, indirectly, to us. The information
contained in the prophecy is therefore five times removed by the time it reaches us.
In using this complicated frame, Heliodoros is probably making a playful
reference to Odyssey 9, where, while recounting his story to the Phaiakians, Odysseus
repeats a prophecy spoken to him by the Kyklops, Polyphemos, whom he has just
blinded. The now sightless Kyklops "sees" the meaning in an old prophecy he had
heard which predicted both the arrival of a man called "Odysseus" and the fact that
this same Odysseus would maim him:

"w t o x o i, f) fiaXa 5 rj pe ra\ai(j>aTa 6eo<j>a 0 ’ IKavei.
lone Tig evdade p a v n g avrjp i]vg re p ey a g re,
Trfkepog Evpvpibr^g, og pavroovvQ knenoiOTo
Kai paprevopevog Kareyrjpa KvKXwireooiv •
og poi e<f>r] rabe r a v r a reXevrrj aeadai oiriaao),
X tip & v ei-

*0 S vafiog

a p a p r r jo e o O a i

oxajir^g" (Od.9.507-12).

(‘Ah now, a prophecy spoken of old is come to completion./ There used to be
a man here, great and strong, and a prophet,/ Telemos, Eurymos’ son, who
for prophecy was pre-eminent/ and grew old as a prophet among the Cyclopes.
This man told me/ how all this that has happened now must someday be
accomplished,/ and how I must lose the sight of my eye at the hands of
Odysseus.)30

30Unless otherwise indicated, all english quotations from the Odyssey are from the
Lattimore translation (New York, 1965).
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In the Odyssean example of indirect prophetic speech, the audience is presented, after
the fact, with a narrative version of direct prophetic speech which had predicted an
action which, at the time the speech is repeated, has already occurred. Like many
prophecies, the words were incomprehensible at the time they were originally spoken,
but they predicted a "plot"—or action—which did occur, which has already occurred
by the time the words are reported indirectly. That is, by the time we hear the
prophetic words recalled by Polyphemos and reported second-hand by Odysseus to his
Phaiakian hosts, Polyphemos has long-since been blinded, and Odysseus has already
served out many years of punishment for this act. The indirect prophesy acts,
confusingly, as a look into the "past" at a prediction of a "future"-which has already
occurred!
At the time the words of the Aithiopika’s prophecy are repeated by Kalasiris to
Knemon, however, they have not yet been carried out, and Kalasiris does offer us the
means to guess how they will eventually be enacted. Heliodoros loses no opportunity
to bring this point home to his readers, comparing our perplexity about the future
shape of his narrative to that of the confusion of the crowd of bystanders who are
witnesses to the priestess’ original speech. As Kalasiris, continuing his narrative to
Knemon, points out:
«Tavra fi€P cbg apelicep o 0eog, afirixapia xXatmj roug xepietmorag
xp yvp b p o n @ o v X o i t o <f>pa£eip c n c o p o v v T o tQ • aXXog y a p xpog
aXXo t l t o Xoyiop ecrxa K oii cog e/caorog elxe fiovXijoecog, outgo icai
VTeX&nfiavev. Ovxco b e o v b e l c t w p aXnB&v ecfrnxrero. v o y a p o i y a o K oii
opeiooL t c x xoXXa role reXeoi k o i p o p t o i i . ical aXXcog o i AeX<t>ol xpog t t ) p
roftTrjp eirTorjfiepoL /ceyaXoxpexajg rjvTpeTnopeptfp rjTreCyoPTO, r a xP V ^B h ra
xpog to aKpiPeq apixpeveip ap.eXrjoapTeg» (Aith.2.36.1-2). [emphasis added]
e ia e b v e r o t o p
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(‘So spake the god, but the bystanders were completely nonplussed and quite
at a loss to explain the meaning of the oracle. They each tried to extract a
different interpretation from it; each understood it in a sense that matched his
own wishes. As yet not one of them had discovered its real meaning, for by
and large the interpretation of dreams and oracles depends on the outcome. In
any case, the people of Delphi were in too much of a hurry.. .no one took the
time to investigate exactly what the oracle signified.’)

As the second half of the Aithiopika begins, the linguistic riddle of
Charikleia’s identity has been "solved"—but not resolved, for knowledge has not yet
become action. While the first half dramatizes the discovery of a prophetically
determined plot, the second half performs its enactment. Charikleia falls into her
parents’ arms at the conclusion of the Aithiopika much as Odysseus falls into the arms
of Penelope, and, as is the case with the Odyssey, the narrative time taken to enact
that moment (Part II of the text) is equal in length to the narrative time spent
discovering the need to do so (Part I of the text.) Thus, like its Odyssean model, the
narrative of the Aithiopika is shaped as a diptych; it is another story fixed in a folded
frame. Like the Odvssev again, this romance tale has a question of identity
embedded in its core. However, as Kalasiris points out, while the revelation of
Charikleia’s mysterious birth and parentage helps solve the riddle of the prophecy, it
cannot force the plot to reveal the method of its madness. Kalasiris complains:

«TaOtck, J> Kprjpup, u f apeypcop, eypdpi^op pep m i rrjP €K Oeuip oinopopioip
eOavpafyp rjbopr/g Se a p a m i Xvmjg eperXrjoffrjp m i icadog ti Kouporepop
VTeorqp opov boiKpvup k o li xcttpcop, S t a y eopepnc pep rite \ f / w r f C t t o o c t y i p t u p
ctypoovpepiop evoeaip m i tup vonodePTCop ffbrf rhp evCXvoiP. abvpopovotjc Se
r d o c lifp t & p eoopepwp eicBamp. m i t o p oipQp&npop (S lo p oiKreipovorjg cog
OCOTOCTOP 71 TOCX O ifie ftc tlO P TOIL & X \ o T € T p O O O iX X o i TpOTTOpePOP TO T£ S e

vrepfioiXXoPTcog ep ro iig X a p iK X e ia g r v x a i g y p c o p i^ o p e p o p •»

[emphasis added].

(Aith.4.9.1)
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(‘On reading this, Knemon, I perceived the hand of the gods and marveled at
the subtlety of their governance. I was filled with a mixture of pleasure and
sadness...die mystery had been explained...the riddle of the oracle had been
solved, but I was sorely troubled about the course the future might take and
filled with pity for the life of man, whose instability and insecurity, whose
constant changes o f direction were made all too manifest in the story of
Charikleia.’)
There is no shortcut through the Aithiopika: even if one were to flip to the end of the
romance and read its conclusion, one would still have no idea how the narrative had
arrived there without reading the entire text. As with its Odyssean model, however,
knowledge o f the Aithiopika’s end does not lessen the necessity--or pleasure--of the
journey.
The Aithiopika complicates and plays variations on the intense "internal"
intertextuality which so marks the Odyssey: for in Heliodoros’ romance, the entire
complex plot relates itself not only to various internal narratives/texts revealed to
readers during the first half of the romance, but also to aspects of the plot and
structure of the Qdyssev itself, which Heliodoros consciously parodies and
incorporates into his narrative at every juncture. The literary flight from the Odvssev
to Heliodoros’ Aithiopika is a long suspended one, a kind of "narrative odyssey."
The literary-historical connection between the two works is direct and solid, as
Heliodoros’ romantic novel positions itself in a direct line with Homer’s romantic
epic.31 The stance his work takes in relation to Homer’s poem mirrors to some

31I use B. E. Perry’s (1967) paradigm here:
If we call [the] elemental narrative genre epic, then the best-known varieties of
it in the Western world, each of which is the independent creation of a different
(continued...)
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degree that of the Odyssey to the Iliad, but it is in other ways closer to the
relationship between Cervantes’ Don Quixote and the chivalric romances which that
text incorporates into itself through parody. For, as the Quixote does for the chivalric
romances, so the Aithiopika pays a writer’s homage to the Homeric poems, using
them as models and foils in a literary relationship full of complex referentiality. Even
as modern Homeric scholars demonstrate the remarkable (intertextual) complexity of
the relationship between the two Homeric narratives, Heliodoros’ romance shows that
full "intertextuality" may require a physical—that is a written as opposed to an oral—
text in order to be realized.
Heliodoros is a compulsively playful writer whose art is one of literary plenty
with little restraint. In his thorough introductory study of the Aithiopika. G. Sandy
(1982) settles on the excellent term "baroque" to describe what he calls the
"whimsical literary texture" of the Aithiopika (90). He goes on to cite a definition of
"baroque" from Highet’s The Classical Tradition, one whose imagery may be
pertinent to this discussion as well:
...from the Spanish barroco. "a large irregular pearl." A regular pearl is a
perfect sphere; an irregular pearl is a sphere straining outwards at one point,
bulging and almost breaking, but not yet bursting into fragments. Therefore

31(...continued)
culture in a different historical era, may be designated as follows: national
warrior-epic I (Iliad'), romantic epic I (Qdyssev). latter-day epic I (Greek
romance)... [emphasis added]
See Ch. 2 ("Form Romance in Historical Perspective"), pp.44-95, for a full discussion
of his theory of the progression of narrative forms.
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"baroque" means "beauty compressed but almost breaking the bounds of
control" (90).32
The baroque quality in Heliodoran narrative is less evident as "beauty compressed,"
perhaps, than as a kind of decorative enthusiasm, what Sandy refers to as "senseless
excess" (91). The Heliodoran style is rhetorical, hyperbolic, packed and heavily
layered with references to epic, tragedy and lyric poetry. Sandy describes
"Heliodorus’s tendency to add ingredients to...the artistic brew until it threatens to
explode in his face" (90). Heliodoros’ whimsical tendency to borrow from other texts
to embellish his own makes comparative analysis of the Aithiopika tricky. His
romance is full of hermeneutic puzzles-puns and multiple intertextual references-many of which seem to have been added simply as literary red-herrings for future
generations of literary scholars to ponder.33
The narrative restrictions and conventions of orality are no longer an issue for
Heliodoros; his is a highly literate world, and the Aithiopika is a text which revels in
its "textuality." Heliodoros’ romance engulfs and incorporates other texts into itself
as the Odyssey’s oral narrative incorporates the possibility of other versions of the
Odyssey. The Aithiopika both complements and competes with the Homeric poems,

32The reference is from G. Highet (1949): 289.
33It is not at all coincidental that Rabelais, a writer known for a similarly
"embellished" and "whimsical" style, presents us a picture of Pantagruel, his giant wise
fool, sitting sleeping with a Greek text of the Aithiopika open on his lap (Quart Livre,
Ch. LXIII).
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embedding many aspects of both Odyssean and Iliadic narrative into its own fabric.34
However, this translation o f Odyssean oral narrative into Heliodoran literary narrative
involves some fundamental transpositions: Heliodoran narrative, while it imitates and
engages with Odyssean narrative, operates very differently, for Heliodoros reads and
composes as a writer, as a literate person living in a literate world. His "writerly"
reading of the Odyssey sheds light on the ways the genres of narrative fiction
develop, both in the ancient world and in their re-emergence in the Renaissance.35
Much o f the complexity of the narrative structure of the Aithiopika can trace
its origin to Heliodoros’ imitation, parody, and transposition of aspects of Odyssean
narrative. The Aithiopika. then, has interest in this context both in its own right and
as a complex literary-historical commentary on Homer’s poem. The ways in which
Heliodoros imitates Homer are multi-layered, ranging from verbal echoes of Homeric
phrases, to staged tableaux reminiscent of famous scenes from the Odyssey, to
important structural similarities in the shape and direction of the romance’s plot.36

^See Sandy, Heliodoros (1982):
84-9, for a more extended discussion of
Heliodoros’ methods of transposing Homeric material into his work.
35I say "re-emergence," because, as B. E. Perry (1967) points out so convincingly
in his study o f the ancient romances, the so-called emergence of the "modem European
novel" in the 18th and 19th centuries is really a re-emergence of an earlier form. In
Perry’s paradigm Western narrative has gone through two complete cycles, each time
producing the "novel," a form he calls "latter-day epic" (46).
36For a somewhat outdated, but still useful study of the similarity of plot structure
between the Odvssev and Aithiopika. see Keyes (1922). This article reflects old critical
notions o f "influence" which predate many more recent ideas taken for granted here.
Unfortunately, Keyes is highly concerned, as were most critics of his time, with authorial
originality; Heliodoros had been accused of being a derivative artist for his "borrowings"
from Homer.
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There are many ironies in Heliodoros’ reading of Homer, as might be expected in a
work which often verges on farce, though some of the ironies in Heliodoros’ imitation
strike me as having their origin in a cultural misreading of the Odyssey: Heliodoros
often presents us with a literate and text-based artist’s (mis)construction of the
Homeric narrative world as he tries to translate narrative strategies from an oral
context to a literate one.
Heliodoros reads Homer from the vantage of a creative writer of prose and
master o f compositional strategies, but he was probably no more familiar with the
peculiar subtleties of oral formulaic style than were most writers and critics reading
Homer before the 1920s and 1930s, when Milman Parry revolutionized Homeric
studies with his insights into the nature of oral formulaic composition. Thus, when
Heliodoros "imitates" Homeric narrative structures, he may actually achieve very
different narrative strategies: in reading the Odyssey and the Aithiopika against each
other, aspects of the structure and strategy of both works can be seen more clearly.
This dialogue between the two works, separated as they are both generically and
temporally, sometimes reverberates with such fruitful echoes that one can almost
envision, as Heliodoros did, that the shade of Odysseus himself actually informed his
text and spoke directly to his characters .37
A main factor in the strategical differences in the works of Homer and
Heliodoros hinges on their audiences’ familiarity with the plots of the stories being
narrated. This is a crucial aspect of the Odyssey’s oral narrative. The Homeric

37Aith.5.22.1-3.
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poems are not, strictly speaking, composed of "tellings" of tales, but of "re-tellings"—
each o f which is a potentially new version or variant of the "original" tale. Homer
could generate suspense through skillful manipulation of his narrative, but he was
neither interested in, nor tempted to indulge in, surprise.38 (For an orally tuned
audience, a surprise in the known facts of a story signals a mistake rather than an
innovation.! This would not have been at all the case for H eliodoros-or any of the
Greek romancers, writers who composed in a genre which thrived on surprise, on
"cliff-hanger" plots with one strange new event following the next. In a sense, what
is traditional and familiar to writers of Heliodoros’ school is surprise itself; novelty,
for Heliodoros, is a norm.
This important distinction between Homer and most of the writers who follow
him, the difference between re-told and newly told tales, completely alters the effect
on the audience o f many common narrative strategies. Take, for example, the "in
medias res" beginning o f the Iliad and Odyssey, a narrative feature praised by
Horace, and imitated widely throughout later Western narrative. This feature
functions entirely differently in written literature than it would have for a Homeric
audience. When Homer begins the Odyssey. "Tell me, Muse, of the man of many
ways"

C A v d p a j i o t , e v ve ire , M o v a a , r o k v T p o r o v . . . ) ,

contemporary listeners might

38J. Winkler (1982) clarifies the difference between these two devices:
The two kinds of effect which depend on the careful manipulation o f information
from author to reader are surprise and suspense, which are differentiated precisely
by the degree o f information given the reader. Suspense is an effect of
knowledge, surprise o f ignorance (94).
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have guessed that they were to hear a tale of Odysseus before his name was even
mentioned; the epithet "polvtropos.11 "of many ways or turnings," could have been
enough of a clue to identify him. In any case, the fact that the story begins "in the
middle of things" would probably not have been confusing, since his audience would
have known with a high degree of certainty what was to come and what had come
before, wherever Homer had decided to enter the story of Odysseus’ return. A brief
reminder of the general outlines of the story, as Homer provides it in the proem,
would have oriented them, and they could then focus a high degree of attention on the
manner of the telling rather than on the outcome of the plot .39 This is not so,
however, for Heliodoros’ audience. For readers of this literary work, whose plot and
characters are invented and unfamiliar, the in medias res entry into the Aithiopika is a
truly confusing, puzzling, and challenging experience. Many Homeric narrative
features, in fact, function in an exactly opposite way when translated into a
Heliodoran context.
However, as Slatkin (1989) points out, an orally trained audience listening to
often-heard traditional tales might be imagined to have, to a certain degree, the same
sort of sophisticated interpretive skills which highly literate people apply to written
texts. Members of Homer’s audience were almost by definition "rereaders" in the

39The difference between Homer’s intended audience and a modem audience is made
painfully clear when teaching the Odyssey to a group of students who have never read
the poem or heard the story in any form before. For them, the in medias res beginning
of the Odyssey is truly a confusing muddle, much like the beginning of the Aithiopika
for a first-time reader. I do not think the similarity between these two experiences is
coincidental. Modem college students, like the author and readers of the Aithiopika. are
the products of a (more or less) literate age.
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sense that Roland Barthes asks us to understand when he refers, in a passage from
S/Z (1974), to the readings of literary texts as "plural" experiences:
W e must further accept one last freedom: that of reading the text as if it had
already been read...Rereading, an operation contrary to the commercial and
ideological habits of our society, which would have us "throw away" the story
once it has been consumed ("devoured"), so that we can then move on to
another story, buy another book, and which is tolerated only in certain
marginal categories of readers (children, old people, and professors), rereading
is here suggested at the outset, for it alone saves the text from repetition (those
who fail to reread are obliged to read the same story everywhere), multiplies it
in its variety and plurality: rereading draws the text out o f its internal
chronology ("this happens before or after that") and the claim which would
have us believe that the first reading is a primary, naive, phenomenal reading
which we will only, afterwards, have to "explicate," to intellectualize (as if
there were a beginning of reading, as if everything were not already read)...
(15-16)40
Heliodoros writes for readers and rereaders, and he himself reads (and re-writes)
Homer as a writer. Consequently, when he borrows or imitates Homer’s narrative
devices, he translates them from a highly oral to a highly literate setting, and their
effects on his audience cannot possibly be the same. The Aithiopika is, and always

4(yThis passage was brought to my attention by J. Winkler (1986), as he refers to it
in making his argument for his narratological reading of Apuleius’ The Golden Ass.
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has been, a text, meant to be held, studied, reviewed, and reread .41 As Homer
expected members of his audience to be facile in their oral knowledge of the stories
of the epic cycle, so Heliodoros would have assumed a strong "literary" facility in his .42
As will become apparent when comparing the conclusions of the Odvssev.
Aithiopika. and Quixote, when Heliodoros borrows Homeric, particularly Odyssean,
narrative structures, he often sheds a kaleidoscopic light on already existing
narratological quandaries in the Homeric poems themselves.43 Far from being
simple imitation (reflecting merely "influence of the Odvssev upon the plot of the
Aethiopica." as one critic has put it),44 his transposition of Homeric patterns,
vocabulary, imagery, and structural features leaves room for much rumination and
speculation. There is an unpredictability in Heliodoros’ Homeric borrowings which
makes them difficult to interpret in the context of the Aithiopika. They are sometimes
easier to understand as commentaries on the Homeric texts: Heliodoros’ romance

41The ancient romances are an invention of the same Alexandrian and Greco-Roman
culture which produced literary scholarship.
42Here I take exception to Perry’s description of the "intended" readers for the
earliest Greek romances: "The serious Greek romance had originated with naive authors
who were of small understanding, and whose moral sentiments, like those of Richardson,
were narrowly conventional and jejune. They were not addressing themselves to
educated readers whose sense for ethical values would be cultivated and discriminating"
(117).
I doubt very seriously that any writer would have written with such enormous
attention to literary parody and detail if he saw himself as writing for a naive and
"jejune" audience. The ancient romances were not close kin to Harlequin Romancesthough they may certainly be seen, generically, as distant cousins.
43See Conclusion ("Problems of Closure...") below.

44Keyes, (1922): 43.
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asks to be read as a secondary text, a romance writer’s gloss on his oral epic
narrative roots. The text of the Aithiopika forms a sort of deconstructed commentary-part serious and part playful-intensely intertextual, woven into and around the parent
text(s) with a high degree o f pleasure intended for both author and reader(s).

In the case of Don Quixote, the close relationship between narrative shape and
the fulfillment o f plot which exists in the Aithiopika and Odvssev is hardly to be
found, for Cervantes’ novel borrows an essential plotlessness from the chivalric
romances it parodies. In Part I of the novel, the hero wanders, "literarily" as well as
literally, through a landscape from which he absorbs romantic narrative wherever he
finds it—from the chivalric oral ballads of the traditional romanceros45 sung to
strangers and fellow travelers,46 to the romantic, orally narrated tales of

45See A. Sdnchez (1991), "Don Quijote, rapsoda del romancero viejo," for a
discussion of the use in Don Quixote of the phraseology, linguistic rhythms, themes, and
characters or the romanceros. He notes that one scholar (Rodriguez Marin) has even
traced the famous opening line (En un lugar de la Mancha...) of the Quixote to the ballad
tradition (245).
‘“Examples from the romanceros and pastoral novellas are frequent in the Quixote.
In a famous incident at the beginning of Chapter 5 (Part I), toward the unfortunate end
of the Knight’s first sally, Don Quixote, having been beaten prostrate, pretends to be the
"Knight of the Wood." This character from the romancero is familiar, as Cervantes
says, "...to children, not unknown to youth, and enjoyed and even believed by old men,
though for all that no truer than the miracles of Mahomet." When a neighbor of Don
Quixote’s, a peasant laborer, sees him lying on the ground and stops to help him, the
Knight refuses to give up his pretense, taking on the identity of a series of characters
from the romanceros. and even switching genres and ranging into characters from
pastoral romances such as Montemayor’s Diana. During the ensuing discussion,
Cervantes makes it clear that this neighbor, though probably illiterate given his social
class, is completely familiar with the names of all the characters from the romanceros
(continued...)
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strangers,47 to manuscripts of romantic tales found locked in trunks ,48 to the texts
of the chivalric romances which Don Quixote has ingested and absorbed ,49 to
pastoral romances re-enacted by pseudo-shepherds.50 Both "Don Quixotes"-the
character and the text-are steeped in the textual world of romance .51 Even as Part I
of the Quixote claims to struggle against them, the novel remodels romantic narrative
in all its various forms, and is molded by them, encapsulates them, and incorporates

4<5(...continued)
which Don Quixote adopts. Their conversation ends with a famous exchange:
A esto respondid el labrador:
"Mire vuestra merced, seiior, pecador de mi, que yo no soy don Rodrigo de
Narvdez, ni el Marquds de Mantua, sino Pedro Alonso, su vecino; ni vuestra
merced es Valdovinos, ni Albindarrdez, sino el honrado del seiior Quijana."
"Yo sd quidn soy," respondid don Quijote, "y sd que puedo ser, no sdlo los que
he dicho, sino todos los doce Pares de Francia, y aun todos los nueve de la
Fama, pues d todas las hazanas que ellos todos juntos y cada uno por sf hicieron
se acentajardn las mias." (I, 5)
(To which the laborer replied: "Look you, your worship, as I am a sinner, I am
not Don Rodrigo de Narvaez, not the Marquis of Mantua, but your neighbor
Pedro Alonzo. And your worship is not Baldwin or Abindarraez, but that worthy
gentleman Master Quixada."
"I know who I am," replied Don Quixote, "and I know, too, that I am capable
of being not only the characters I have named, but all the Twelve Peers of France
and all the Nine Worthies as well, for my exploits are far greater than all the
deeds they have done, all together and each by himself.")
47The stories of Cardenio, Dorothea, Lucinda, and Fernando, for example, 1 ,27-36.
48The Tale of Foolish Curiosity (El curioso impertinente). I, 33-35.
49Particularly his beloved Amadfs de Gaul.
5CThe story of Grisdstomo and Marcella, I, 12-14.
51Many of these tales are analyzed below. See Ch. 4, "Narrative into Life."
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them into itself. Romantic tales are read, discussed, imitated, and actually happening
around Don Quixote everywhere he goes in Part I .52
The Quixote, however, differs from the Odyssey and Aithiopika in that most
of the interpolated tales in Part I are not especially relevant in terms of sequential plot
structure. The great number of the tales told and read in Part I do not in any way
serve as "flashbacks" necessary to the forward movement of the plot through either
time or space. The hero of Part I of the Quixote wanders where chance takes him,
with no goal other than to survive until his next adventure. The tales he hears along
the way are, ultimately, neither more nor less important than his other, more active,
adventures. In this respect, Part I of the Quixote differs quite substantially from the
first halves of either the Odvssev or Aithiopika. However, like the stories in the first
half o f the Odyssey and Aithiopika. the interpolated stories provide an important
forum within Don Quixote for a discussion of the art of storytelling. In a text whose
controlling mania is narrative fiction in all its forms, this is a subject as important as
the requirement for unity of plot. Each of the interpolated stories in Part I offers
readers and characters alike an opportunity to explore different aspects of narrative
and its interpretation.53
Like the Aithiopika. the Quixote does not precisely follow the Odyssey’s
pattern in actually re-telling the tales of its first half in its second half. It may be
easier to see the parallels among these works, however, if we apply El Saffar’s (1975)

52See C. Johnson (1990): 71-88.
53See R. El Saffar (1975): esp. Ch 1, pp. 15-44.
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distinction between the interpolated narratives in Part I of the Quixote and what she
calls the "fictional ‘dramas’" of Part II. As El Saffar explains, Part II of the Quixote
actually "frames" the narrative of Part I, and the awareness of the characters in Part
II of the fictional life of the hero of Part I changes everyone’s relationship to fictional
narrative in all its forms:
Because of the changed nature of Don Quixote’s relation to the world about
him, it will be easier in Part II to relate the various interpolated stories to Don
Quixote’s own adventures. In Part I the creative impulse rested to a large
extent in Don Quixote’s hands as he enjoyed relative anonymity while seeking
out his adventures and stories. The publication and wide divulgation of the
story of Don Quixote de la Mancha, however, made Don Quixote famous by
Part II and almost universally recognized as the chivalric hero of Cide
Hamete’s book. The result is that rather than being unaware, or taken by
surprise by Don Quixote’s madness, the characters whom Don Quixote meets
in Part II tend to anticipate and exploit for their own entertainment his
credulity...The major fictional authors of Part II have Don Quixote, rather
than their own life-stories, as their subject (82).
Part II of the Quixote is "staged," as Don Quixote and Sancho are forced into the
roles of puppet-players, performing tricks for knowing spectator-readers. This same
shift occurs to a certain degree in the second half of the Odvssev. Each time
Odysseus presents a "lying tale," Homer plays with the audience’s familiarity with the
previous version(s) of the same tale: the audience is allowed to feel that it has some
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sense o f the course of these vaguely familiar narratives, and therefore over the
deceptive show Odysseus stages in the second half o f the Qdyssev for the delusion of
many Ithacan characters, and the suitors as well.
Don Quixote carries the world of chivalric romance along with him as he
travels; the shades of his beloved heroes speak to him in his dreams and through his
madness. In the Cave o f Montesinos, Durandarte himself, the great hero of the ballad
of Roncevalles ,54 resuscitated by Don Quixote’s literary devotion, rises and speaks
again; perhaps not insignificantly, he speaks from within a text (the Ouixotel which
continues to belabor the out-moded genre which had once made him great (heroic epic
and chivalric romance). In Don Quixote’s vision of him, however, Durandarte begs
for eternal rest (II, 23).55 So too in the Aithiopika. characters are visited by the
shades o f their literary predecessors: the ghost of Odysseus visits the dreams of the
old priest Kalasiris (the character who serves Heliodoros as a literary and literal
narrative guide within his romance). Odysseus’ ghost warns Kalasiris that he is fated
to re-live some o f the more unpleasant aspects of the Odyssey (A ith.5.22.1). We can
perhaps take this warning as both a literal and a literary one, for even as this shade of
Odysseus sinks back through the text of the Aithiopika into the text of the poem from
which he emerged, we hear echoing from the Odvssev the voice of the shade of
Agamemnon advising Odysseus on how he too can avoid falling into the wrong text:

^Part o f the Roland cycle; Durandarte was a Spanish hero of legend and ballad who
fought with Charlemagne.
55See Ch. 5 for further discussion of this famous episode
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the narrative o f the Odyssey (the "Return of Odysseus") must not rehearse the wrong
tale and imitate instead the tragic "Return of Agamemnon."
Like those o f the Odyssey and Aithiopika. the two-part narrative frame of the
Quixote enfolds an entire textual tradition, and it restates, in its folded form, the play
of a narrative world constructed of already-told tales. Like the poet o f the Odyssey,
or the author o f the Aithiopika. Cervantes tells a "new" story full of echoes and
references to ones which in some version already exist. So Odysseus, lying with
Penelope in their royal bed, sings her a new version of the just-sung Odyssey .56 with
the note of Odysseus’ bow-string, like the harp of the bard, still ringing in the air.
As we reach the end of Part II of the Quixote, the voices of Don Quixote and of
Miguel de Cervantes seem to speak from their mutual deathbeds as they fold
themselves into a text/tomb barely written and only just read, its ink hardly dry.

560 n e which omits, for example, some of the more incriminating aspects of the Kirke
episode.
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Part II: Textual Nostalgia and Wish-Fulfillment

Having looked at some of the effects of these two-part frames full of
interpolated tales, we might now phrase our question the other way around and ask,
what is their cause? As I have said, the works which comprise this study are linked
to each other in ways which are neither conventional nor obvious. It is my sense that
the construction of each of these fictions may reveal a great deal about its relationship
to the narrative mode of romance. While the Odyssey. Aithiopika. and Quixote may
or may not be romances, each, certainly, grapples in a fundamental way with the
shifting relationships in narrative between truth and fiction, and between narrative and
identity, issues in which, I will argue, romance is firmly rooted.
The two specific narrative features I have pointed to here-the interpolated
tales and the two-part frame narratives which enclose them—help to make the
Odvssev. Aithiopika. and Quixote complex and self-conscious works. I suggest that
these two narrative features stem, in part, from the same impulse which produces the
abundance of interpolated narratives in each work. Both of these features are
indicative of the origins of these narratives in the romance mode—a mode marked by
powerful and nostalgic longings for an idealized past, be it textual or actual.
The romance mode in literature is marked by two connected, but ultimately
conflicting drives: wish-fulfillment, which looks forward into a hoped-for future, and
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nostalgia, which looks backward toward a longed-for past. These two drives push the
plots of romance texts forward into a future which is defined by distorted memories
of an idealized past which may never have been. They also contribute to the
contorted shapes of romance narratives, which often seem to be running forward
while looking backward, as we have seen in the Odyssey. Aithiopika. and Ouixotewith the two halves of their narrative frames facing each other like the two halves of
a diptych. Frye elucidates the connection between the two conflicting voices of
romance in his description of the romance "mythos" in his Anatomy (1957):
The romance is nearest of all literary forms to the wish-fulfillment dream, and
for that reason it has socially a curiously paradoxical role. In every age the
ruling social or intellectual class tends to project its ideals in some form of
romance, where the virtuous heroes and beautiful heroines represent the ideals
and the villains the threats to their ascendancy...Yet there is a genuinely
"proletarian" element in romance too which is never satisfied with its various
incarnations, and in fact the incarnations themselves indicate that no matter
how great a change may take place in society, romance will turn up again, as
hungry as ever, looking for new hopes and desires to feed on. The perennially
childlike quality of romance is marked by its extraordinarily persistent
nostalgia, its search for some kind of imaginative golden age in time or space
(186) [emphasis added].
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Nostalgia and wish-fulfillment are two of the driving engines of romance, one looking
backward, the other forward, and functioning equally in the production of fiction;
they push the plot of a romance narrative forward toward its origin .57

57S. Schein draws my attention here to the two Greek adverbs, irpoaOev (prosthen)
and oTTiadev (opisthen), which, like the English words "before" and "after," describe,
respectively, that which is spatially "in front o f though temporally "prior," and vice
versa. Further lexical analysis of the Odyssey in relation to words which have both
temporal and spacial meanings might yield interesting results.
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Chapter 3. Textual Nostalgia

The word "nostalgia" is coined from two Greek words which have a prominent
place in the Odyssey: nostos. "return home," and algos, "sorrow or suffering." The
word nostos is a distinctly Odyssean word, with an ancient and intriguing etymology.
In a study o f the word’s history and its meaning in a Homeric context, D. Frame
(1978) points out that nostos is a nominal "...derivative from the verbal root *nes-",
whose common form in the Homeric poems is neomai. meaning simply to "go or
come" (ix). Frame goes on, surprisingly, to suggest an etymological link between the
word nostos and the noun noos. the most common Greek word for "mind." This
connection, if it is a true one, would have interesting significance to an understanding
of the figure o f Odysseus, the polvtropos hero whose "many-tumings" are both
geographical and intellectual. If Frame’s thesis is correct, then Odysseus’ project in
the Odyssey, his nostos. or quest for his return home, is truly a thought-quest as
much as it is a physical journey. The nostos of the hero involves his ability to
conceptualize his return as much as it does the physical actions of his stepping onto
Ithacan soil, slaying the suitors, and reclaiming his wife and kingdom.
The words nostos and algos ("pain" or "suffering") make their appearance
early in the Odyssey, in the opening lines, where the poet tells us of Odysseus’
suffering(s) (algea) as he makes his way homeward (noston):
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ToXXa S’ o 7 ’ kv t o v t q ro c d e v a X y e o c o p K a r a Ov/xop,
re $ v x q v kou po o t o p e r a i p c o p (Od. 1.4-5).

a p v v f i e v o g i}v

(...m any the pains he suffered in his spirit on the wide sea,/ struggling for his
own life and the homecoming of his companions.)
The compound word "nostalgia" is not a Homeric coinage, and the word did not
come into English until the second half o f the eighteenth century, entering the
language from Latin, relatively close to the onset o f the Romantic revolution .58 The
Oxford English Dictionary cites the earliest use of the late Latin term "Nostalgia" in
English in the 1770s; the word was used by doctors to describe a form o f depression
recognized in sailors traveling in the New World. The word, meaning "a painful
longing for one’s return home," was a medical term for "...A form o f melancholia
caused by prolonged absence from one’s home or country; severe homesickness."
The O .E.D . quotes from a sailor’s journal:
The greatest part o f them [sCj. the ship’s company] were now pretty far gone
with the longing for home which the Physicians have gone so far as to esteem
a disease under the name of Nostalgia (O .E .D .. 535).

Though the words algos and nostos appear in the first lines of the Odyssey,
laying the poem ’s groundwork in a sense o f "nost-algia," we do not actually "see" the
nostalgic hero himself until the beginning o f Book 5. It has been noted by many that
Book 5 has the feeling of a reprise, as if the poem had two beginnings: in Book 5 as

58Nineteenth century romantics idealized both the states o f "nostalgia" and
"melancholia" as being indicative of a sweet sensitivity of soul.
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in Book 1, there is an initial council of the gods on Olympos, with Athena making the
case for Odysseus’ need to get on with his life, for his having deserved his nostos at
last. Zeus agrees, and sends Hermes with a command for Kalypso to send Odysseus
on his way, just as he had sent Athena to Telemakhos in Book 1.
Two passages in Odyssey 5 describe Odysseus sitting on the shore of Ogygia.
These are very important descriptions, because they are the first actual glimpses we
have of the hero we have heard talked about so much in the first four books of the
poem. The pathetic image of Odysseus they portray is striking in its contrast to the
energetic portrait painted of him in the stories told by his family and friends thus far
in the poem: though known for his resilience and resourcefulness, Odysseus is sitting
on the beach of Kalypso’s isle, staring disconsolately out onto the sea, as "depressed"
as an ancient person can be (before the modem invention of the concept of
psychological illness). He is both homesick and weeping.
Though the two passages which describe Odysseus in Book 5 essentially repeat
each other, they vary slightly in vocabulary and phrasing. The first is focalized
through the omniscient narrator ,59 who explains to the reader why Odysseus is not at
home with Kalypso when Hermes arrives to deliver Zeus’ message to her that it is
time to release him. Odysseus’ absence from Kalypso’s cave is striking, and

59The term "focalize" comes from the narratological work of M. Bal, who coined the
term to allow critics to specify more clearly the "point of view" through which given
portions of a narrative are presented. See, for example, her Narratologv: Introduction
to the Theory o f narrative. 1977; also the work of her student, I. de Jong, (Narrators and
Focalizers: The Presentation of the Story in the Iliad. 1987), who has done considerable
work applying Bal’s methodology to the Homeric poems. For a review of de Jong’s
study and other recent narratological studies of Homer, see S. Schein (1991).
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underscores his distaste for domestic life with the goddess. It also allows the poet to
build up suspense for his audience, as we learn of the hero’s impending release before
he does. In this first passage, the word "algos" appears without the word "nostos:”
oi>5’ a p ’ ’OSuffcrrja peyaX rjropa epbop ererpep,
aXX’ o 7 ’ ex’ otnrfiQ /cXale Kadijpeuog, evQot ro tp o g r e p ,
b & a p v o 1 teal a r o v a x V ai KaL otXyem Ovpop epex^cov
t o p t o p ex’ a r p v y e r o v bepneaneTO b o tn p v a Xet/3a)v (Od.5.81-41.
(Nor did [Hermes] find great-hearted Odysseus within,/ but he was sitting
weeping on a promontory, as many times before,/ tearing his heart with tears
and groans and sorrows,/ and pouring out tears as he looked out over the
barren sea.)
Odysseus is miserable, and obviously "home-sick," though the poet does not actually
specify any particular longing or object of desire. The second description of
Odysseus, focalized this time through the eyes of Kalypso as she walks down to the
beach to deliver Hermes’ message, spells out the content of Odysseus’ longing much
more specifically:
to p S’ a p ' ex ’ otKTriQ evpe K aQ rm evov ovbe x o r’ oooe
baKpvo<f>iP repaopTO, KotTeifieTO Se yX vkvq otiwp
POOTOP bbvoofiepip. exei o v k e tl ffpbape pvp.(f>ri.

aXX’ ri toi PVKTotQ p e p iavecfKep /cat ctPotyn'Q
ep axeaat y\a<f>vpolaL Trap’ ovk edeXwp edeXovaig (O d.5.151-5).
(...and [she] found him sitting on the seashore, and his eyes were never/
wiped dry of tears, and the sweet lifetime was draining out of him ,/ as he
wept for a way home, since the nymph was no longer pleasing/ to him. By
nights he would lie beside her, of necessity,/ in the hollow caverns, against his
will, by one who was willing...) [emphasis added]

Odysseus longs for youth fglukun aibnl and home (noston)--a telling combination,
since, as we will see, neither can be fully recovered.
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In order to understand the power of nostalgia as both a function of romance,
and as a producer o f romance, we must look at the deeper meaning of the word. The
second meaning of "nostalgia" listed in the O.E.D. represents an important leap of
imagination and sentiment, for it implies that there is romantic pleasure and
idealization in this melancholic longing for the "home" of one’s past:
Regret or sorrowful longing for the conditions of a past age: regretful or
wistful memory or recall of an earlier time (O .E.D .. 535) [emphasis added].
This type of nostalgia is not far from daydream and fantasy, important generators of
romance, and it helps to connect the double drives of pleasure and pain, desire for
and fear of resolution, which form two opposing poles in romance: the mode
includes an in-bound longing for the return to origin which nostos implies, and an
out-bound need to delay a completion which is both the end of the story and death.
Odysseus’ longing for home is both passive and active in that it produces the
"odyssey" which will in turn become the Odvssev. The poem which describes
Odysseus’ return will also act one day to transform past sorrows into the future
pleasure of storytelling. His romantic nostalgia, literally his "painful desire for his
homecoming," is a force which helps to sustain the sense of past, present, and future
necessary for fulfilling the poem’s plot.
The modem Greek poet George Seferis explores the double pull of Odyssean
nostalgia in his poem "O Yurismos tou Xenitemenou" ("The Return of One who Has
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Been Away ").60 The modem Greek word "xenitemenos" deserves a commentary in
itself: it is derived from the noun "xenos." a fundamental word in Greek culture
(ancient and modem) which means "foreigner," "stranger," and "guest-friend," more
or less simultaneously. The contemporary sense of the word xenitemenos may also
carry the connotation of a Greek native returning from the diaspora. In a sense, the
entire Odyssey can be read as a commentary on what happens to people who are
xenitemenoi: when one member of a community leaves and then returns, everyone is
both alienated and enriched by the experience.
Seferis writes of the idealizing nostalgia of a man returning to his native
village after many years abroad, and his poem reads as a gloss on the scene in
Odyssey 13, when Odysseus wakes up on the shore of his longed-for island, his eyes
so full of sleep and the mist of idealization that he cannot recognize his home. In the
Odyssean passage, we read:
. . . ' O 5’ eypero 8loi; 'O bvaaevg
ev8o)P ev yavq ronpuiiij, ovbe pip eyp u ,
ribrj bijv airewp • Trepl y a p 6eog rjepa x e^e
U a W a g ’ AOrjpaCri, Kovptj Aiog, o<f>pa pip avrop
aypcoaTOP Tevi-eiep enaora re pvdrjaairo,
pr/ pip rp \p aXoxog ypoirj a a ro i re 4>ikoi re,
rp \p r a a a v pprjarfjpag VTrepPacrirjp a m r i a a i.

“ Seferis’ most popular English translators, Keeley and Sherrard, mistranslate this
title as "The Return of the Exile," which gives the wrong connotation in English. The
Greek word for "exile" is eifopicrro?, while ^ e p i r e v o p a i , the verb from which the
participle ^ e p ir e p e p o g is derived, simply means "to have been away from home"—
literally, to have been a Z epog, a stranger, in someone else’s land. It carries with it some
of the ancient connotations of the word, which imply that one has received hospitality in
a foreign place.
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TovpeK ’ a p ' aXXoeibe' kfymveTo r a v r a a p a n n ,

re biypeKeeg X i p h e q re r a v o p p o i
xerpat r ’ yXi /Saroi /cat bevbpea r y X e d a o p r a
((M-13.187-96.)

otTpairiTOL

(But now great Odysseus wakened/ from sleep in his own fatherland, and he
did not know it,/ having been long away, for the goddess, Pallas Athene,/
daughter of Zeus, poured a mist over all, so she could make him/
unrecognizable and explain all the details to him,/ to have his wife not
recognize him, nor his townspeople/ and friends, till he punished the suitors
for their overbearing oppression./ Therefore to the lord Odysseus she made
everything look otherwise/ than it was, the penetrating roads, the harbors
where all could/ anchor, the rocks going straight up, and the trees tall
growing.)
As he often does, Homer gives a divine explanation for an experience which makes
equal sense in modem psychological terms, saying that Athena has "poured a mist"
(1.189) around Ithaka, hiding its identity from Odysseus as she will also hide his
identity from the Ithacans. Clearly, though, twenty years of absence and change can
as effectively explain Odysseus’ feeling of alienation and distance as can "divine
intervention."
In Seferis’ poem also, the traveler’s idealizing nostalgia about his past home
blurs the joy of his nostos. He struggles to reorient himself in a world which was
ample in his childhood, but has now grown so small that he cannot fit himself in:
«Tvpevo} to xaXto pov < m n
pe 7’ aiprjXa ra rapadvpia
GKoremaopepa a x ’ top kiogo
yvpevu rt]u apxotia KoXova
rov KocTotfc 0 dotXaooipoq.
na)£ 6 eq pa pT& a’ avrr/ tti Gravy;
oi areyeg pov epxovprai
tovq kpovq
kC boo paKpta /cat pa KoiTa^w
/3Xexa) yovanoTovQ avOp&Tovq
Xeq Kapovve rrjp rpooevxy rovq».
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("I’m looking for my old house,
the tall windows
darkened by ivy;
I ’m looking for the ancient column
known to sailors.
How can I get into this coop?
The roof comes to my shoulders
and however far I look
I see men on their knees
as though saying their prayers .")61
A companion, trying to comfort his bewildered friend, explains:
ij pooTOiXyia aov e x £l TrXaaei

p i a xwpa avvvctpxrri pe popovg
e£a) a x ’ 77/ 7 fig ki' a x ’ ro vg 6ipQpwTrovg».

(Your nostalgia has created
a non-existent country, with laws
alien to earth and man.)
As the home Seferis’ traveler has been longing to return to turns out to be a fiction
constructed of memory and story, so we see played out in each o f texts in this study
the idealizing drive of romantic nostalgia trying to freeze time, to preserve the present
in a memory which is old before it is even expressed.
In the second part o f the Odyssey. Odysseus must reconstruct an "Odysseus"
out of memory and story, for his odyssey has turned him into the subject o f a song,
and it is only song which can reconstitute him. Romance texts are infused with both
kinds o f nostalgia, the painful and the pleasurable; they look backward to a dream
time when the voice singing the tale was omniscient, and one could drowse safely into

61George Sepheris: Collected Poems (1967): 221-5.
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a story of return-curled, perhaps, in the hold of a Phaiakian cutter, "forgetful of all
suffering" (Od. 13.92).

Frye (1957) locates the dream-world of romantic nostalgia "in time or space,"
but then goes on to remark that, in literary terms, the romantic "golden age" resides
in a world of texts: romantic literature longs for a literary golden age:
There has never to my knowledge been any period of Gothic English
literature, but the list of Gothic revivalists stretches completely across its entire
history, from the Beowulf poet to writers of our own day (186).
The nostalgia which appears in romance narratives, then, is to a large degree a
literary affliction, and it can express itself in narrative terms as an intensely inward
self-referentiality. In the Aithiopika. for example, Charikleia is bom a foreigner in
her own land, to her own parents, and "textualized" by her mother at birth: wrapped
into a woven tale whose meaning she must live out before she can understand it, she
struggles to make narrative sense out of her existence. As she does so, she
epitomizes the "textual nostalgia" of the romance quest, turning, in her quest for her
origins, her "textual" birth into the birth of a text. So, also, Don Quixote’s nostalgia
for a fictional Golden Age drives him to turn himself into one of the greatest fictions
ever made: "Don Quixote." For Alonso Quixano (...or Quixana, or Quesada...), no
life outside of a textual one is possible: reading is the only discernible action he
performs before deciding to transform himself into a fiction-and, as he learns to his
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surprise in Part II, the actions of his life have turned back into text even as he has
lived them.
The textual nature of romantic nostalgia is, I suspect, both reflected in and
caused by the literary history of the mode, for romantic ages tend to follow-and look
back upon--heroic ones. Each of the works which make up this study, the Odyssey.
Aithiopika. and Quixote can be said to follow, look back towards, and define itself
against, a prior literary age.62 The "primary" narrative genre, to the extent that such
a thing can be said to have ever existed, is a type which Perry calls "national warrior
epic ,"63 exemplified by the Iliad (or El poema de mio Cid or the Chansons de
gestes). These epic cycles, in both cases, come from narrative worlds which extend
back into oral history; little which is literary can be found to pre-date them. They
represent, in effect, a moment when actions became narratives.
Naive or unwary readers (the Kyklops, Knemon, or Don Quixote, for
example) might maintain the illusion that prior to the creation of these texts a world
of pure deeds existed-deeds unmediated by the irrevocable passage of (narrative)
time. This, however, is a fantasy. More sophisticated readers (ones, perhaps, who
have properly read and understood the Odyssey. Aithiopika. and Quixote!, realize that
the act of narrating in itself creates a distance in time and space between the "telling"

62I take the Odyssey in this example to "look back towards" the Iliad-though I
realize that some classicists will have trouble with that view. I cannot, however, see the
poems as presenting a "simultaneity" in their ethical and world views; the Odyssey, in
some narrative sense, does seem to me to endeavor to "enclose" the world of the Iliad.

63Cf. n. 24.
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and the "thing told." In that space, even if it is only a moment long, something is
necessarily lost-youth, spontaneity, accessibility, "truth." The same power which
makes us human, the power to describe ourselves and the world around us in
language, also condemns us to an awareness of an unbridgeable distance between
thought and utterance. Into this "gap" can fall many things, including the distorting
intervention of memory (or its loss), the desire for manipulation of the course of
narrative, or the failure to control it through the effects of interruption, deflection, or
divergence. Romantic literary nostalgia struggles against the linearity of language,
especially oral language, which leaves the speaker’s mouth as a stream of words and
cannot be re-entered without irreparably altering-and thereby losing—itThe narrative self-consciousness of the Odyssey. Aithiopika. and Quixote force
readers to remain constantly aware of the distance between life and narrative-a
distance which, as we will see, characters within the texts themselves often lose sight
of. S. Mumaghan (1987), for example, explains the connection between this inherent
"distancing" effect of narrative, and the Odyssey’s particular tendency to call attention
to itself as narrative:
The inclusion of representations of song in these climactic episodes of the
Odyssey’s plot, like the Odyssey’s preoccupation generally with poetry and
narration, engages an issue basic to all literary representation. Any narrative
re-creation of events, like any mimetic work, is necessarily distinct from the
events it re-creates. It is later in time, elsewhere in space, and different in
form. In the world portrayed by the Homeric epics, this disjunction becomes
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an important concern in the lives of the characters because poetic narrative is
the most valued medium for the preservation of kleos. the glorious reputation
or fame which is the goal of heroic action (149). [emphasis added]
Part of the romantic fantasy of literary nostalgia includes also the notion that
the literature of prior ages was somehow closer to the origin of action--to the "truth"than the "fallen" literature of the current age. The Odyssey’s narrative, for example,
longs for and engulfs the tales of the Iliad: the Aithiopika does the same with those of
the Odyssey: and the Quixote consumes all the great heroic literature available to i t which includes not only the material of the other two works, but the literature of the
chivalric and ballad traditions as well. L. Slatkin (1989) notes the Odyssey’s
relationship to the prior narrative world of the Iliad as one of the defining features of
its project:
It is in part the Odyssey’s relationship to the epic about Troy, as the Odyssey
represents it, that returns the poem continually to the issue of narrative. For
in the Odyssean world of audiences, every new song must presuppose the
existence of songs about T roy-of an Iliad—whose prestige is the narrative ideal
( 11).

However, even oral epics such as the Iliad, which are imagined to be
"primary," often call attention to the ambiguity of their relationship to the writing
down of stories through the distancing effect of narrative self-consciousness. The
Iliad, for example (Perry’s "primary" warrior-epic I), shows us images-however

fleeting--of Helen (H.3.125-8), Achilles QJ.9.186-8), and Hephaistos (fl. 18.483-607)
turning life and action into art through weaving, singing, and craftsmanship-the same
techniques the Odyssean poet uses to call attention to his narrative craft. Art, it
'"1

seems, no matter how "primary," is always self-conscious. What one ultimately finds
in examining self-reflective romance texts such as these, which quest nostalgically for
experience unmediated by narrative, is that the "primal" narrative which these
romances long for turns out to be a kind of Derridean trace.
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Chapter 4. Narrative into Life

Because narrative and storytelling are time-bound, they are inherently linear
activities. This linearity is illustrated concretely in a small children’s book (one of
my own childhood favorites) called Harold and the Purple Crayon.64 The
protagonist is a boy named Harold, who drags a purple crayon over the blank pages
of the small book he inhabits, creating a linear story as he goes along. Sometimes,
the events seem accidentally to roll off the end of his crayon as, for example, he
inadvertently shrinks himself to the size of a sparrow by walking off into the
vanishing point of railroad tracks he has been drawing; sometimes he deliberately
controls the course of his narrative, drawing himself into trouble, and then drawing
clever escape routes to help himself out of rough spots.
Many of the protagonists in the Odyssey. Aithiopika. and Quixote behave like
Harold: it seems as if they are dragging their own "purple crayons" behind them as
they travel, leaving a trail of narrative in their wakes as they try to instantly convert
their actions into story. When movement~or life—stops, so does narrative; inaction
is, after all, difficult to describe, particularly since it so often involves isolation. Like
Helen in Iliad 3, weaving the events of the Trojan War into the "text" of her tapestry
even as it continues around her, many of the characters in these works struggle to

“ By Crockett Johnson, 1955.
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gain control over their lives by narrating themselves into being. El Saffar, in her
important study of the narrative structure and texture of the Quixote (Distance and
Control in Don Quixote 1975), compares the project of the Quixote to that of another
autobiographical narrator, the protagonist of Sterne’s Tristram Shandy: the heroes of
both works, she points out, strive to elide the "distance" between narration and life
through the creation of narrative itself:
The ideal situation which both these novels ITristram Shandy and the Ouixotel
suggest, but never achieve, would be one in which the writer’s time and his
character’s time coincide. If the writer could actually become the subject
about which he writes, there would be no more problems with ordering the
work or presenting it truthfully or convincingly (20).

One manifestation of the literary nostalgia in all of the texts in this study is
evidenced in the ways in which their narratives are constructed: the strong interplay
between two-part frames and interpolated tales brings us back to one of the
fundamental problems both of life and of literature-that of translating life into
narrative, and, in some important cases, narrative into life. Where characters’
"stories" are missing, their identities lack substance as well. As the Odyssey begins,
for example, Odysseus is "kalypso"-ed,65 cut off from the bonds of xenia. unable to
visit and share stories. Telemakhos, whose fate programmatically mimics his

65Kalypso’s name is related to the Greek word xaXuxraj (kalupto)—"to cover" or
"hide." See S. Schein ("Preface," 1990): 38-42, for a discussion of the relationship
between the "concealment" of sleep and that of death.
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father’s, seems never to have had a credible foreign visitor until Athena arrives in
disguise. It may be that Penelope has had to do all the entertaining while he was in
his boyhood. She, apparently, is avid for visitors, though she has heard enough of
their tall tales to make her suspicious, crave them as she may. Her craving for the
tales of strangers, though, is not merely a sign of boredom or loneliness, for the
entertaining of visitors is part of her responsibility to her lost husband, her household,
her son, and her culture. The Odyssean world is created and preserved through
shared narrative. Everything of importance must be talked into being. People, pets,
golden cups, weapons, even footstools, door-jambs, and beds, have histories, stories
of origin, which must be maintained in the memory of someone lest they fade into
non-being. Characters who are in tune with themselves, the gods, and the world
around them, use language as carefully as they perform sacrifices or observe xenia.
In the Odyssean world, people must travel and receive guests in order to have
any share in life at all; staying put leaves one in a timeless limbo barely
distinguishable from death. Travelers enrich the narrative lives of their hosts by
bringing tales with them, and then they return home with foreign and novel stories to
pass on to those who wait. Those who wait provide a goal and audience for the
travelers, a safe and hospitable haven for the telling of tales. Those who cannot
travel-often women-can sometimes participate in the production of narrative by
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weaving domestic tales o f their own-such as Penelope does in devising the trick of
the web and the contest o f the bow.66
Travel plays an important part in the Aithiopika’s narrative as well.
Charikleia’s fate, like those of many romance protagonists, is to travel: as with
Telemakhos and Odysseus at the opening of the Odyssey, she must move forward in
order to set her story into motion-both to become herself, and to assure that there
will be an "Aithiopika” to record the accomplishment.
Alonso Quixano, the Spanish gentleman who transforms himself into "Don
Quixote," has an identical need to travel in order to re-start the "narrative" of his life,
which is as stagnant and boring as the lives of the Ithacans waiting for Odysseus, or
that of Odysseus imprisoned on Ogygia-as uninteresting to him as it is to us who
read about it. Like Penelope’s suitors, his life also has been reduced to a monotonous
routine of daily eating:
Una olla de algo m£s vaca camera, salpicon las mds noches, duelos y
quebrantos los sdbados, latajas los viemes, algun paldmino de aiiadidura los
domingos, conumiam las tres partes de su hacienda (I, 1).

“ N. Felson-Rubin (1987) examines the way in which Penelope can be seen as an
active participant in the creation of the Odyssey as well, in addition to her role as a
(passive) receiver of heroic narrative:
Penelope engages in the following actions: she offers words of encouragement
and promises to each suitor, devises the trick of the web, appears before the
suitors and solicits gifts, dreams, ponders, scolds, weeps and prays, interviews
the stranger and tells him her dream, sets up the contest of the bow, eventually
entraps her husband into divulging his secret knowledge of their marriage bed,
and reunites with him (65).
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(His habitual diet consisted of a stew, more beef than mutton, of hash most
nights, boiled bones on Saturdays, lentils on Fridays, and a young pigeon as a
Sunday treat; and on this he spent three-quarters of his income.)
For him, too, old stories of past deeds are a psychic staple:
...este [sobredicho] hidalgo, los ratos que estaba ocioso (que eran los mds del
ano), se daba & leer libros de caballerfas... (I, 1).
(...this gentleman, in the times when he had nothing to do--as was the case for
most of the year-gave himself up to the reading of books of knight errantry...)
As they do with Telemakhos, one of Don Quixote’s Ithacan counterparts, these old
tales exert an influence on the soon-to-be "Don Quixote," as he grows tired of reading
the stories o f other lives and longs to live his own story, to have "aventuras"
(adventures) and perform "hazanas" (deeds) which will be worth talking about, and,
better yet, worth writing down. In the highly literate world of the Quixote, only
peasants-like Sancho-exist solely on spoken tales. Alonso Quixano wants to become
a character in a book, and, by leaving home and setting out on his journey, he
succeeds.67
Don Quixote’s nostalgia for what he imagines to be a world unmediated by
narrative leads him into a conundrum, however, for he has misread the romances of
chivalry, assuming that their protagonists actually lived lives which were organized as
linearly as the mock-epic narratives which describe them. By ignoring the reality of

67Homeric warriors also exhibit this desire to be "textualized," since one of the
fundamental values of the Heroic Code is to die in such a way as to be immortalized in
heroic poetry. Take, for example, the Thracian warrior Iphidamas, who comes to Troy,
as Homer says, "looking for glory from the Achaians" (11.227); though he is slain
brutally by Agamemnon, his appearance in the Iliad proves his quest to have been a
success.
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the powerful authorial consciousness which has mediated between the "deeds" of the
heroes and the writer/reader of the words, and by turning his life into (and placing it
at the mercy of) narrative, Don Quixote leaves himself open to suffer all the
indignities of romantic fiction, with its memory lapses, interruptions, textual lacunae,
extraneous interpolations, mendacious storytellers, and undignified inclusiveness. The
"wicked enchanters" who haunt his text serve as reminders of the enormous danger
and impossibility of his original project: to conflate text with life, and life with text.
The dangers inherent in combining life and narrative are well illustrated in the
Odyssey. Aithiopika. and Quixote by a distinct group of interpolated stories. These
tales, which I will call "romantic autobiographies," are uncorroborated
autobiographical narratives which are presented by their narrators as having been
lived as "true stories," whose plots, however, are usually much stranger and less
plausible than those of the wildest lying tales. They show vividly the pain and
difficulty often experienced by those who are forced by circumstances actually to
experience the life depicted in romantic tales of adventure and erotic passion. They
also blur the fragile boundary maintained in these texts between "fiction" and "truth,"
between the world of the interpolated tales and that of the frame narrative; they
present themselves not as "verisimilar fictions," but as visions of romantic reality
lived out, unwillingly, by hapless characters who exist within the larger fictional
world of the frame narrative.
A primary locus for this category of tales is the story of his adventures which
Odysseus relates to the Phaiakians (and which Homer presents to us) in Books 9
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through 12 of the Odyssey. These tales, presented as absolute truth,68 but
uncorroborated by any surviving human, seem exotic by the standards of the epic
cycle, and are seen by many to represent an intrusion o f "fairy-tale" material into the
epic format of the Odyssey.69 They are not, however, the only strange "true" stories
told in the Odyssey. For, after Odysseus has re-told these stories of his adventures to
Eumaios (Qd. 14.199-359) in the transposed "Kretan" version, Eumaios produces his
own life tale (Od. 15.391-484), an excellent match for the disguise Odysseus is using
as a son of royalty fallen on hard times. Eumaios, as he tells it, has actually lived a
perfect real-life "romance," complete with a kidnapping by pirates, and a true change
of station from royalty to servitude. Eumaios’ life story, this "romantic
autobiography" whose veracity Homer gives us no reason to doubt, is a "true" story
as strange as any fiction (or lie?). This story further muddles the fragile boundary
between truth, lie, and fiction as it exists in the Odyssey as a whole, and in life on
Ithaka in particular.
The relationship between Eumaios and Odysseus has been an intimate one in
the past, for although Eumaios is a servant, he was raised almost as a brother by
Odysseus’ family, as an equal to Odysseus’ sister, Ktimene, until it was time for her

68There is a hint of some fictionalizing exaggeration during Odysseus’ description of
his journey to the Underworld when he extends his list of "famous ladies" for Arete’s
benefit, but it is only a hint. Still, its presence may be an important clue to interpreting
other tales in the poem.
690n ly Menelaos’ story o f his encounter with Proteus is in the same vein; the
similarity between Odysseus’ tales and Menelaos’ has been noted by many scholars.
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to be married and for him to take up his adult place on the estate (Od. 15.363-70). As
S. Mumaghan (1987) points out, their intimacy goes even further, however, in that
Eumaios has actually lived the life that Odysseus is pretending to have lived in taking
on his disguise as a world-weary vagabond.70 Eumaios tells his life story to
Odysseus in Book 15 (11.390-484), on the second night of Odysseus’ stay with him,
following the climactic reunion between Odysseus and Telemakhos which takes place
while Eumaios is out of the hut. The telling of this tale is one of the clearest
examples in the Odyssey o f storytelling for the sake of pure pleasure; Eumaios’ tale is
even less "necessary" to the delineation of plot and character than many of the Kretan
tales Odysseus tells. Eumaios tells his story in response to Odysseus’ questioning;
Odysseus, o f course, may already have heard the tale during his years of association
with his old servant, though we—the audience-certainly have not. This situation is an
interesting variation on our relationship to the Kretan tales, all of which we assume to
be "lies" because they revise information we have already heard narrated by Odysseus
in the "authentic" version during Books 9 through 12. In the case of Eumaios’ tale,
we are in no position to judge its veracity one way or the other.
What is striking about Eumaios’ tale is the degree to which it acts as a partner
to the Kretan tale Odysseus has already told him in Book 14. This story, the longest
o f Odysseus’ lying tales, is essentially a miniature version of the great apologue of
Books 9 through 12, with the material shifted, rationalized, and de-mythologized to

70"Eumaeus has a history similar both to the history that goes with Odysseus’ disguise
and to Eurycleia’s history. He, too, is originally of noble birth and has occupied a place
in the house o f Laertes comparable to that of a member of the family" (41).
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make it sound credible to the earth-bound Eumaios. The story Eumaios offers as a
counterbalance is an exciting one full of similar intrigue, betrayal, and adventure.
Eumaios begins by saying that he was bom on the island Syria
(Od. 15.403), near Ortygia

C O p rv y ii})

(L vp irj)

(Qd. 15.404). His description of his beloved

home-island (filtered, perhaps, through the idealizing nostalgia of his memory) sounds
remarkably like a variation on the description of the magical aspects of Skheria
described by the poet (and focalized by Odysseus) in Book 7. Eumaios paints an
idyllic image:
reivr) 5’ ov r o r e brjfiop h a ep xerm , ovbe n g oiK kq
povaog 'em a n lyeprf 7reX erai becXolai fipoToiaip •
aXX’ ore yrjpaoiccjiOL ttoXlp K ara 4>vX' apdpuiccop,
eXOcop a p y v p o w ljo g ' AtcoXXup ' Apre/xt5t | i ip
olg a y a p o lg fieXeeooip eToixopepog KotTeT6<j>pep

(Od. 15.407-11).
(No hunger ever comes on these people, nor any other/ hateful sickness, of
such as befall wretched humanity;/ but when the generations of men grow old
in the city/ Apollo of the silver bow, and Artemis with him,/ comes with a
visitation of painless arrows, and kills them.)
He explains that he was the son of the king of the island, Ktesios, but was kidnapped
as a child by his nurse for her own gain. She had established an illicit relationship
with a traveling merchant who was visiting Syria, and who promised to return her to
her own former home, Sidon-for she herself, as it turns out, had also fallen into a
life of servitude through having been kidnapped from her home by pirates.71

71There is another implied interpolated tale here: that of the nurse. The narrative
spiral seems endless.

The world presented in Eumaios’ tale is one of danger and disruption, with at
least two layers of nostalgia ("longing for home") contained within it: Eumaios was
uprooted from his comfortable family life by a woman who had also been uprooted
from hers; he became a servant in a foreign land as she had been. The nostalgia
which the nurse feels for her lost homeland and former identity leads her to inflict the
same sorrowful fate on Eumaios. Eumaios’ tale makes it clear that the boundary
between play-acting and real-life experience is purely accidental: Odysseus, in
disguise on his own island, is pretending to enact the same story. The presence of
Eumaios’ tale in Part II of the Odyssey makes it very clear that the experiences
Odysseus describes in his Kretan tales, the "fictions" he spins as part of his disguise,
exist as an everyday reality in the life-experience of some of his fellow Ithacans.
From the audience’s perspective, Odysseus has lived a fairy-tale while fictionalizing
his "real life."
Autobiographical tales such as Eumaios’, with their outlandish romantic plots,
remind audiences that life is occasionally stranger and more romantic than fiction.
"How can you doubt any story," these tales seem to say, "when such odd things
happen in the real world?"72 These implausible "true" stories, however, have the
effect of elevating themselves, within that fictional realm, to a kind of higher status
on the scale of "the real."
As many of the characters within these texts demonstrate, living out the plots
of romance narratives can be an unpleasant and terrifying business. The greatest

720 f course, readers must remember that there is no "real world" inside a text.
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pleasure of these sorts of narrative comes from recognizing the safe distance between
the stories of the events and the events themselves. Odysseus and Penelope, when
they are safely reunited in their royal bed, indulge themselves fully in the joys of taletelling, a pleasure removed by only one degree, it seems, from the physical pleasure
which they find in their reunion:
Tw 5’ eirel ovp (friXoTtiTog e r a p T ijr tiP epctreiprjg,
T€preaQi\p pvdoioi, rpoq aWr/Xovg kperopre...
(Od. 23.300-1).

(When Penelope and Odysseus had enjoyed their lovemaking,/ they took their
pleasure in talking, each one telling his story...)
S. Mumaghan (1987) explains the importance of the tale-telling in which the couple
engages:
Only when Odysseus repeats the same narrative at home to Penelope is he able
to enjoy telling it. Only then has he reached the point when he no longer
needs to act to secure his own achievement, when taking pleasure in song is no
longer a distraction from the struggle to win fame (154).
Heroic fame or kleos in Odysseus’ case is not separable from life itself: because only
he knows the story of the Odyssey, the poem which will celebrate his achievements,
he must live to tell the tale himself, which is precisely what he does as soon as he is
able. His rehearsal/recitation of the poem to Penelope blends past, present, and
future into narrative, one of the ultimate goals of romance. Odysseus celebrates the
end of his narrative-life by reciting the narrative of his life.
The hero and heroine of the Aithiopika wish desperately to be released from
the mad flights of the narrative which surrounds and confounds them, for, like
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Odysseus, they know that a "romance" is only a true romance when it has already
ended happily. Their story, like that of the Odyssey or of any romance tale, threatens
at any moment to stumble out of its generic expectations into tragedy, despite the
insistence o f the shade o f Odysseus that Charikleia’s story will have a "happy ending"
("telos dexion,l--5.221.73 J. R. Morgan (1989), in his analysis of the conclusion of
the Aithiopika. remarks on at least ten passages in the romance where characters
break into laments over their fears for the future,74 expressing their lack of faith in
the promise o f generic conventions (we know they are characters in a romance, while
they do not):
...w hile the predictive devices.. .offer an optimistic set of expectations, a
negative view is also available from the text through the medium of the
lamentations in which the characters of the Aithiopika are so prone to
indulge...a theory o f teleological malice and a vocabulary of concepts by
which to express it have been insinuated, and they might at any moment be
given substance should the plot take the wrong course (303).

73This prediction is made by Odysseus’ shade in Penelope’s name:
*tt\v Koptjp de rjv ayeiQ icapa ttiq epfiQ yapeTrjq Tcpooenre, xocipeip y a p avTij
biori ra v ro iv eirinrpoodev a y e i tt)p ouxfrpoovprjv Kal reXog avrij 8e%iop
eva y ye\i£ eT a i.» (Aith.5.22)

("However, to the maiden you have with you my wife sends greetings and
wishes her joy, since she esteems chastity in all things. Good tidings too she
sends her: her story has a happy ending.")
74Morgan (1989) cites: 1.8.2-3, 2.1.2-3, 2.4.1-4, 4.19.6-9, 5.2.7-10, 5.6.2-4,
5.29.4, 6.8.3-6, 7.14.4-8, and 7.25.4-6 (n.8:303).
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It may perhaps be said that Charikleia and Theagenes never achieve the level of
narrative control reached by Odysseus and Don Quixote, for, while they eventually
come to understand their complicated story, they take far less control over the
production of the narrative itself; throughout the Aithiopika. they remain vaguely in
awe of the powers which have shaped their destinies.75 Only Kalasiris takes on the
full pleasures and responsibilities of narrative control--and he, having set the story on
its correct track, takes Don Quixote’s final path in quietly exiting from the text by
dying (Aith.7.11.1).76
While the parallels in narrative structure between the Odyssey and the
Aithiopika are blatant, more careful observation shows important differences as well.
Whereas much of the Odyssey’s narrative complexity stems from the layering effects
created by the repetitive re-telling of variations of the same stories, in the Aithiopika.
Heliodoros follows a novelistic convention-and, for the most part, stories are told
only once. There is, however, a similar blurring of boundaries in the Aithiopika
between "the world" and "the fictional world"; as in the Odyssev-particularly with
the example of Eumaios’ tale-this blurring is often created through the interpolation
of stories whose borders seem porous, where events inside the narrative frame of the
interpolated tale mingle with events outside of it.

75Charikleia does, however, tell a lying tale very much like one of Odysseus’ at
1.21.3-7.
She is not entirely without guile-inherited from both her Odyssean
predecessors, Odysseus and Penelope (see Ch. 6).
76The death-scene of Kalasiris is an imitation of the description of Socrates’ death in
Plato’s jPhaedo.
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One o f the characters most responsible for introducing and exploring these
sorts of narratives is the young Greek named Knemon, whose role I have alluded to
briefly in the previous section on narrative frames. Knemon combines attributes of
several o f the interlocutors Odysseus meets in the Odyssey: he is a multi-purpose
audience, with characteristics both of the naive Phaiakians and of the skeptical, but
still manipulable, Eumaios.
In his essay on the narrative of the Aithiopika (1982), J. Winkler focuses on
the importance of Knemon as an internal audience for Kalasiris’ narratives, whose
reactions to storytelling can be read as an object lesson for readers in how to respond
properly to stories.77 Knemon, like Eumaios, is a generator of narrative as well,
and, again like Eumaios, the tale he tells is a romantic autobiography-an ostensibly
true story whose plot crosses the boundaries between romance, tragedy, and tragi
comedy. While Knemon’s life seems self-consciously to have imitated the
Hippolytus/Phaedra myth, his story eventually ends more like Euripides’ romantic Ion
than his tragic Hippolvtus.
The audience for Knemon’s tale of his life is not, however, Kalasiris, for
Knemon tells the story early in the first Book of the Aithiopika. before Kalasiris has
even entered the narrative. His romantic tale hangs in a kind of vacuum, and appears
as a recognizable narrative beacon shining reassuringly through the haze of confusion
which surrounds the opening of Book 1. We read Knemon’s tale with relief before

v See

esp. Section III, "What Kalasiris Knew," 137-158.
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we even know the names and identities of the heroine and her companion, much less
the story of their strange odyssey.
The Aithiopika opens with an incomprehensible tableau: the heroine and her
beloved are surrounded by carnage whose origin will remain unexplained until much
later in the narrative; and they are soon to be captured by bandits who speak a
language unintelligible to the reader-or to the young Greek protagonists. Several
pages into this opening scene, readers still do not know what sort of textual world
they have entered. Should they expect the conventions of tragedy? comedy?
romance?—there is as yet no way be completely sure. Charikleia, whose name and
nationality are as yet unmentioned, makes a woeful plea to the mysterious bandits
who surround her:
« \v a o n e

tw v

irepLearrfKOTOjp aXyeiv&v <f>op<p rqj icaO' rjpcbp bpctpot

i j p a q KaTa0Tpe\J/avTeQ.»

to

vepl

(Aith. 1.3.1)

("Set us free from the woes that beset us! Kill us and so bring our story to a
close!")
With this remark, Charikleia, who describes her life as a "drama" (Spapa),78
underscores, even at this early point in the Aithiopika’s narrative, the fact that life

78The word b p a p a was used by writers as early as Aristophanes (Frogs. 1021) to
refer to theatrical "action." (Liddell-Scott-Jones, 1968: 448.)
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and art—particularly literary and dramatic art-w ill be inextricably intertwined. The
narrator continues this theme in his comment on the complete aporia of Charikleia’s
audience of "bandits" when faced by her strange outburst:
'H

piep T a v T a e x e r p a y ^ d e i , oi Se ovSev a v pu ep ai t & p \ e y o p e p w p . . .

(Aith. 1.3.2)
(But o f this tragic outburst they understood not a word.)
In the midst o f this confusion, Knemon enters the text, introduced to us only as a
"young Greek"

{ v e u v io n o q

'EXXr]p) whose presence the bandit chieftain hopes might

calm the new arrivals.
And he is not wrong, for within moments of meeting Knemon, the heroine and
her companion have elicited from him the story of his life, which they find absorbing,
reassuring, and comforting, even though it is a sad tale. Knemon’s story, unlike that
of the Aithiopika itself, appears to be a linear and logical tale, with recognizable
generic conventions and a reasonably straightforward narrative organization. It is a
tale easy to read and follow -as much a relief to read for first-time readers of the
Aithiopika as it is for its internal audience.
The contents of Knemon’s story, briefly, are as follows: he is the son of a
noble Athenian, Aristippos, who, having lost his wife, marries again with a younger
woman named Demainete, thus establishing the traditionally problematic familial
situation of a potential attraction between a grown son and a young stepmother-the
Hippolytus/Phaedra story. True to expectations, Demainete makes advances to
Knemon who, shocked, rebuffs them. The spumed stepmother, anxious for revenge
and also needing to protect her own compromised reputation, manages to set up a
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bed-room farce where a duped and confused Knemon mistakenly attempts parricide.
His father prejudges him (as Theseus did Hippolytus), and he is banished from
Athens.
When he reaches this point in his narrative, the traditional "tragic" conclusion
of the story, Knemon stops and suggests that they all go to bed-but not before he
alludes to the fact that his story has a different, more "romantic," ending, a happy
one, in fact, where the wicked stepmother is punished:
«KaYw

p e p o v T u g ei-qX avpoprjp e o n a g

re
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(Aith. 1.14.1-2).

("Thus I was banished from my family home and the land of my birth [the
"Hippolytus" ending]; but that she-devil Demainete did not escape the
punishment that was her due. How this came about I shall tell you another
time, but now you must sleep. We are far into the night, and you badly need
rest.")
The curiosity of his audience is, as it is meant to be, whetted by this "cliff-hanger"
remark, and, with a little prodding from Theagenes, Knemon agrees to continue his
tale, relating how Demainete’s uncontrollable lust for him drove her, finally, through
further bed-room farces, to bring on her amply deserved destruction. This version of
the story-the "happy ending," or "romantic" version-proceeds until the villainous
Demainete is dead, and Knemon, presumably, is restored to his proper familial
position.
Knemon’s tale, then, is a real-life romance tale framed within the fictional
boundary of the Aithiopika- a s Eumaios’ real-life odyssey is framed within the
Odyssey. It suggests that perfectly fulfilled fictional narratives-"happy stories," or
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romances-are capable of existing in a world which is somewhere between fiction and
"life." Like Eumaios, Knemon has lived a romance-complete with disguise,
recognition, fall from grace, exile, and, presumably, a happy resolution.
For Theagenes and Charikleia, Knemon’s tale brings on a bout of pleasurable
weeping not unlike the one Penelope and Odysseus enjoy in the safety of their
marriage bed: for the closeness they feel between their unfortunate situation and the
one Knemon has described is offset by the distance they feel between the narrative of
his experience and their current reality:
Km a p a ebatcpvep • ebanpvop be k c x \ oi %evoi, r a pep eneipov rpocjxxaip, ppijpy
be tup ibiup enctOTOQ. Km obb' ap eXrj^ap dprjpovpreq, ei prj n g vtpoq ,
eTtirra? v<j>’ rjboprig tu p y o u p , eiratvae tu p bompvup. (Aith. 1.18.1)
(And he wept. The strangers wept too, ostensibly at his story but in fact in
remembrance of their own. They would not have ceased from sorrowing, had
not sleep, drawn by the pleasure they took in weeping, come fluttering down
to staunch their tears.)
The distance which exists between narrative fiction and life is not always a reassuring
one-for Theagenes and Charikleia hope that their story will end as Knemon’s seems
to have-that their story, which currently appears to be tragic, will turn out to be a
tragi-comic romance after all.
Adding to the blurring between life and fiction in the Aithiopika is the fact that
both narratives-that of Knemon’s life, as well as that of the lives of Theagenes and
Charikleia-tum out to have plots which are connected to each other in bizarre and
extremely implausible ways. Still in Book 1, one of the characters introduced in the
second part of Knemon’s story, a servant-girl named Thisbe, appears mysteriously
and impossibly in the midst of the narrative/life of Theagenes and Charikleia. She is
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discovered as a corpse in the aftermath of a confused battle between the protagonists’
bandit captors and an unidentified group of outsiders. In dying where and as she
does, Thisbe inadvertently saves Charikleia from her own death by serving as a standin. Expressing her astonishment at the appearance of this "character from another
story" in the midst of her own tale, Charikleia says:
rjp e i n o g ,
e a xo iT o ig

7 rjg
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(Aith.2.8.3)
("How can someone suddenly be spirited away by a sort of theatrical special
effect, our o f the heart of Greece to the remotest parts of Egypt?")
Charikleia’s life is a drama, indeed. Later, for complicated purposes o f her own,
Charikleia will impersonate this same dead Thisbe, frightening the poor gullible
Knemon nearly out of his wits (Aith.5.1-11). Elements of Knemon’s tale will, in
fact, continue to intertwine themselves through and around the plot of the Aithiopika
up until the point when Knemon is finally "married-out" of the romance in Book 6
(AUh.6.8.2), fulfilling, finally, the initial promise of his original story that it would
eventually have a "happy"—and romantic-ending.79 The devious denouement of
Knemon’s autobiographical romance mirrors the devious path of the greater narrative
o f the Aithiopika itself. As we have seen, Charikleia’s life too is prophesied to have

79Knemon’s marriage to a young girl named Nausikleia, the daughter of his host,
Nausikles, is an obvious reference to the marriage to Nausikaa which Odysseus is offered
by his Phaiakian host, Alkinoos. It is also a further example o f a tendency of Heliodoros
(which I will analyze a greater length below -see Conclusion) to "tie o f f romantically
all the loose ends o f the Odyssey’s narrative. In the Odyssean setting, it is not possible
for Odysseus to act out the fairy-tale role of the "handsome stranger from abroad who
marries the nubile princess;" so, Heliodoros accomplishes the fairy-tale marriage in his
romance.
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a happy ending (a "telos dexion"V-though it is impossible for anyone to predict how
this will come about. While we have the firm impression that her life will eventually
follow the path of romance and not of tragedy, we are made to read nervously, never
absolutely certain until the last narrative knots are firmly tied. It is thus that
Heliodoros, in a romance which is over 250 pages long in English translation,
maintains our interest in a story whose ending we already know: for the plot does not
finally and definitively resolve itself until the last page of Book 10 (Aith. 10.40.1).
when Charikleia’s father, the Aithiopian King Hydaspes, marries her to Theagenes.
As in the Odvssev. the constant blurring of the boundaries between fiction and life—
the demonstrated fact that life can mirror fiction as much as fiction mirrors life-adds
to the suspense, pleasure, and ultimate significance of the text.

One character in Part I of Don Quixote, the galley slave Ginds de Pasamonte,
attempts to resolve the problematic relationship between literature and life by
deciding, as El Saffar (1975) says, "...to live and write about his life at the same
time, continuing both activities until his death" (21). As she continues her analysis,
however, El Saffar gets to the heart of why even this method will fail to combine life
and text smoothly:
The problem is still not solved, however, for no matter how closely one
activity follows the other, the two are mutually exclusive. The process of
living is open-ended, no certain ends resulting from a given set of means. The
writer, on the other hand, must work from the position of the end, turning on
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already accomplished events and ordering them according to a pattern not
obvious at their beginning. The approach to simultaneity of word and deed is
necessarily asymptotic, as Ginds’ unfinishable book suggests (21).
As Frye (1975) says, describing the behavior of Don Quixote, only a true psychotic
would actually choose to Jive the dangerous life of a literary romance hero:
The Quixote who tries to actualize in his life the romances he has been reading
is a psychotic, though a psychotic of unusual literary interest. I suppose
psychosis, or certain forms of it at least, could almost be defined as an attempt
to identify one’s life "literally" with an imaginative projection (178).
While Don Quixote discovers the painful reality of cold, hunger, physical beatings,
and even mutilation (the loss of his ear and teeth) in turning himself into the hero of
his own romance, he remains undeterred in his project of living the life of the
caballeros andantes he has read so much about. Without his romantic "literary" life,
Alonso Quixano has no life at all, and his death, like Gines de Pasamonte’s, allows
him the ultimate-and most powerful-exercise of narrative control, for Don Quixote’s
narrative indeed ends when his life does, at the close of Part II.
Like the lying tales in Part II of the Odyssey, the many interpolated tales in
Part I of the Quixote have provided readers and critics room for various kinds of
literary speculation for centuries—not all of them offered in a positive vein. Cervantes
himself, amusingly, puts criticism of the large number interpolated narratives in Part I
of the Quixote into the mouth of Don Quixote himself: when Don Quixote discovers
early in Part II what the first half of Don Quixote is like, with its many interpolated
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stories and tales within tales, he is indignant that so much attention could have been
paid by his author to a subject other than himself:
"Una de las tachas que ponen £ la tal historia," dijo el Bachiller, "es que su
autor puso en ella una novela intitulada El Curioso impertinente: no por mala
ni por mal razonada, sino por no ser de aquel lugar, ni tiene que ver con la
historia de su merced del seiior don Quijote."
"Yo apostard," replied Sancho, "que ha mezclado el hi de perro berzas con
capachos."
"Ahora digo," dijo don Quijote, "que no ha sido el autor de mi historia, sino
algun ignorante hablador, que £ tiento y sin algun discurso se puso £
escribirla, saiga lo que saliere, como hacia Orbaneja, el pintor de Ubeda, al
cual preguntdndole qud pintaba, respondid: ‘Lo que saliere’" (II, 3).
("One of the faults they find in this history," said the Bachelor, "is that the
author inserted a novel called The Tale of Foolish Curiosity—not that it is bad
or badly told, but because it is out of place and has nothing to do with the
story of his worship Don Quixote."
"I’ll bet the son of a dog has made a fine mix-up of everything," put in
Sancho.
"Now I believe that the author of my story is no sage but an ignorant
chatterer," said Don Quixote, "and that he set himself to write it down blindly
and without any method, and let it turn out anyhow, like Orbaneja, the painter
of Ubeda, who, when they asked him what he was painting, used to answer
‘Whatever it turns out.’")80

80Don Quixote’s protests here sound remarkably like certain critical comments made
by readers of the Odyssey on the prolix structure of the second half of that poem. Read,
for example, the following view of the second half of the Odyssey, which appears in an
otherwise balanced critical reading by H. W. Clarke (1967):
We are now past the midpoint of the poem, and it detracts not at all from
Homer’s achievement to suggest a certain slackening of pace in the second half
of the Odyssey. The poem moves more slowly as Odysseus spins his
interminable lies, the action betrays less design or inevitability, and the poet
moralizes his preparations for the mass death of the Suitors. One is tempted to
speculate that the flaccidness of this part of the poem, up to, say, Book XVIII,
is due to a thinness of received material (65).
As they have in Cervantes studies, recent approaches to Homeric narrative such as
reader-response and narratological theory have helped critics better understand the
importance of devices such as the interpolated narrative.
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Although Don Quixote expresses frustration here over the large number of
interpolated tales in "his" text, the tales in Part I provide a remarkable forum for
Cervantes’ exploration of the effects (and affects) o f narrative in all its forms-written,
oral, transcribed, epistolary, first-person, third-person, recited, and read-aloud.
Many o f these tales cause a "blurring" between the frames between "narrative" and
"life" that is identical to the effect I have described in analyzing Eumaios’ and
Knemon’s tales in the Odyssey and Aithiopika. I will certainly not attempt a
complete analysis o f all the many forms of narrative in Part I—or even all of the
interpolated tales—here,81 but it will perhaps be useful to point out some of the
general ways in which several of the tales operate within the body of the main text.
All o f the interpolated tales in Part I of the Quixote must be read in the
context of the strange manuscript in which they come to exist-that is, in a manuscript
which becomes aware of itself gs a manuscript following the break in the story which
occurs early in the novel at I, 8, and the "discovery" of the Arabic "continuation" of
the text in Chapter 9.82 This famous introduction of the fictional author/narrator,
Cide Hamete, produces in the Quixote what El Saffar (1975) refers to as an
"awareness o f the inevitability of the distance between the controller and the
controlled that Cervantes has built into his novel at every level" (23).

8,The best complete analysis of all the interpolated tales in the Quixote in terms of
their levels o f fictionality is El Saffar’s Distance and Control in "Don Quixote" (1975).
To my knowledge, it remains the most thorough study of this important topic in
Cervantine studies. In the current discussion I will refer to it often.
82See El Saffar (1975): esp. pp. 38-45 on this topic.
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There are at least four important interpolated narratives inserted into Part I of
the Quixote between Chapters 27 and 44-though the actual number becomes difficult
to calculate as the novel progresses and more and more "tales"--and "lives"-converge
on Don Quixote and Sancho during their second stay in Juan Palomeque’s inn. The
interpolated narratives involve the stories of characters other than Don Quixote and
Sancho-these are the sort of tales Don Quixote is so annoyed about in the passage
cited above. This is not to say, however, that Don Quixote does not become engaged
with the characters of these tales-in fact, more often than not, he "reads" their
narratives as part of his own fantasy, playing out his own form of literary madness in
the stories and lives of the characters he meets. In his present mental state, he is
incapable of reacting otherwise. And they, of course, become involved with his
"narrative" as well, play-acting and "going along with" the charade of his knighterrant identity, each to the degree to which he or she is willing or capable. For
example, when a "damsel in distress" is called for in a plot to rescue Don Quixote
from his mad penance in the Sierra Morena, the genteel Dorothea, since she is both a
"damsel" and "in distress," is far better suited for the role than the barber disguised
as a woman:
...a lo cual dijo Dorotea que ella harfa la doncella menesterosa mejor que el
Barbero, y mis, que tenia alii vestidos con que hacerlo al natural, y que la
dejasen el cargo de saber representar todo aquello que fuese menester para
llevar adelante su intento, porque ella habia leido muchos libros de caballerfas
v sabia bien el estilo que teman las doncellas cuitadas cuando pedfan sus dones
& los andantes caballeros (I, 29). [emphasis added]
(Dorothea then observed that she could play the damsel in distress better than
the barber and, what was more, she had a dress with her in which she could
do it to the life. They could rely on her to act the part and do all that was
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necessary. For she had read many books of chivalry, and knew the style in
which afflicted maidens were accustomed to beg their boons of knights errant.’)
The result o f all this crossing-over of roles is, of course, predictably funny—but also,
perhaps less predictably, disconcerting, for as Don Quixote engages the world around
him more and more in his own fantasies, so the boundaries between "narrative" and
"life" become harder-for everyone—to disentangle.
Many of the interpolated tales83 are told during a return visit to Juan
Palomeque’s inn (the site o f an early set of adventures, including Sancho’s "blanket
tossing"—I, 17), where Sancho and Don Quixote, as well as the priest and barber, and
numerous other characters converge during the course of the narrative. Three of
these tales—the "tragic romance story" of Grisdstomo and Marcela (I, 12-14), the
"star-crossed romance story" of Cardenio, Dorothea, Don Fernando, and Lucinda (I,
23-36), and the "exciting romantic adventure novel" provided by the "Captive’s Tale"
(I, 39-41)—show many striking similarities to the "romantic autobiographies" of
Eumaios and Knemon which I have analyzed above: 1) each is a story which, if
excerpted, could be read as a generic romance narrative; 2) each, however, is related
by its protagonist as a "true" autobiographical account; 3) each is a story whose plot
began before our entry into the text of the Quixote, but whose the final resolution of
which actually occurs during the course of the Quixote, before the eyes of Don
Quixote, Sancho, and the numerous other witnesses gathered at Juan Palomeque’s inn-including ourselves as readers; 4) each is a story whose resolution not only occurs as

83All except for Marcela and Grisdstomo’s tale.
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we look on, but whose plot intermingles coincidentally with the plot of the Quixote
itself as happens in the Aithiopika with Knemon’s tale. This intermingling between
the different levels of fictionality in Part I of the Quixote altogether blurs the already
confused mixture o f fact and fancy initiated by the Don’s original decision to model
his identity on characters from literary romance.84
One o f the long interpolated tales in Part I does not fit precisely into the
category of "romantic autobiography," but is nonetheless important in its own right.
It is a long novella entitled El curioso impertinente (The Tale of Foolish Curiosity,
which is found in a manuscript and read aloud to the assembled company at the inn.
I leave this tale out of the current discussion because of its manuscript status. This
story, as El Saffar (1975) describes it, exists on a different fictional plane from the
other tales: because it is read from a manuscript, it remains a narrative "...in which
all characters, authors and spectators stay on their respective and clearly differentiated
levels" (49-50). The specific plot of the Curioso impertinente however, is in keeping
with the other interpolated tales in that it involves love, treachery, disguise, and
intrigue. The difference in its status, however, is also significant in that it shows
Cervantes’ passion for including within his novel as many levels of fictionality as he

ME. Williamson, in his study The Half-way House of Fiction: ‘Don quixote’ and
Arthurian Romance (1984), makes the same observation about the highly "romantic"
nature of the interpolated tales in Part I of the Quixote:
These [interpolated] stories, however, are of the same genre as Cervantes’s
Italianate novellas: they have highly-organized plots which rely on coincidences,
deus gx machina devices, and spectacular forms of peripeteia and anagnorisis for
their articulation. In effect, their style and form display a close kinship with the
narrative mode of chivalric romance... (162).
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can. In fact, this section of the Ouixote-th e events leading up to the visit to Juan
Palomeque’s inn, and the events which take place during Don Quixote’s stay thereprovide some of the pivotal moments in the novel for coming to terms with
Cervantes’ fictional project as a whole.
The events which lead to the telling of the first interpolated tale in Part I, that
of the "tragic love o f Grisdstomo and Marcela," occur immediately following the
resumption of the narrative in Chapter 9. Sancho and Don Quixote, at the end of a
day of traveling, come upon a group of goatherds and decide to join them for their
evening meal and to camp with them that night. During the course of the meal, it
becomes clear that these goatherds are not entirely unfamiliar with literary madmen,
for one of them, Pedro, begins to tell the story of a local young man and woman,
Grisdstomo and Marcela, who seem to have been infected with the same sort of
delusion from which Don Quixote suffers: these people also have been acting out the
identities of literary figures in place of their own. In this case, however, there are
some important differences. First, the literary genre they are imitating is the pastoral
romance, rather than the chivalric, and, more importantly perhaps, the charade has
already proved deadly for one of them. Grisdstomo, a sensitive and educated young
man, has, it seems, carried the farce to its most extreme conclusion, meeting his
death while playing to the hilt the role of "passionate lover to the beautiful and
inaccessible heroine." The goatherds, in fact, invite the curious Don Quixote and
Sancho to attend his funeral on the following day.
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The connection between Grisdstomo’s fate and the one which might await Don
Quixote seems obvious. As El Saffar puts it:
Grisdstomo, as it becomes immediately apparent, shares a variety of traits with
Don Quixote. Like Don Quixote, his actions appear to have been dictated by
literary models. Grisdstomo was a student with an inclination for writing
poetry. He completely renounced his inherited fortune to take up a pastoral
life, tantalized by the elusive but beautiful shepherdess, Marcela (45-6).
There are many "lessons" for Don Quixote in Grisdstomo’s fate, though he clearly
does not note them. One of the most interesting, perhaps, has to do with
Grisdstomo’s failure to control the course of his own fiction. Based on the elaborate
preparations which Grisdstomo has made for his own funeral, it seems clear that he
has died convinced that he would be the final author of his own story. As El Saffar
describes the funeral:
When the spectators arrive at the burial site they find Grisdstomo in the casket
with poems scattered about on his body. Ambrosio is acting as stage manager,
in effect, for another play written by the dead Grisdstomo...But even
these...presentations-Grisdstomo’s performance of his own burial and
Ambrosio’s speech-so apparently final and finished both in form and in
substance, leave more to be said (50).
The person who will "say more," and who will, in fact, dramatically change the
ending-and thereby the genre-of Grisdstomo’s carefully constructed set-piece, is the
beautiful Marcela herself. Like Grisdstomo, she is also a "literary" shepherdess, an
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educated and wealthy young woman, not a true herder of sheep in either mind or
spirit. Like Thisbe in the Aithiopika. she unexpectedly enters into this funeral scene,
shifting the focus from Grisdstomo’s version of events to her own, and making a
passionate plea for the rights of beautiful women to be left unmolested by foolish and
aggressive lovers like Grisdstomo. She refuses to be a beautiful--and silent—object of
male fantasy and desire. Marcela steals authorial control from the foolishly dead, and
therefore helpless, Grisdstomo, and recasts his melodramatic tragedy as mere selfindulgence:
"...Que si & Grisdstomo matd su impaciencia y arrojado deseo, £por qud se ha
de culpar mi honesto proceder y recato? Si yo conservo mi limpieza con la
compama de los drboles, #>or qud ha de querer que la pierda el que quiere que
la tenga con los hombres? Yo, como sabeis, tengo riquezas propias, y no
codicio las ajenas; tengo libre condicidn, y no gusto de sujetarme; ni quiero ni
aborrezco & nadie..." (I, 14).
("...If Chrysostom’s impatience and headstrong passion killed him, why should
my modesty and reserve be blamed? If I preserve my purity in the company
of the trees, why should he who would have me keep the company of men
desire me to lose it? I, as you know, have riches of my own, and covet no
one else’s. I have a taste for freedom and no wish for subjection. I neither
love nor hate any man...")
With this powerful speech, Marcela leaps back into the forest, leaving a resonant note
blaring for all participants in the narrative of the Ouixote-including not only Don
Quixote but ourselves also. As El Saffar notes, Marcela disrupts our perception of
art works as static or "dead" things by reminding us of the life they take on in the
perceptions of the living. The episode offers a commentary on Cervantes’ entire
artistic project:
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In a way both similar and dissimilar to the problem at Chapters 8 and 9,
Cervantes has shown how art and life can combine in an integral whole. Each
work o f art is sparked by an actual event which in turn changes the course of
events, moving them towards a re-crystallization in another work of art which
produces yet another actual situation. ...although creative interest on the part
o f the characters appears to move the story forward from episode to episode,
from the vantage point of the completed series, the reader cannot but recognize
the ultimate determining role of the unseen author.85
For Don Quixote, caught up as he is in the throes of his particular form of delusion,
this meeting with M arcela-and the even stranger meetings soon to follow—is entirely
in keeping with his sense o f the complete interpenetration of literature and life.
Seizing both the opportunity and his sword, he forbids any of the present company to
pursue Marcela, whom he casts into his own fantasy as a "damsel in distress:"
"Ninguna persona, de cualquier estado y condicidn que sea, se atreva d
seguir d la hermosa Marcela, so pena de caer en la furiosa indignacidn rma.
Ella a mostrado con claras y suficientes razones la poca d ninguna culpa que
ha tenido en la muerte de Grisdstomo, y cudn ajena vive de condescender con
los deseos de ninguno de sus amantes; d cuya causa es justo que, en lugar de
ser seguida y perseguida, sea honrada y estimada de todos los buenos del
m undo..." (I, 14).
("Let no man, o f whatsoever estate or condition, dare to follow the fair
Marcela, under pain o f incurring my most furious indignation! She has shown
with clear and sufficient argument that she bears little or no blame for
Chrysostom’s death, and how far she is from yielding to any of her lovers’

85Marcella acts as another "Avellaneda" to poor Grisdstomo, whose death, in this
case, is indeed untim ely-for, unlike Cervantes’ dispute with his "Avellaneda," his
demise allows her to get the last word. Perhaps this is an internal reminder or warning
from Cervantes to himself.
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desires. Wherefore it is right that, instead of being pursued and persecuted,
she should be honoured and esteemed by all good men in the world...")
The ironies which are presented in this, and subsequent, episodes in Part I of the
Quixote hinge on the same paradox we have already seen in the case of both the
Odyssey and the Aithiopika: that is, that strange, mysterious, and frankly implausible
events begin to occur around Don Quixote wherever he goes, intruding a disturbing
level of fictionality into the frame narrative itself. Just as Eumaios is able to match
Odysseus’ wildly romantic lying tale with a "real-life" version of his own, and just as
the corpse of Knemon’s adversary, Thisbe, appears in the midst of the Aithiopika as
if part o f some sort of "theatrical special effect," so the very existence of a person
such as Don Quixote seems to carry the world of romantic fiction across into the
"real” world of the frame narrative-with often alarming results.
For all the complexity of the effects of Grisdstomo’s and Marcela’s tale on
characters and readers of the Quixote, they barely begin to equal those introduced by
the next set of narratives-those of Cardenio and Dorothea and, later, of Lucinda and
Don Fernando. These four young people are in the throes of yet another classic
romance plot-one where two pairs of attractive young men and women have, either
through bad luck or bad planning, fallen in love with the wrong partner(s).86 Like
its classical prototypes, this plot is extremely confusing, even when presented in a
linear way; for the sake of explication, the main outlines of the story are as follows.

86"Star-crossed lovers."

Cardenio, who narrates the first part of the story, is a young nobleman who
madly loves Lucinda, the daughter of a local family of equal rank to his own. They
are secretly pledged to be married, though they have not yet broached the subject to
their parents. Cardenio is called away to serve his father’s lord, Duke Ricardo, and,
while in the Duke’s service, he makes the mistake of trusting his closest male friend,
the Duke’s son Don Fernando, to accompany him on a visit back to his home, during
which he pays a moonlight call on his beloved. As soon as Don Fernando lays eyes
on Lucinda, he, too, finds himself madly in love with her-though he has already
secretly pledged himself to marry another beautiful girl, the daughter of his father’s
wealthiest tenant, the fair Dorothea. He has already, we learn, both wooed her and
also taken her virginity. Carried away by his new passion, however, he commits a
double act of treachery, betraying both Cardenio and Dorothea: he arranges things so
that, having sent Cardenio away on business for the Duke, he can secure a marriage
to Lucinda through her father. Cardenio finds out about this through a desperate
message smuggled out by Lucinda herself, but he is not able to prevent the marriage.
Hiding in the back o f the church in disguise, he arrives in time to hear Lucinda say
the fateful "I do" to the traitorous Don Fernando, and, driven thoroughly insane by
his grief and rage, he flees into the Sierra Morena, taking up the life of a beggar and
madman, with only occasional lapses into his former, rational, self.
It is here that he encounters Don Quixote and Sancho, for Don Quixote too
has fled to the safety o f the Sierra Morena, following the wise advice of Sancho who
fears that he and his master will be prosecuted for their latest exploit-the Don’s
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illegal freeing o f the galley slaves. Once again, as we saw in the case of Grisdstomo,
Don Quixote meets another person whose life mirrors, in a way, his own—for, like
Don Quixote, Cardenio is certainly mad. Cardenio is a true psychotic like Don
Quixote, not a "faker" as Grisdstomo was, merely imitating the life o f a fictional
character, and his misfortunes, as far as we can tell, are "real." Like the unfortunate
Eumaios, poor Cardenio has been forced to experience what the rest o f us might find
very pleasurable to read about: indeed, his life seems very much to be imitating art,
for the grandiosity o f this "plot"—from the intensity of the "perfect" love he feels for
Lucinda, to the depths of the betrayal by his best friend, Don F em ando-has the all
the earmarks o f a fantasy, one o f those romantic day-dreams that are so pleasurable to
entertain when one knows for sure that they are not real. There is a delicious, almost
guilt-provoking pleasure in speculating on these narratives from a safe distance—but
for Cardenio there is no safe distance. For him, the "romance" has become all too
real, and the events o f his life have unbalanced him, produced in him the sort of
psychosis to which Frye refers in connection with Don Quixote.87
Cervantes exploits as fully as he can this meeting o f two such different—though
similar—madmen, and this is one of the main reasons that the full story of Cardenio,
Lucinda, Dorothea, and Don Fernando takes so long to resolve itself. For Don
Quixote responds to Cardenio’s narrative as he does to all narratives-he engages with
it and conflates the literal with the literary. When Cardenio mentions in passing that
his beloved Lucinda had been fond o f the romances o f chivalry, particularly Don

87Cf. p. 92.
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Quixote’s favorite Amadis de Gaul, the stimulus proves too much for the knight, and
his own insanity takes over. When he then interrupts Cardenio’s tale to comment on
his own understanding of the Amadfs. the break in the narrative is long enough for
Cardenio to lose both his train of thought and his mental equilibrium:
Esttibale mirando Cardenio muy atentamente, al cual ya habia venido el
accidente de su locura y no estaba para proseguir su historia; ni tampoco don
Quijote se la oyera, segun le habia disgustado lo que de Madasima le habia
oido. jExtrano caso; que asf volvfo por ella como si verdaderamente fiiera su
verdadera y natural senora: tal le teni'an sus descomulgados libros! (I, 24)
(Cardenio sat staring at him very attentively. For a fit of madness had come
on him and he was in no state to continue his tale; nor would Don Quixote
have listened if he had, so disgusted was he by what he had heard concerning
Madisima. It was extraordinary to see him take her part as though she were in
fact his real and natural mistress; such was the power his unholy books had
over him.)
The fact that Cardenio’s madness has been brought on by real life, and not by books,
is actually a bit disquieting, for his experiences have been truly awful ones—the stuff
that romances are made of, but also stuff which ought to remain in the world of
fiction. It is frightening rather than pleasurable to think that such things really happen
to people outside of books; as in the Odyssey and the Aithiopika. the blurring of the
necessary boundaries between "a good story" and "a bad life" is unsettling. Now
more than ever in the Quixote we must wonder what genre we have entered:
Romance? Comedy? Parody? Tragedy? These categories are still debated in
Cervantine studies, in a discussion which seems, frankly, unresolvable.88 Cardenio’s

88J. Parr, in Don Quixote: An Anatomy of Subversive Discourse (1988), argues that
the Quixote is a form of satire called an "anatomy" (pp. 123-138). Interestingly, he uses
Bakhtin’s work on the poetics of the novel to arrive at this definition-and Bakhtin has
(continued...)
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experience opens the fascinating question which Cervantes will explore more and
more deeply throughout the rest of the novel, of the true nature of Don Quixote’s
mental state: for while we know that he is mad, the world around him seems, during
the course of the novel, to be growing madder and madder as well—and long before
the end of Part II, Don Quixote actually appears quite a bit saner than many of the
people who surround him, who play around the edges of his fantasy without daring
fully to enter it. Both Cardenio and Don Quixote eventually emerge from their
psychoses as balanced and "healthy" individuals; perhaps it is true that the only sane
reaction to a mad world is to become crazy.
In a further parallel to the tales of Eumaios and Knemon, a strange
relationship develops between the narrative world of Cardenio’s tale of his life and the
world of Don Quixote and Sancho: for all of the "characters" from Cardenio’s tale,
beginning with Dorothea (Don Fernando’s secret love whom Cardenio has never even
met!), converge mysteriously on Sancho and Don Quixote as they prepare to return to
lodge at the same inn at which they had had such marvelous adventures during the
earlier part of their sally.

88(...continued)
been one of the most influential critics in the process of the re-introduction of ancient
fiction into discussions of Western literary history. Parr’s definition of the Quixote as
a satire takes Petronius’ Satvricon and Apuleius’ Metamorphoses as its models, and notes
that, "Etymologically, a satura refers to a plate heaped high to overflowing. It is a form
that will hold all that can be fitted into it. Everything fits and anything goes. It is
impossible to cross generic boundaries within the confines of an anatomy" (138). The
discussion o f the genre of the Quixote is as broad as Parr’s definition suggests it needs
to be. For an overview of current ideas on this topic, see D. Eisenberg (1987): 79-107;
also E. C. Riley (1989), "Romance, the Picaresque and Don Quixote I." for an analysis
of the ways in which Cervantes’ creation "break[s] through generic barriers" (242).
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Leaving out the complicated details for the sake of space, let me say only that
Dorothea appears on the scene much as Thisbe had in the Aithiopika. "as if out of a
stage device"; she is disguised as a young man, for she has left her father’s house to
seek justice from Don Fernando. Her abrupt appearance on the scene, her removing
o f her disguise, and her subsequent telling of her version of "Cardenio’s Tale," has an
interesting effect on Cardenio himself—for as he hears the tale, he becomes saner.
Dorothea, like Cardenio, has been forced to lose her true self in a "fiction" when
faced with insupportable events in her real life. While Cardenio has become
psychotic, she has been equally lost in her own way, roaming the world dressed as a
man; their fates are parallel.
As he listens to "Dorothea’s Tale," which is really a version of his own ta le "Cardenio’s Tale"—narrated by someone else, Cardenio develops a renewed sense of
the proper boundary between fiction and life—an essential discernment which marks a
basic difference between psychotics and the rest of us. In the course of listening to
Dorothea’s narrative, Cardenio seems to regain some sense of the pleasurable distance
between fiction and life which he had lost when his life became a "tragedy." He can
empathize with her story and react to it without going m ad -a lesson we might keep in
mind in assessing the various attempts made in the novel to find a "cure" for Don
Quixote’s madness. When he hears his dreadful life turned back into literature in
Dorothea’s narrative, its events become supportable-even ennobling. Dorothea
herself calls her life a "tragedy," echoing the sentiments of her romantic predecessor,
Charikleia. The task for Cardenio and Dorothea, then, will be to bend their lives’
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narratives out of the tragic course they are on, and back into the romantic mode
proper for two such young, passionate, and deserving people. As Cardenio says, in
his most rational speech up to now:
"Pues siendo verdad, como creo que lo es, lo que aqui habdis contado, aun
podrfa ser que i. entrambos nos tuviese el cielo guardado mejor suceso en
nuestros desastres que nosotros pensamos. Porque, presupuesto que Luscinda
no puede caserse con don Fernando, por ser mfa, ni don Fernando con ella,
per ser vuestra, y haberlo ella tan manifiestamente declarado, bien podemos
esperar que el cielo nos restituya lo que es nuestro, pues estd todovia en ser, y
no se ha enajenado ni deshecho" (I, 29).
("If your story is true, however-as I believe it is-H eaven, perhaps, has in
store for us both a better ending to our misfortunes than we suppose. For,
since Lucinda is mine and therefore unable to marry Don Ferdinand, as she
has so publicly declared, and as he is yours and so also unable to marry, we
may yet hope that Heaven will restore to us our own partners; for nothing is
irretrievably lost.")
Their success in achieving a "happy ending" is, as it turns out, as resounding as that
of Charikleia and Theagenes, characters whose fate and literary tradition they share as
the protagonists of a sort of fiction which J. Winkler (1982) describes as: "...not just
a romance but a romance-in-frame" (139).
One of the last (though by no means the last!) of the interpolated narratives in
this section of the Quixote. "The Captive’s Tale," follows basically the same patterns
I have been describing, with some interesting variations. Like "Cardenio/Dorothea’s
Tale(s)," it falls into the category of "romantic autobiography": it is a first-person
narrative whose main character is the narrator himself. By the time however, that
this narrator/tale-teller, the mysterious "Captive," appears on the scene, the
atmosphere in Juan Palomeque’s inn is beginning to seem more and more like that of
a fairy-tale place-the inn is becoming more and more, that is, like the "magical
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palace" Don Quixote thinks it is! For, the conclusions of the open-ended "tragic"
narratives of Cardenio and Dorothea have by this time been achieved through a truly
"romantic" set of coincidences, capped by the appearance ("as if by some theatrical
special effect") of none other than the treacherous Don Fernando and the lovely
Lucinda themselves. As in the Aithiopika. and for no more plausible reasons, these
two have joined the ever-growing crowd at the inn (it would seem that there is only
one inn in all of Spain), and, through the proper intervention of Don Quixote and the
priest, renewed their pledges to their respective mates. As should be obvious by
now, this is a classic romance pattem -that is, a seeming "tragedy" turns into
"comedy" through a set of coincidences. These tales illustrate again and again that
one of the essential-and only-differences between the genres of tragedy and romance
lies in their respective endings. If the "tragedy" ends happily, it becomes
automatically a "romance," a story which then begs to be enjoyed as narrative from
the safe distance of a legitimate marriage bed-figuratively or, just as often, literally.
The "Captive" arrives in the midst of the now celebrating mob of visitors to
Juan Palomeque’s inn, accompanied by a mysterious and beautiful lady dressed as a
Moor. Unlike the other romantic autobiographies, the Captive’s tale would seem
already to have "ended happily," for he has his beautiful lady with him. We shall
soon find that the major portion of his suffering is indeed over, and that he can now
look back on the miserable events of his life, and tell his tale in safety to a rapt and
companionable audience.89

89Like Odysseus and Penelope at Od.23.300-343.
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In this respect and others as well, the Captive’s recitation has elements in
common with Odysseus’ apologue in Books 9 through 12; there, although he still had
much to accomplish before he could consider himself truly safe, Odysseus could
celebrate the completion o f a certain portion of his ordeal, and the end of his isolation
from other human beings during the years of his travels and captivity on Kalypso’s
island. As his pseudonym, "The Captive," tells us, Cervantes’ character, like
Odysseus, has suffered some form of imprisonment. Like Odysseus, too, his journey
will turn out to have been a circular one, taking him to foreign and un-Christian
realms-the land of the M oors-and eventually leading him homeward as a man both
wiser and richer than the one who set out.
The connection between the Captive’s story and that of Odysseus is also made
explicit by the comments of Don Quixote himself, shortly before the Captive is asked
by the company to entertain them by reciting his tale. In a movement exactly parallel
to the scene in Book 7 of the Odyssey where Odysseus is first offered a meal and
lodging by his Phaiakian hosts before he is asked for his name and narrative, so here
the Captive and his companion are first fed and lodged before he is asked to tell his
tale. During dinner, Don Quixote makes one of his saner discourses, comparing and
assessing the professions of "Arms and Letters"; here he makes an explicit reference
to Odysseus’ apologue while describing the difficult "odyssey" faced by students in
the attainment of their degrees:
"Por este camino que he pintado, dspero y dificultoso, tropezando aquf,
cayendo alii, levantdndose aculld, tornado & caer acd, llegan al grado que
desean; el cual alcanzado, a muchos hemos visto que, habiendo pasando por

Ill

estas sirtes y por estas Scila y Caribdis como llevando en vuelo de la favorable
fortuna..." (I, 37).
("But by the rough and difficult path which I have indicated, stumbling at
times and falling, getting up and falling once more, they do acquire the degree
they desire. And when they have got it, I have seen many of them, once
passed through those shoals, those Scyllas and Charybdises, as if borne on the
wings of Fortune’s favour...")
While the explicit reference to the "Skylla and Charybdis" episode of Odysseus’
narrative may not seem relevant when it is first made, the connection between the
Captive’s Tale and Odysseus’ apologue is certainly clear by the end of the story-so
much so, in fact, that Don Fernando will practically quote from the Odyssey, saying
as the Phaiakians do:
"Por cierto, senor Capitdn, el modo con que hab6is contado este extrafio
suceso ha sido tal, que iguala £ la novedad y extraneza del mesmo caso. Todo
es peregrino, y raro, y lleno de accidentes, que maravillan y suspenden &
quien los oye; y es de tal manera el gusto que hemos recebido en escuchalle,
que aunque nos hallara el dia de mafiana entretenidos en el mesmo cuento,
holgdramos que de nuevo se comenzara" (I, 42).
("I assure you, Captain, that the way in which you have told your strange
adventures has been as remarkable as the strangeness and novelty of the events
themselves. It is a curious tale and full of astonishing incidents. In fact we
have enjoyed listening so much that we should be glad to have it all over
again, even if it took till tomorrow morning to tell it.")
When Don Quixote has finished his speech on Arms and Letters, the company ask the
stranger (as in the Odyssey, they still do not know his name) to tell his tale, and, like
Odysseus, he makes two disclaimers-first, that the tale is so painful that it might
upset them to hear it, and, second, that they may not believe its remarkable contents:
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HY asf, estdn vuestras mercedes atentos, y oirdn un discurso verdadero i.
quien podria ser que no llegasen los mentirosos que con curioso y pensado
artificio suelen componerse" (I, 38).
("Listen then, gentlemen, and you will hear a true story, and I doubt whether
you will find its equal in the most detailed and careful fiction ever written.")
This disclaimer is particularly interesting in that it lays bare the ironic theme of this
whole segment of the Ouixote-th a t of the blurred boundary between fiction and life.
The tale the Captive tells does indeed resemble a fairy-tale romance: it begins
when a prodigal father calls his three sons to him and divides his fortune among
them, commissioning them to go off and take up the traditional professions of clergy,
commerce, and the military. Our protagonist, as eldest, chooses first and selects a
military career. The Captive’s fortunes then carry him into the historical
Mediterranean conflict between the Christian nation states of Italy and Spain and the
Moslem Turks who had made great conquests during the previous century. We now
find out the meaning o f the "Captive’s" pseudonym, for he describes his unfortunate
"capture" by the Turks during the battle of Lepanto,90 a famous naval conflict which
resulted in a difficult, but resounding, Christian victory:
"Digo, en fin, que yo me halld en aquella felicfsima jomada, ya hecho capitdn
de infanteria, 6 cuyo honroso cargo me subid mi buena suerte, m£s que mis
merecimientos; y aquel dfa, que fud para la cristiandad tan dichoso, porque en
61 se desengand el mundo y todas las naciones del error en que estaban,
creyendo que los turcos eran invencibles por la mar, en aquel dfa, digo, donde
quedd el orgullo y sobebia otomana quebrantada, entre tantos venturosos como
allf hubo (porque mds ventura tuvieron los cristianos que allf murieron que los
que vivos y vencedores quedaron), yo solo fuf el desdichado; pues, en cambio
de que pudiera esperar, si fuera en los romanos siglos, alguna naval corona,

^October 7, 1571.
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me vi aquella anoche que siguiti
esposas d las manos" (I, 39).

& tan

famoso dfa con cadenas d los pies y

("So, to be brief, I was present at that most glorious battle, being by that time
a captain of infantry, to which honourable rank I was promoted rather by luck
than merit. On that day, so fortunate for Christendom, since then the world
and all the nations learnt how wrong they were in supposing that the Turks
were invincible on the sea-on that day I say, when the insolent pride of the
Ottomans was broken for ever, among all the fortunate men there-for the
Christians who died there were more fortunate than those who survived
victorious—I alone was unlucky. For in place of some naval crown, which I
might have expected in the days of ancient Rome, I found myself on the night
following that famous day with chains on my feet and handcuffs on my
hands.")
Our "Captive" now resembles Odysseus even more than his previous military odyssey
had made clear, for, like Odysseus on Kalypso’s island, he will be held for a long
period in a world very foreign to his own hom e-in this case, not Ogygia but Algiers.
But there are even more interesting turns to come, for, like the other tales we
have examined thus far, this tale too seems to have the most surprising and
implausible connections, both to other narratives within the Quixote, and, even more
strangely, to the actual biography of Cervantes himself.91 In "The Captive’s Tale,"
Cervantes crosses the fictional boundary farthest removed from the world of the
interpolated tales-bevond even the world of Wayne Booth’s "implied author."92 He

9,The issue of the resemblance between the historical Cervantes and his fictional
creation is an important one in Cervantes studies. For a copiously documented summary
of current thinking about the similarities and differences between the author and his
creation, see D. Eisenberg (1987): 144-151.
^This is the term Booth uses for the fictional persona of the "real author" of a text,
a "character" whose personality is construed by the reader from inferences contained in
the rhetoric of the text itself. See The Rhetoric of Fiction (1961), esp. pp. 71-6.
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seems to be bringing the deepest fictional layer of his novel into the world o f the
"real author," and, by inference, into our world.
To see how this happens, let us return to the tale. The first fictional boundary
which the tale crosses is one which has already been crossed before—that is, the
boundary between the tales. As the Captive is describing his time as a prisoner, he
mentions several o f his fellow-prisoners; one of them ,,a gentleman named Don Pedro
de Aguilar, turns out to be none other than the brother of one of the guests he is now
dining with. This sort o f coincidence, though striking at first, is by now becoming
familiar. Turning the Captive’s narrative back on its narrator, this gentleman is able
to recite the very sonnets his brother composed while imprisoned with the Captive in
Algiers, and then to fill the Captive in on the rest of his brother’s story; in recounting
this man’s "happy ending," the gentleman completes yet another romance tale "in-aframe"—though the frames, by this time, are becoming too multiple even to count.
But the Captive’s tale, as I have said, carries the game even farther, by
connecting itself to the biography of the historical Miguel de Cervantes himself.
Cervantes, as most o f his contemporaries would have known, had, like the Captive,
been a soldier in his youth, and had fought, been wounded, and captured during the
famous battle of Lepanto. It was an episode from his youth which he carried with
pride for the rest o f his life. Without any further details, then, it is impossible to
read the Captive’s tale without having an eerie sense that, on some level, the "real
author" o f this tale is not its fictional narrator, the "Captive," but Cervantes himself:
in other words, the tale reads as his romantic autobiography. It is a story whose
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outlines Cervantes himself could have told to an audience of real people, outside of
the frame of his novel. Somehow, the "Captive" and Cervantes seem to have become
one.
But this is not quite true. Just as the reader is beginning to make this
connection, Cervantes raises the game to another level: the Captive changes his
persona, and becomes, once again, an Odyssean narrator. This time, however, he
seems to imitate not the Odysseus who recites the apologue of Odyssey 9 through 12,
but the "lying Odysseus" Of Books 14 through 16, the Odysseus who tells the clever,
de-mythologized versions of the apologue in which the protagonist constantly meets
himself coming and going. For suddenly, in the midst of a romantic narrative whose
protagonist seems to be a barely disguised version of Cervantes himself, the historical
Cervantes inserts himself as a character within the tale. In a move worthy of Alfred
Hitchcock making an abrupt cameo appearance, Cervantes puts praise of himself into
the mouth of his fictional creation. The Captive tells of a brave man he had met in
prison:
"Sdlo libro bien con el un soldado espanol llamado tal de Saavedra, al cual,
con haber hecho cosas que quedardn en la memoria de aquellas gentes por
muchos aiios, y todas por alcanzar libertad, jamds le did palo, ni se lo mandd
dar, ni le dijo mala palabra; y por la menor cosa de muchas que hizo
temiamos todos que habia de ser empalado, y asf lo temid 61 mds de una vez;
y si no fuera porque el tiempo no da lugar, yo dijera ahora algo de lo que este
soldado hizo, que fuera parte para entreteneros y admiraros harto mejor que
con el cuento de mi historia" (I, 40).
("The only one who held his own with him was a Spanish soldier, called
something de Saavedra; for his master never so much as struck him nor bade
anyone else strike him, nor even spoke a rough word to him though he did
things which those people will remember for many years, all in efforts to
recover his liberty; and the rest of us were afraid that his least actions would
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be punished by impaling, as he himself feared they would be more than once.
And if it were not for lack of time I would tell you something about that
soldier’s deeds, which you would find much more entertaining and surprising
than this story of m ine.")
Now the world o f Cervantes’ novel has truly crossed over into our ow n-outdoing, in
the number and complexity o f its frames, all o f its literary "romance-in-frame"
models, including both the Odyssey and the Aithiopika. to which it is certainly
indebted. For the Captive, speaking now through an echo of Cervantes’ own voice,
seems to suggest that the story of Cervantes’ life—his romantic autobiography—might
be even more interesting than the remarkable romantic stories he has constructed
within the fictional frame of the Quixote. This is, in fact, a reaffirmation of Don
Quixote’s own project—to turn life into art, and to bring art to life. The stand which
Cervantes takes here is a very brave one, as well as wise, for it says that "life," in
fact, is the greatest kind o f rom ance-one whose quality ultimately depends only on
the skill o f its narrator.

The romantic nostalgia that permeates the narrative world of the Odyssey.
Aithiopika. and Quixote at every level, and forms, to a large degree, their legacy to
Western narrative, seems fixated on the dilemma of turning "life" into "narrative."
That the Odvssev has a distinct role in setting the quest for subsequent romance
narratives as a search for narrative itself, is largely a function of the special nature of
oral epic narrative—which expresses a need for a precise and delicate connection
between story and identity, for a return to origin—a "nostos"—which constitutes itself
both in and as narrative. The combined structure and texture of these narratives helps
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to add depth to the otherwise linear event of storytelling: as stories are repeated and
rehearsed in seemingly endless variations, we are forced to remain conscious of the
distance between action and the narrative which describes it. This distance, in turn,
helps create a powerful nostalgia for a literary "golden age," a time when the very
distance that brings narrative into being was no distance at all. This is a longing
which afflicts all narrative beings-that is, all of us who are the "romantic heroes" of
our own autobiographies. It is a nostalgia which helps to bring into being both the
heroes and the romances which tell their stories.
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Chapter 5. Dreams of Wish-Fulfillment

In selecting categories of interpolated narratives to discuss in relation to the
Odyssey. Aithiopika. and Quixote, my main criterion has been to choose ones where
examples can be found in all three works, and which seem to have some bearing on
the larger subject o f romance narrative. As we have seen, examples of tales which I
have categorized as "romantic autobiographies" appear in all three works; this is also
the case with dreams. In referring to "dreams" as a category of interpolated
narrative, it is not my intention, however, to venture into a full-fledged analysis and
discussion of the nature of the dream-world in the Homeric, Greco-Roman, or
Renaissance contexts-fascinating though this subject may be. Rather, I am primarily
concerned with dreams as they are narrated by the dreamer to some other character,
for it is in this aspect that they may shed further light on the subject at hand-the
effect o f multiple interpolated narratives within the context of romance narrative as a
whole.
It is difficult, however, to avoid dealing with the broader connotations of
dreams—those of religion, of the personal lives of the dreamers, and, in the postFreudian era, of the psychological issues commonly associated with dreams and
dream-analysis. Dream-analysis is an ancient, and seemingly ubiquitous practice
among human beings, and has been recognized as a sacred art in many cultures for
millennia. The belief that dreams often reveal the hidden wishes or anxieties of the
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dreamer is also an ancient one. E. R. Dodds (1955) cites the fantastic Homeric
description of an anxiety dream in the simile in Iliad 22 (11.199-201), and offers
Penelope’s dream of the death of her geese (Od. 19.535-543) as a "simple wishfulfillment dream with symbolism and what Freud calls ‘condensation’ and
‘displacement’" (106). Penelope’s dream is one of the examples which I have
selected for discussion here. However, while I agree with Dodds’ reading of it as a
wish-fulfillment dream, it does not seem to me to be quite so "simple" as he suggests.
The dream world is to some degree a narrative world, one where the dreamer
struggles to maintain control over both the integrity of the "story" of the dream and
over its outcome. Dreams, as narrative, are really only pleasurable when they "end
happily...," or when the dreamer realizes- sometimes with relief, sometimes with
disappointment-that the there is a boundary between the world of the dream and some
other world in which he is safe. As Beer (1970) says, "The grip of romance can be
that of a dream or of nightmare" (9).
In addition to the interest there may be in the content or "story" of the actual
dream, however, there is a further complication introduced when dreams are
recounted, as they often are, by dreamers themselves as interpolated narratives. For
when dreams are told be one character to another, they also fall into the category of
uncorroborated first-person narrative-the same as that of lying tales and romantic
autobiographies. Because a dream is a private experience, not "witnessed" by anyone
other than the dreamer or omniscient narrator, characters who recount dreams to one
another within a text must be taken on faith that they are recounting their dreams
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accurately--not altering their report of the content to turn the analysis back on their
interlocutors. In both the Odyssey and Quixote, dreams are recounted by Penelope
and Don Quixote in which it is not possible for the reader to be certain about the
content which is related. These dream-narratives function very much the way the
lying tales and romantic autobiographies do: they cast some doubt on the fictional
status o f other narratives, and on the reliability of narrative in general. Only in the
Aithiopika does Heliodoros consistently use his position as omniscient narrator to
assure readers that the content of the dreams which are described is precisely what the
dreamer actually dreamt. In both the cases of the Odyssey and the Quixote, the
"dreams" recounted by Penelope and Don Quixote may, in fact, cross over into the
category o f "lying tales."
The "wish-fulfillment" aspect of dreaming is an important one in the context of
a study o f romance narrative, for the impetus toward daydream and fantasy is what
Frye and others refer to as one. of the primary "motors" of the mode. The idealizing
tendency o f romance can be expressed in the dreamer’s desire to change roles, to
become more grand, or to simply recover something which is lost—youth, innocence,
a sense o f adventure, one’s father, or one’s husband, for example. The wishfulfillment aspect o f romance can be important for the reader as well, for there is an
extent to which the reader o f a romance enters the dream-world of the author or
narrator o f a romantic tale—this is one of the pleasures involved in reading rom anceand the reader must negotiate between the pleasure of surrendering to the fantasy of
another, and the need to keep one’s own bearings in the world outside the frame of
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the text. This is precisely the distance which Don Quixote loses when he reads. As
Beer (1970) puts it,
The romance rarely attempts to dislodge our hold on reality completely. The
comfort o f being told a story mingles with aesthetic elation. Part o f the
delight o f the romance is that we know we are not required to live full-time in
its ideal worlds (9).
In the narrative structure o f the Odyssey, the Aithiopika. and the Quixote (once again,
a two-part frame narrative packed with interpolated tales of various kinds), there can
be a certain "play" between the worlds of the interpolated narratives which are often
"romantic" in nature (that is, they are stories of love, adventure, fantasy, or dream),
and the narrative frames which surround them and force audiences to step back and
recognize the fictional status of these very same stories. This structure both asks and
allows the reader to balance between the wish-fulfillment expressed in the enclosed
tales and the reminder (provided by the barrier of the frame narrative) that these are,
indeed "fictions." One of the projects of these self-conscious romance narratives is to
mediate between the realms o f fantasy and wish-fulfillment and the (sometimes
comforting, sometimes disappointing) realm of realistic possibility.
Frye describes another of the projects of romance in The Secular Scripture
(1975) as follows:
...to recreate the past and bring it into the present is only half the operation [of
the romance mode]. The other half consists of bringing something into the
present which is potential or possible, and in that sense belongs to the future.
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This recreation of the possible or future or ideal constitutes the wishfulfillment element in romance, which is the normal containing form, as
archaism or the presentation of the past is the normal content. Thus the
recreation of romance brings us into a present where past and future are
gathered... (179) [emphasis added].
This gathering of "past and future into the present" may be seen at the opening of the
Odvssey. in Book 1 of the poem, when Telemakhos is described as sitting amidst the
feasting suitors, daydreaming about a father he has never seen:
rjo ro y a p eu p v rjo n ip a L <j>Ckov ren rip ep o Q rjTop,
oaoopepog

r a r e p ’ eadX op

ep\ <t>pe<rip...

(Qd. 1.114-5)

(...as he sat among the suitors, his heart deep grieving within him,/ seeing in
his mind his great father...)
As Peradotto (1990) describes this passage, Telemakhos is "...forced to conjure
imaginary visions in his mind’s eye, then bit by bit to shape a presumptive semblance
of his father out of the fragments of other people’s memories..." (118). His future
(the discovery of this unknown father) is bound to a vision of a past he has never
known: the idealized past (nostalgia) and idealized future (wish-fulfillment) come
together in the present for Telemakhos in the content of his daydream.
The drive toward wish-fulfillment is a powerful force both in the creation of
fiction itself, and in the creation of personal identity, the "fiction of the self.”
According to the Freudian model, which M. Robert explains in her Origins of the
Novel (1972), all children create original fictions, "romances," concerning their own
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parents, identity, and place in the universe. Freud called these childhood "dramas"
the Family Romance:
The child does not create his Family Romance simply as a game for the sake
o f inventing—though game and invention are certainly not foreign to his
motives—but, as Freud says, to overcome the first disappointment whereby his
parental idyll is in danger of foundering. The young child continues to see his
parents as tutelary deities for a long tim e...he invests them not only with
absolute power, but with an inexhaustible store of love...(22-3).93
These primal romances, fictions which fulfill basic requirements for personal identity,
cannot afford to be merely "pleasurable." The subject-narrators must have absolute
control over these wish-fulfillment tales. However, in narrative environments such as
the ones we see in the Odyssey. Aithiopika. and Quixote, where storytelling creates
the fabric o f life (and o f self), fiction itself can become a dangerous indulgence. That
someone might tell a story not simply to translate a private experience into public
language, but to indulge in fantasy or play on the desires of an audience, is an idea
that can cause some alarm and anxiety for both internal and external audiences (that
is, readers). Interpolated narratives which are unverifiable-such as dreams recounted
by the dreamers themselves-can be particularly problematic and interesting.

930thers have noted the connection between romance and childhood narratives. For
example: "The romance requires of us the wholehearted involvement which a child feels
in a story told; in that sense there is something ‘childlike’ in the pleasure of romance
(Beer 1970, 8).
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The operative issue, to which Robert alludes, becomes one of "narrative
control," and the question arises as to whose wishes we mean when we refer to
"wish-fulfillment" in narrative. According to whose wishes, that is, should the story
"turn out": those o f the characters in the text, those of the creator o f the text, or our
own? The wishes and desires of all of these collaborators in a narrative do not,
certainly, always coincide. In fact, more often than not, it seems, a romance hero is
precisely someone we would not "wish" to be in actuality; these are really characters
whose trials we enjoy most from the safe distance of a narrative frame.94 Narrative
distance helps provide not only control, but the pleasure which arises from that
control. Robert (1972) describes how children "compose" personal narratives which
mediate between their sense o f their own Family Romance and their increasing
understanding of the world around them:
...the child only invents because his first contact with reality was a
disappointment; without disillusion there would be no cause for dreams; but
neither would there be any cause for disappointment and evasion if reality had
not begun to obtrude. Unless [the child] decides to regress by telling himself
stories he himself finds hard to believe, he will never be sufficiently engrossed
in his dreams to ignore the effects of his ever-increasing experience upon the
dreams themselves; and however much he may wish to cut himself off from a
disappointing universe, he cannot help simultaneously trying to understand and

*Cf. Beer (1970): 9.
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dominate it, especially since that is the only way in which he can hope to
regain at least a certain degree of control he believes he is being denied (33).
The child creates a perfect fantasy/narrative which meets all his needs, but then has to
alter it to accommodate the intrusion of reality. He becomes a sort of novelist,
narrating the story of his own life, but forced to play a double game, making the
story "turn out" as he wishes it to, while adjusting the course of the narrative to
conform to his increasingly sophisticated knowledge of the actual world.
Like children composing "romances" to describe their own families and
identities, readers of romance narratives have a need to feel secure that someone
trustworthy is controlling the relating of events, a need which may stem from the
emotional origin of the romance impulse itself.95 The loss of control over the course
of an otherwise fulfilling fantasy can signal the menace of nightmare, madness, or the
counter-generic world o f tragedy.
In the Odyssey, anxiety about narrative control is particularly pronounced in
those on Ithaka who most long for Odysseus’ return (Eumaios, Telemakhos, and
Penelope), for the more powerful their desire, the more worried they are that their
longings will lead them to accept fictitious narratives about him. In their despairing
wait for the "true story" (as opposed to the made-up one which simply matches their

95As G. Beer (1970) puts this,
We have to depend entirely on the narrator of the romance: he remakes
the rules of what is possible, what impossible. Our enjoyment depends
upon our willing surrender to his power. We are transported. The
absurdities of romance are felt when we refuse to inhabit the world
offered us and disengage ourselves, bringing to bear our own opinions (8).
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wishes and needs), these characters protect themselves by rigidly assuming that stories
which tell them what they want to hear must be false.96
The anxiety over fiction addresses also the poem’s anxious questions about
identity: Is this man my father? Is this man my husband? Is this woman faithful?
Can I trust him? Can I trust her? Telemakhos, for example, responds to Athena’s
praise of his father in Book 1 by raising the possibility that his own mother’s "tale" of
his birthright might be a fiction:
"prjrqp pep r’ epe <f>i}ai roD eppepai, a v r a p eyd) ye
ovk old ’ • ov y a p xw n g eop yopop a v w g a p e y p u ”

(Od. 1:215-6).
("Well, my mother says I am his son, but I, for one, don’t know. No man
knows his own engendering.")
In the world of the Odyssey. Aithiopika. and Quixote, the "stories of identity" of the
protagonists themselves may be caught up in the uncertainty of an environment
created out of narrative, and the sense of "self of many of the main characters in
these works is easily threatened by the possibility of some kind of "origin"-al fiction
or lie. These "fictions" identity may follow guidelines imposed by an authorial
influence-labeled "fortune"

(t v x v )

for the characters of the Aithiopika. or the wicked

"encantadores" who plague Don Quixote-or be sparked by the dynamics within a
character’s own psyche. For example, Telemakhos’ uncertainty about his mother’s

^For example, Eumaios, 15.378ff; Telemakhos, 116.192ff; Penelope, 19.309ff;
23.2215ff.
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story of his identity may reflect not only his mistrust of hgr narrative, but his mistrust
of hi§ own desire to turn this crucial story to match his own needs.97
Penelope is particularly threatened by the possibility that she may be drawn by
her own wishes to accept a false "Odysseus," some clever storyteller who will narrate
so skillfully the tale she longs to hear that she will accept him against her better
judgment. When she speaks to the disguised Odysseus during their important night
time meeting in Book 19, her guest-the clever stranger who is beginning more and
more to resemble her lost husband-is able to wring tears of desire from her, and she
realizes that this facile storyteller is an incarnation of both her fondest dreams, and of
her worst nightmares, for he is able to produce exactly the sorts of seductive
narratives she knows Odysseus will be able to tell when-or if-h e returns. Later, as
she falls into Odysseus’ arms, having braved the risk of accepting him at last,
Penelope defends her stubborn reticence, saying:
"prj pot, ' 0 8 \paaev, oicvfev, exel ra irep a W a poikiara
a p O p tb x u p r e x p v a o •...
alei y a p pot OvpoQ ep\ orqOeaai 4>iKoitJiv
eppC ya p q Tit; p e fipoT&p axa<f>oiTo exea a ip
e \6 o > p ~ x o W d i y a p icana n eph ea fto v X ev o vo ip

•" (23.209-17).

^J. Winkler (1990) brings to my attention the work of the anthropologist P. Walcot
(1970; 1977), who has studied the function of lying among Greek peasants, ancient and
modem. Walcot notes that the telling of falsehoods, even to intimate family members,
has been, and continues to be, an important aspect of social life in villages and towns
around the Mediterranean. It helps protect one’s privacy from the intense scrutiny of
neighbors-a serious consideration for these villagers. His work sheds interesting light
on the issues I raise about the relationship characters have toward "fiction" in the
Homeric context-though I do not think his extra-literary perspective invalidates my own
literary one.
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(Do not be angry with me, Odysseus, since, beyond other men,/ you have the
most understanding.../ For always the spirit deep in my very heart was
fearful/ that some one of mortal men would come my way and deceive me/
with words. For there are many who scheme for wicked advantage.)
Penelope has feared greatly that she would be deceived by a story which matches her
own deepest desire into living out the wrong narrative identity:98 not that of the
"faithful wife," but that o f the faithless Helen—or, perhaps even worse, of
Agamemnon’s murderous Klytaimnestra.99
Eumaios also guards himself against disappointment and betrayal maintaining
his skepticism about stories telling of the return of his master. He refuses, after
nearly twenty years of disappointment, to believe the only true remark made to him
by the disguised Odysseus during their first conversation in Book 14: that his master
is alive and well, and nearly home. The disguised Odysseus tells him that he has had
word of his master during his ramblings:
" ...Kelvog y a p ecfraoKe
% eivioai riSe <l>i\rioai io v j' eg TarpCba y a la v ,
KaC p o i KTrmotT’ ebei^ev baa £ v v a y e ip a r ’ ’ O S va a evg ...
fcpoae be irpog e / i ’ a vtov, a'K oorevbuv ep\ oiK(p,

98The wrong "plot," as N. Felson-Rubin (1987) says. If Penelope were to accept a
suitor, she would be enacting an alternative plot of "Dalliance and Infidelity" (63).
Felson-Rubin argues that Penelope is aware of the possibility of other plot possibilities
(those o f Klytaimnestra or Helen, for example), and that she consciously navigates her
own "story" through manipulation o f these other possibilities.
"A s Mumaghan (1987) explains Penelope’s dilemma:
Penelope has been afraid that her recognition of the stranger might be
based on desire rather than true knowledge, that, even though her
acceptance of him would spring from his similarity to Odysseus, it would
repeat Helen’s action of accepting an attractive stranger as a substitute for
a husband (142).
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v f ja K c t T e i p v o O m

koll

e r a p r e a g eppev e r a ip o v g,

01 drj p i v r e p ^ o v o i , <i>tXr\v

e?

r a r p i d a 'y a la v "

(14.321-33).

("...fo r this king told me/ he had feasted and friended him on his way back to
his own country;/ and he showed me all the possessions gathered in by
Odysseus.../ And he swore to me in my presence, as he poured out a libation/
in his house, that the ship was drawn down to the sea and the crew were
ready/ to carry Odysseus back again to his own dear country...")
Eumaios’ prior experience with wandering tale-tellers, however, has taught him to be
less credulous and more skeptical, for he has been duped at least once, as he informs
his guest:
" a SeiXe ijeiva)v,

t)

p o i p a X a O vpov o p i v a g

raiiT a e / c a o r a X e y w v , b o a dr] r a O e g i]8’ o<r’ a \r i6 r } g .
7 ’ ov K ara K o o p o v o t o p a i , ovde p e r e i o e i g

a tX X a r a

e ix w

ap<f)' ' O d v o f f i • . . .

a X X ’ e p o l o v 4>CXov

etm

p e r a X X f i o a i noil e p e o d a i ,

ov drj p ' A i r u X o g a v r j p el-ri'Kafc p vd c p ...
(j>fi de p i v ev K p r j r e o o i r a p

’

' ld o p e v f f i id e o O a t

vr]ag u n eio p evo v, r a g oi ^ v v e a ^ a v a e X X a i •
Kcii <j>aT’ e X e v o e o d a i rj eg Oepog r] eg o r u p r f v ,
r o X X a X P W 01? ’ a y o v r a , o v v a v n O e o i g e r a p o i o i ."

(14.361-385).
("O sorrowful stranger, truly you troubled the spirit in m e,/ by telling me all
these details.../ yet I think some part is in no true order, and you will not
persuade me/ in your talk about Odysseus.../ But I have no liking for this
inquiry and asking of questions,/ since that time an Aitolian man beguiled me
by telling/ a story...[that] he had seen [Odysseus] with Idomeneus, among the
Cretan/ men, repairing his ships,...and he said he would be coming back, in
the summer or autumn, bringing in many possessions, and with his godlike
companions.")
For each of these characters, wish-fulfillment desires and fantasies are a powerful and
dangerous force in a world constructed of variable plots.
The desire for wish-fulfillment complicates the delicate process of interpreting
any and all narrative, not only in the Odyssey, but in the Aithiopika and Quixote as
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well. Characters within these works too are called upon to interpret and construct
meaning from many different texts and utterances, and to "read" signs in the world
around them. Their ability to interpret accurately is often compromised by their own
powerful needs to have the narratives which encompass them "turn out" a certain
way. Often, as we have seen, interpolated tales related by one character to another
within these texts serve as "safe" environments where characters can explore the
world of their fantasies from the other side of a narrative frame. Don Quixote,
however, has erased the boundary between fiction and life, and often finds himself
both outside the world of romance narrative (as a listener or reader of tales), and
inside (as a madman, trying to enact the plots of romances in the "real" world).
Charikleia, also, to some extent, lives both inside and outside of romance narrative:
while she takes pleasure in listening to the tales of fellow travelers like Knemon, she
is also desperately trying to enact her own tale, which has already been inscribed on
her birth talismans and spoken in the words of Apollo’s prophesy.

S. Bartsch (1989), in her study of the role of description and ecphrasis in the
Greek romances, comments on the general importance of dream-interpretation to the
interpretation of narrative in the romances in general:
Eliciting the hermeneutic activity of characters and readers alike,
oneirography...invites the "inferential walk," with the result that both reader
and character may be misled by their own decipherments, or the reader by that
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o f a character. Sometimes the author himself will supply us with an official
interpreter or interpretation, which is no guarantee, however, of truth (81).
Dreams, both in the mysteries of their content and in the psychological pitfalls of
their interpretation, provide interesting examples of internal interpretation of narrative
in these texts, particularly as it relates to the connection between narrative and
(romantic) wish-fulfillment. The "inferential walk" Bartsch refers to here is another
term for the attempt on the part of characters in all of these texts to predict-and
thereby control-the course of the narratives which surround and encompass them.
E. R. Dodds (1955) describes three possible "[prescientific] ways of regarding
the dream" in ancient Greek literature (104), of which two are found to co-exist in the
Homeric poems: first, it is possible "to take the dream-vision as objective fact," and
second, "to interpret it by a more or less complicated symbolism."100 These two
types o f dream experience call for different interpretive acts, as N. Austin (1975)
describes in his study of the Odyssey:
Dreams are another kind of symbolic thinking in which Homeric characters
indulge. They can be of the simple kind, in which a messenger delivers some
kind of warning or advice, or they can be an elaborate mvthos with a structure
that must be related to that of the everyday world (121).

100The third type of dream-vision ("something seen by the soul, or one of the souls,
while temporarily out of the body, a happening whose scene is in the spirit world, or the
like") does not occur in Homer, although, as Dodds points out, it does make "a
sensational first appearance in a well-known fragment of Pindar" [Pindar, fr. 116 B] in
the fifth century (104).
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Dodds rejects the idea that the two types of dream represent more or less "primitive"
phases in Homeric thinking, since examples of both types of dream are found side by
side in both poems.101
There are three dreams in the Odvssev. two of the "simple" type, sent by
Athena to Penelope (4.795-836) and Nausikaa (6.20-40) respectively, and one a
"symbolic" dream, which penelope interprets as having been generated from within
her own consciousness (19.535-553).102 In Penelope’s first dream, at the end of
Book 4, Athena sends an image (eI6aAoi'~4.796) of Iphthime, her sister, to visit her
and reassure her about Telemakhos’ safety while he is abroad visiting Nestor and
Menelaos. Penelope "reads" the dream-content as "straightforward narrative," which
she accepts at face value without the need for interpretation. The dream-image of
Iphthime simply delivers a reassuring message about Telemakhos with no "hidden" or
"double" meanings. Though Penelope tries to get the dream to give her information
about Odysseus in addition, even direct questioning can not draw information from it
which it does not wish to divulge; it fulfills its one purpose and then departs.
Penelope receives and accepts the veracity of the message of this dream as the
Phaiakians receive and accept the veracity of the stories Odysseus tells them of his

101These categories have not changed much in fifty years. Dodds cites "a thorough
study o f dreams in Homer" by J. Hundt, P e r Traumglaube bei Homer (Greifswald,
1935), in which the author also distinguishes between "objective dreams" (Aussentraume)
and "Innentraume," dreams regarded as purely mental experiences. See Dodds (1955),
p. 122, n. 8.
102There are three examples of dreams in the Iliad as well: the "evil" dream sent to
Agamemnon by Zeus in Book 2 (11.1-84); the "anxiety" dream described in the simile in
Book 22 (11.199-201); and Akhilleus’ dream of Patroklos in Book 23 (11.61-107).
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adventures in Books 9 through 12,103 and as Telemakhos receives and accepts the
veracity o f the stories Menelaos and Nestor tell him in Books 3 and 4. As a form of
"narrative," Penelope’s first dream has the same status as the other narratives
delivered from one character to another in the first half of the poem.
While her first dream matches an apparently unambiguous wish (to see her son
safely home), this is not the case with Penelope’s second, so-called "symbolic,"
dream, which raises issues that are much more complex. This dream exposes an
apparent ambivalence on Penelope’s part between her desire for Odysseus’ return, and
a surprising pleasure she seems to derive from the attentions of the suitors. This
famous dream,104 and the discussion between Penelope and the disguised Odysseus
which precedes and follows it, also fits in nicely with other examples in the second
half of the poem of interpolated narrative whose status in relation to truth or fiction is
questionable. Just as many of the internal narratives in the second half of the
Odvssev (Odysseus’ lying tales and the romantic autobiography of Eumaios, for
example) present greater interpretive challenges for their audiences than those of the
first half, so Penelope’s second dream presents a greater interpretive challenge than
her earlier one: first, because of its "symbolic" nature, and second, because the
dream also contains its own interpreter within it.

,03See Peradotto (1990), pp. 89-93, on the Phaiakians as "audience" in the Odvssev.
,04Much has been written on this dream -in fact, nearly every study of the Odyssey
includes an analysis of it. See, for example: Harsh, P. (1950); Amory, A. (1957);
1963; Beye, C. R. (1974); Austin, N. (1975): 121-4; Russo, J. (1982); Mumaghan, S.
(1987): 118-147; Winkler, J. (1990): 145-56. This list of references, though
abbreviated, gives a sense of the interest and importance of the topic.
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Penelope offers her narrative of the dream to her disguised guest at a crucial
moment during their tense, night-time discussion with each other in Book 19 (11.96ff).
Seated in firelight, alone except for the old servant, Eurykleia, Penelope uses her
second dream in a manner similar to the way Eumaios and Odysseus have used stories
thus far in Part II of the poem: it allows her the opportunity to "swap tales" with her
guest, to test his powers of interpretation, and to show off her own narrative skills.
Penelope’s narrating of her dream also acts as an invitation into an increasingly
intimate relationship between "queen" and "guest" (later, "wife" and "husband").
Penelope offers her dream to the stranger only after preliminary conversation
with him, full of much circling of delicate issues, and during which she shares
information about some of the dangers and ambiguities of her domestic situation. She
introduces the dream in answer to her own need to make a decision about her future,
telling the stranger that the interpretation of this dream will help her decide what
action she should take toward the suitors and toward her future. Penelope presents
herself as assuming that Odysseus will not arrive in time to help her in the critical
time which is approaching:
"tjc { i f r a Tap a xaiSl m l e^txeSa Ta v r a tfrvX aaau ,
eprjp,
a g re icoti v\j/epe(f>eg 8Cip.a,
evpfjp r ’ aldopeu rj t ocriog Srjpoio re <f>fjpip,
i) fi8i) oifi' exaj/tai ’A xa i & p og n g a p io r o g
pp& T ai h i p e y u p o io i, ncoptop axepeicria e b p a ..."
(Qd. 19.525-9).
kttioiv

("...Shall I stay here by my son and keep all in order,/ my property, my
serving maids, and my great high-roofed house,/ keep faith with my husband’s
bed and regard the voice of the people,/ or go away at last with the best of all
those Achaians/ who court me here in the palace, with endless gifts to win
me?")
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The actual content o f Penelope’s dream -its symbolic "mythos" as Austin says
above-suggests that Penelope may both desire and fern; the return of Odysseus.
Although this uncertainty seems at first to go against the grain of the poem’s drive
toward a "happy" conclusion, in fact, on reflection, Penelope’s ambivalence is very
plausible. Clearly, there are aspects of her current situation, bad as it is, to which
she has grown accustomed, as the first part of her dream makes evident:
"aXX’ a y e p o i

oveipov vTonpivai ical anovoov.
X ^veg p.01 K ara oIkop eeitcooi Tvpov ebovotv
e£ vbaTog, ical re o<I>ip iaCpopac eioopouoa •
eXdup 5’ e£ opeog p e y a g a iero g ayKvXoxeCXrjg
T a rn tear' a v x k v a g rj^e ical eKTavep • oi be kcxvp to
affpSot ep p e y a p o ig , o 5’ eg aiOepa 8lap aepOrj.
otvrap eyb) k \c u o p ical eic&Kvop ep ttep opeipcp,
ap.<j>l 5’ e/x’ rjyepeOoPTO evTcXoKaplbeg ’A xaiaC ,
oiKTp’ oko(f)vpop.epr}p o p o i a lerog exrape x v ^ g "
top

(Od. 19.535-543).
("But come, listen to a dream of mine and interpret it for me./ I have twenty
geese here about the house, and they feed on/ grains of wheat from the water
trough. I love to watch them./ But a great eagle with crooked beak came
down from the mountain,/ and broke the necks of them all and killed them.
So the whole twenty/ lay dead about the house, but he soared high in the
bright air./ Then I began to weep-that was in my dream-and cried out/
aloud, and around me gathered the fair-haired Achaian women/ as I cried out
sorrowing for my geese killed by the eagle.")
If we examine the dream thus far, it is clear that the "geese" which Penelope "loves
to watch" as they feed at their trough, are symbolic versions of the rapacious suitors
who are devouring her house and property. The fact that her psyche can portray the
suitors as "pets" seems a dangerous admission for her to make to anyone, even to
herself, much less to a strange man. Her dream shows how complex Penelope’s
desires and fears have become.
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However, Penelope’s account of her dream continues, and we hear the
surprising fact that she has dreamed herself an internal interpreter to puzzle out--and
legitimize-this dream’s meaning. As she continues with her narrative, she describes
how the eagle o f her dream, who had so frightened her as he swept down into her life
with bloody destruction, now transforms himself into an interpreter of the very dream
he appears in:
”a

5’ ekOup kolt’ a p ’ e fe r’ e r l tpovxoptl peXadpep,
5e f i p o T e q K a r e p r j T v e 4>6i P t ] o e v r e •
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X W e g p w P prl ffTyPeQ> eyw be roe a i e r o g o p peg

eo ra i.

y a i c a p o g , pvp a v r e r e o g to eng eiXijXovOa,
o g T a m p p r jo r rip m p aeiicea T o r p o p e<f>rjoo).'
&g e ^ a r ' • a vra p

e p e p e X ir jS r jg V T P o g a p y /c e •

T aT vrjp a o a be x^ v a Q 61>L p e y a p o im p6r\aa
Tvpop epeTTopepovg T a p a tvb X op, ijxi T apog Tep"

(Od. 19.544-553).
("But [the eagle] came back again and perched on the jut of the gabled/ roof.
He now had a human voice and spoke aloud to me:/ "Do not fear, O daughter
o f far-famed Ikarios./ This is no dream, but a blessing real as day. You will
see it/ done. The geese are the suitors, and I, the eagle, have been/ a bird of
portent, but now I am your own husband, come home,/ and I shall inflict
shameless destruction on all the suitors."/ So he spoke,; and then the honeysweet sleep released me, and I looked about and saw the geese in my palace,
feeding/ on their grains of wheat from the water trough, just as they had
been.")
Penelope’s insertion of an internal interpreter into her dream is a truly unusual twist,
"a unique event in the annals of oneirokrisy" as Winkler calls it (153). He goes on to
suggest that this may not, in fact, be an actual dream Penelope is recounting, but
rather an elaborate lying tale (a "lying dream"?), and he reminds us that Odysseus has
also made up a "lying dream" in one of his Kretan tales:
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Just as Odysseus made up a dream (in one of his false autobiographies, so it is
doubly fictional, 14.495), so Penelope is here inventing a dream as a way of
further safe communication with the fascinating stranger (154).
In effect, Penelope may be using her dream precisely as Odysseus has used his Kretan
tales-not asking Odysseus to interpret her dream for her at all, but rather, cleverly
asking him to validate an "interpretation" which she provides herself. The "eagle" of
her dream has proclaimed himself to be Odysseus—"disguised," as it were, as a bird
o f portent. The red question she poses to him, then, is not "What do you think my
dream o f the death o f my geese means?", but rather, "Are you willing to own the
identity o f ‘Odysseus In Disguise’ which my dream has offered as a possible
interpretation o f your true nature?" In phrasing the question this way, Penelope
maintains an extraordinary level of control over the interpretation of her dreamnarrative, never really offering it to Odysseus for his own, unmediated, reading. She
shows him, in fact, no more immediate trust than he shows her. And when the
stranger replies to her carefully posed question,
"a> y v p a c , o v

tu

Q e o n v viroK pivaoO oa o ve ip o p

o iK k q a T o n X iv a v T ', e r a i fj p a \{/oi a v r o g ’O b v o o e v g
tte<f>pab’

oirojg reX eei • ppi)<TTTip<H de <j>aiper' oX edpog

xaort p a X ’, ovbe

k£

n g d a p a r o p ical n rjp a g aX vl-ei"

(Od. 19.555.8).
("[Woman], it is impossible to read this dream and avoid it/ by turning it
another way, since Odysseus himself has told you/ its meaning, how it will
end. The suitors’ doom is evident/ for one and all. Not one will avoid his
death and destruction.")
Penelope has forced him to give her the answer which she wants and needs: he has
accepted the identity of "Odysseus In Disguise." Penelope’s next, and last, words to
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her guest for the evening make it clear that his answer has helped to reinforce her
need to move forward with a decision—she will set the fateful contest of the bow on
the very next day (Od. 19.571-5811.105
As I said above, the differences in the interpretive demands made by
Penelope’s two dreams reflect the differences in the narrative environments which
exist between the first and second halves of the Odyssey in general: just as other
narratives in Part I of the Odyssey are accepted at "face value" by the audiences who
receive them, so Penelope accepts her first dream without interpretation; her second
dream, however, recounted in the more complex narrative environment of Part II,
demands a more complex reading. The problems of interpreting all narrative in Part
II o f the Odyssey are evident in this dream-interpretation as well, as versions of
stories grow multiple, and the plot builds toward a climax.
In spite of her role as an exemplary woman in the Homeric universe,
Penelope, qua woman, still represents a potential danger to Odysseus, either through
his loss of control to his (wish-fulfillment) desires, or through her loss of control to
hers. Later, after she has formally "recognized" him, Penelope explains her fear of
falling into the same pitfalls other women have succumbed to, especially Helen:
"ov8e Keif ' Apyeir] 'E \e v r j, A io? eKyeyotvia,

105I am not suggesting, as Harsh (1950) does, that Penelope has definitely recognized
Odysseus at this moment, and that she suggests the contest of the bow sure that the
stranger is really her husband. She is groping her way forward here, looking for signs
of some impending crisis-anything which would help resolve a situation which is
growing untenable. Odysseus’ answer to her cleverly posed question is one more piece
of evidence for her that she is on the right track-whoever this "stranger" is, she likes
the way his mind works.
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(Od.23.218-224).
("For neither would the daughter bom to Zeus, Helen of Argos,/ have lain in
love with an outlander from another country/ if she had known that the warlike
sons of the Achaians would bring her/ home again to the beloved landof her
fathers./ It was a god who stirred her to do the shamefulthings she/did, and
never before had she had in her heart this terrible/ wildness, out of which
came suffering to us also...")
While it seems at first surprising that Penelope would argue out of sympathy with
Helen, she obviously has reason to express her relief at having been spared the
burden of being lured by her desires into failing to maintain faith with her husband.
As Book 19 closes, Penelope has not, as yet, done any

kpyop a a x k g

("shameful

thing"), though her dream suggests that she is concerned that she might. Penelope
also acknowledges in her dream that she both fears and desires the return of
Odysseus-perhaps because of the change it will bring into her life in irrevocably
ending her time of waiting, of living in a world of dreams of the future and memories
of the past. She may fear the moment of decision which will propel her back into the
unsuspended time of the present. When she does acknowledge Odysseus’ return, she
must also finally recognize all that they have lost to an unrecoverable pastparticularly their youth. There is perhaps as much nostalgia in her dream’s projection
into the future as there is wish-fulfillment.
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As in the Odyssey, dreams and their interpretation have a prominent role in
the intense hermeneutic play of the Aithiopika. Both of the major types of dreams—
the simple and the symbolic-occur frequently in Heliodoros’ text.106 Heliodoros
often adds an amusing extra twist to the presentation of dreams by allowing his
external audience (that is, us) to be able to guess the "true" meaning of a dream,
while we watch characters inside the text struggling to make sense out of often
puzzling or ambiguous visions. Also, as in the Odyssey, there is a shift, between the
first and second halves of the romance, in the interpretive challenges which the
dreams present, both to "internal" and to "external" readers: in the Odyssey, as I
pointed out, narrative in Part I tends to be accepted or "read" at its face value,
without being examined for possible "hidden" or "double" meanings; in Part II,
however, narrative meaning becomes multiple in the variorum world of re-told tales
which shapes the conclusion of the poem. In the Aithiopika. Bartsch (1989) points
out, this pattern is actually reversed: as the narrative moves toward its conclusion,
and as we become more confident in the eventual resolution of the plot, dreams
become easier (for us) to interpret:
In short, the dreams converge more and more upon the goal that constitutes
the finale of the book and as such their meaning becomes less and less
ambiguous to the readers, for whom they finally appear even obvious. As the

106As S. Bartsch (1989) enumerates them (Ch. 3, "Dreams and Oracles"), dreams
occur in the Aithiopika at 1.18-19; 2.16; 4.14-15; 5.22; 8.11; and 10.3.
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predestined plan that constitutes the plot of the novel draws to a close,
misinterpretation becomes less likely and then actually impossible (108).

Early in the first Book of the Aithiopika. the hero and heroine, Theagenes and
Charikleia, are captured by a mob of Egyptian bandits. (We, as readers, know they
are Egyptian because the narrator tells us so; Theagenes and Charikleia do not know
the identities of their captors.) While they are in captivity, the bandit chieftain,
Thyamis, overcome by Charikleia’s beauty, begins to desire her. His sleep is
disturbed one night by a vivid dream as he lies in his tent in a torpid state of desire:
...T rig WKToq to rXeloTOP e p r ) p e p rjo a q , v r o tipcop o p e i p a r u p TreTrXap-qpepooiP
r e r a p a y p e v o q a B p o o p top v r p o p aTooeovXr]TO kou ttjp errCXvotp h a r o p O t p
kryypvTCPei Tolq <j>poPTiopaoi . . . o v a p a vt <$ Belop e p x e r a i Toiopbe.
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(...after sleeping soundly most of the night, [he] had been disturbed by certain
fleeting visions that appeared to him in his dreams and startled him from his
slumbers. Unable to divine their meaning, he lay awake, wrapped in
thought...The dream that visited him was god-sent; this is what it was. He
was in Memphis, his hometown, and found himself at the temple of Isis,
which he dreamt was all ablaze with torchlight; the altars and sacred hearths
were drenched with the blood of all kinds of animals; the gates and colonnades
were teeming with people, who filled the whole place with a confused babble
of chatter. When he went inside the shrine itself, he dreamt the goddess came
to him, gave Charikleia into his hands, and said, "Thyamis, this maiden I
deliver to you; you shall have her and not have her; you shall do wrong and
slay her, but she shall not be slain.")
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As we might expect, Thyamis is mystified by his dream, for it contains a riddle which
he must solve. That he will "get" Charikleia (the fulfillment of his powerful wish)
seems clear-b u t the words o f the goddess require complex interpretive activity. This
dream appears very early in the Aithiopika (before the words of the prophecy which
predict the strange plot of the romance as a whole), and, like the words of the
prophecy, the dream predicts action whose meaning is not within Thyamis’ power to
grasp, for it is action which will not, ultimately, fulfill his wish—to possess
Charikleia, body and soul.
Typical o f Heliodoros’ elaboration on Homer is his requirement that his
characters (and readers) be able to interpret language metaphorically. Thyamis
struggles valiantly to find some meaning in the paradoxical speech of the goddess, but
his interpretive abilities, like Penelope’s, are clouded by the force of his desires:
Tauro'

elbep a i n \ x & w g b iijy e , rrjbe K a n e io e t o b r fk o v p e v o v o n T o r e h o n v

avaoTpe<f>o3P.

"H3n

be cnreLorfK&c eXicei ir o o c r q v e a v T o v B o v X k jlp r b p

e T r ik v a iv • t o p e p y a p

«e|ei£

K al o v x

y v p a i n a teal o m e n neapQepop

VTerCOeTO, t o be «<f>ovevoeig» T a g x a p d e p io v g T p & o eig e iK a ^ e v , v<t>’ w p o v k
o n ro B a p e lo Q a i r tjp X a p U X e i a p

(Aith.1.18) [emphasis added].

(This dream caused him great perplexity, and he turned the vision over and
over in his mind, wondering what it could mean. Eventually, in desperation
he forced the interpretation to conform to his own desires. The words "you
shall have her and not have her" he took to mean as a wife and no longer a
virgin; "you shall slay her" he guessed was a reference to the wounds of
defloration, from which Charikleia would not die.)
While Thyamis’ interpretation perhaps deserves an A for effort, it is so preposterously
influenced by his passions that even if the narrator had not clued us in, we probably
would have guessed that this rationalization is false. He falls prey to exactly the fate
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which Penelope had spoken of with such fear—that her "desires" would cause her to
act against logical judgment. As Heliodoros states it:
K at

t o fi€ v

t o v t o v e</>pafe r o p rporop o u t c j c a v r y
• (Aith. 1.19). [emphasis added]

ovap

ePriyovfietm c

ttjc

einOvpiac

(That was how he interpreted the dream, for that was how his desires
expounded it to him.)107
In fact, Heliodoros himself will fulfill the dream’s prophecy in a way which no
one could imagine. Thyamis, through a twist of plot, "slays" Charikleia without
slaying her: having cast Charikleia into a dark cavern in an effort to keep her for
himself during an attack on his stronghold, he then decides to "kill" her in a jealous
rage, thinking her better dead than possessed by another man. What neither he-nor
we-know at the time is that Thyamis has stabbed another maiden by mistake, thus
fulfilling his wish to "slay" Charikleia without actually killing her off as the heroine
of the romance. This is quite far from the "wounds of defloration" he had fantasized
about; not all dreams fulfill wishes in the way the dreamers would hope.
As S. Bartsch (1989) points out, another interesting element in Heliodoros’
manipulation of this dream is the fact that it is actually Thyamis’ original, incorrect,
interpretation of the dream which, in the end, brings about its surprising manner of
fulfillment:
But the incorrect interpretation does more than engender surprise at this final
outcome of events. In bringing about Thyamis’ attempted murder [of

107See Winkler (1982): 118. He claims that Thyamis actually "does violence to the
text..." in his attempt to "force" it to mean what he needs it to mean.
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Charikleia] it fulfills the true meaning of the dream, which we only now grasp
and which Thyamis himself does not until much later. For as far as he knows,
he has killed her; yet wg understand that she has not been killed, and that the
"foreign woman" is Thisbe (98).
What we see in this example is that interpretative activity in itself plays a role in the
progress of the plot: hermeneutic activity helps not only to discover the narrative’s
direction, but to create it.
Part of the strategy of the Aithiopika is to involve the reader in a process of
hermeneutic education; as we read more of the romance, we become less confused,
more certain of the eventual outcome of the plot, and better able to interpret the
internal narratives—dreams, oracles, and tales-which are so confusing at the outset.
In the case of Thyamis’ dream, which occurs very early in the narrative, we are in no
better position than he is in deciding on an interpretation-although the ironic remark
made by the narrator ("Eventually, in desperation, he forced the interpretation to
conform with his own desires" (Aith.1.18)) helps us be fairly certain that the
interpretation Thyamis comes up with-that he will "slay" Charikleia by making love
to her-is a highly dubious one.
One of the later dreams in the Aithiopika which illustrates Bartsch’s argument
about the audience’s increasing interpretive sophistication occurs in Book 4, during
the portion of the Aithiopika’s narrative which is being recounted as an interpolated
story told by Kalasiris to Knemon. Kalasiris is explaining the circuitous events which
have led to his being in charge of leading the odyssey of Charikleia and Theagenes
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back to Aithiopia, and how he has, temporarily, lost track of the pair. Part of this
tale describes his escape from Delphi with the two young lovers, as he takes
Charikleia away from her surrogate father, the Pythian priest, Charikles. In the
course o f telling this long story to Knemon (the young Greek whose fortune has
accidentally become intertwined with that of Kalasiris, Charikleia, and Theagenes),
Kalasiris reports a dream which Charikles had asked him to interpret just before he
had made his escape with Charikleia and Theagenes. He meets Charikles as he is
leaving his house, "...looking exceedingly unhappy and thoroughly dejected." When
Kalasiris asks him why he is so upset, Charikles reports the following dream:
Kal og «Ti be ov p e W o ), rfig ^tXrarrjc p o t

(Hop rdtxcn irpoTepop
p.eTO«jrq<jop.evr)Q rj tp o g y a p o p , 6jg (f>yg, ovpa<f)0rjaopepijg, el t l bet rp o a ex eip
bveipoiai, ro lg re dtXKoig kou olg Trig TraprjKovarig el-ebeipciT&drip pvKTog, naO’
rjp a e rb p cppvp en v e io o c a d e d e v m tov U vdiov KOti otdooov KaociTTCtPTa to re
OvydiTOLOP etc k o X to p . dipoi. t&p ep&p apaoiraaatP T a y v c e r ’ eoYctTOP t l
rreoac oiY eodai <beooPTai. toSuibeaC n o w eib& koic kcu OKLUsbecn r\r}6ov...-»
top

(Aith.4.14) [emphasis added].
(‘O f course I am in tears,’ he replied, ‘when my darling daughter is possibly
about to depart this life rather than enter into marriage, as you claim -at least
if one is to pay any heed to dreams, in particular those that struck such fear
into me last night. I dreamed that an eagle, released from the hand of Pvthian
Apollo, suddenly swooped down and, alas, snatched my poor daughter from
my arms and flew off with her to one of the world’s remotest extremities, a
place teeming with dark and shadowy phantoms. ’1

For Charikles, who does not have Kalasiris’ tremendous advantage in interpreting the
future of the Aithiopika’s plot, the "remote" place of his dreams "teeming with dark
and shadowy phantoms" can only be Hades. Readers, however, have the benefit of
just having heard Kalasiris’ description of the contents of the birth tokens which were
left with the infant Charikleia when her mother abandoned her to her fate. For us,
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then, it is possible to imagine that this "dark place with shadowy phantoms" is
possibly a dream-version of Aithiopia-Charikleia’s and Kalasiris’ destination.
Although we cannot be certain that the dream’s indicated destination is Aithiopia
(particularly because we have already seen the strange ways dreams can be brought to
fulfillment in the case of Thyamis’ dream in Book 1), we can at least assume that
Charikles’ interpretation is probably wrong.
Before we have had time to fully formulate our own interpretation, however,
Kalasiris offers one to Charikles, letting us know that he is purposefully giving him a
misinterpretation in order to "...dispel his despondency and deflect him from any
intimation of what was to ensue" (Ajth.4.15). In other words, Kalasiris lies to
Charikles in order to advance the Aithiopika’s plot, and he lets the reader (and
Knemon) know that he is doing so, as he reassures Charikles that the "...eagle
symbolizes the bridegroom who will take [Charikleia] from you" (Aith.4.16). As
Bartsch (1987) points out, we have here another example of a false interpretation
which actually helps bring about the fulfillment of the correct outcome:
...for Charicles is persuaded by Calasiris’s superior authority that it is indeed a
wedding that is foreshadowed. As a result, he hands over to Charicleia her
heirlooms and relaxes his guard; and that very night Charicleia is kidnapped,
and the journey to Egypt--the dream’s true meaning, of which Calasiris was
well aware-begins (104).
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There is, however, yet another element for the reader to consider, for a full
interpretation of this dream, for Heliodoros is an author who misses no opportunity to
make ironic cross-references between his romance and other literary w orksparticularly, the Odyssey. Although the parallel is incomplete, I think it is probably
fair to say that Heliodoros had Penelope’s famous dream from Odyssey 19 in mind
when he created Charikles’ nightmare vision of an "eagle swooping down and
snatching away" a love object, particularly since Kalasiris suggests in his false
interpretation that the eagle represents the "bridegroom."108 Unlike Penelope’s
dream, however, in which the eagle himself makes an interpretation within the dream
which she then asks the disguised Odysseus to confirm, there is no internal interpreter
here. By putting the words o f the interpretation into the mouth of the eagle, Penelope
is able to suggest an outcome for the dream -the return of Odysseus and the slaughter
of the suitors—without fully claiming it. Charikles, on the other hand, offers his own
(mis)interpretation, exposing his desires and fears as he does so, and making himself
vulnerable to Kalasiris’ clever manipulations. As is often the case, Heliodoros’
revision o f Homeric material allows new appreciation of and insights into the
strategies of the original: we can now see even more clearly how clever the
management o f Penelope’s dream was. By inserting the interpretation of her dream
into the dream itself (whether she does this consciously, after the fact, or

108R. M. Rattenbury and T. W. Lumb, the editors of the Bude edition of the
Aithiopika (1960), also note this possibility: "Est-ce la un souvenir d ’Homfcre, Odvssde.
XIX, 538, ou Penelope en songe voit un aigle qui represente Ulysse? Ce n ’est pas sur"
(II: 24, n. 3).
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unconsciously, we can never really be sure), and asking her disguised guest to agree
or disagree with the "eagle’s" pronouncement, Penelope has actually forced the
"stranger" to reveal his own desires as m uch-if not more so--than she does her own.

The episode of Don Quixote’s descent into the "Cave of Montesinos," and the
dream-vision which he reports as having had there when he re-emerges, has elements
common with the dream of Penelope in Odyssey 19. First, like Penelope’s dream,
this episode is a truly intriguing and pivotal event in the novel, one which alters both
Don Quixote’s and our own perceptions of much of what follows and what has come
before.109 Secondly, as is the case with Penelope’s report of her dream, only Don
Quixote knows for sure what has happened to him during his time in the cave. The
fictional narrator, Cide Hamete Benengeli, in one of the asides which are frequent in
Part II of the novel, strongly refuses to take "responsibility" for the narrative of Don
Quixote’s experience, saying:
"No me puedo dar d entender, ni me puedo persuadir, que al valeroso don
Quijote le pasase puntualmente todo lo que en el antecedente capitulo queda
escrito...Pues pensar yo que don Quijote mintiese, siendo el mds verdadero
hidalgo y el mds noble caballero de sus tiempos, no es posible...Tu, letor,
pues eres prudente, juzga lo que te pareciere, que yo no debo ni puedo mds..."
(II, 24).
"I cannot persuade myself that all that is written in the previous chapter
literally happened to the valorous Don Quixote...But I cannot possibly suppose

109Like Penelope’s dream, this episode is also commented upon by nearly everyone
who writes on Don Quixote. Most readers acknowledge its importance to understanding
the novel: "...el episodio maravilloso de la bajada del hdroe a la cueva de Montesinos,
uno de los mds comentados y discutidos de la segunda Parte [de Don Quijote]" (Sdnchez
254).
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that Don Quixote, who was the most truthful gentleman and the noblest knight
o f his age, could be lying...You, judicious reader, must judge for yourself, for
I cannot and should not do m ore...")110
As in the case o f Penelope’s dream, both the internal audience (Sancho and an
itinerant humanities student acting as guide) and the external one (we, as readers) are
left to interpret the "fictional" status o f Don Quixote’s experience without authorial
help. As in the Odyssey, a dream-vision is recited which may also be serving the
function o f a lying tale, whose narrative, in any case, serves dual functions: to
recount the contents o f an unusual dream-vision, and to elicit interpretation and
confirmation from an internal audience. In addition, both dream-visions provide some
insight into the ambivalence or conflicts in the characters who report them:
Penelope’s about Odysseus’ return and Don Quixote’s about the "enchantment" of his
(imaginary?) beloved, the fair Dulcinea. Finally, the wish-fiilfillment aspect of Don
Quixote’s dream-vision is heightened, perhaps, by the fact that his entire identity and
project are more obviously a product of (romantic) wish-fulfillment than those of any
other character in this study.

n0See A. Forcione (1970): 137-146 for a full discussion of the episode which
focuses especially on the power of Cide Hamete as narrator and its implications in
defining Cervantes’ stand in relation to contemporary neo-Aristotelian critical views.
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In descending into the famous Cave of Montesinos,111 Don Quixote imitates
the descents into the Underworld of the classical epic heroes (Odysseus and Aeneas),
and the dream-vision he reports as having had there links him to the allegorical
visionaries of the Middle Ages (such as Dante). As for the content of his dreamvision, it is in many ways more complex than that of Penelope’s dream, for it relates
not only to Don Quixote’s private sorrows, but to the literary/heroic traditions already
mentioned, and to the important medieval ballad tradition as well.
Don Quixote’s dream-vision in the Cave of Montesinos presents itself as a
tantalizing example of the "symbolic" category of dream -a complex self-generated
vision which demands interpretation. This vision, which Don Quixote first describes
as a "real" (that is non-visionary) experience, is full of the fragmentary and freeassociated material familiar to most of us as the typical stuff of dreams. In it, Don
Quixote "sees" characters from his literary life (Durandarte, Montesinos, Belerma)
who speak to him and include him among them, as well as people from his own
personal life, most importantly, the peasant girl whom Sancho has previously
convinced him is his beloved Dulcinea under the spell of a wicked encantador.112

luThe "Cave of Montesinos" is named after one of the figures of the ballad tradition
of the battle of Roncesvalles (The Song of Roland, etc.). Montesinos was the cousin of
Durandarte, a the hero of the Spanish ballads, whose lady, Belerma, is supposed to have
kept faith with her beloved even after his death. The stories surrounding these characters
formed one of the most popular of the ballad cycles in 16th and 17th century Spain. See
Sanchez (1991): 255ff.
112This occurs at II, 10, when Sancho, who has been sent on the impossible errand
of delivering a message of courtly love to the Knight’s lady in El Toboso, comes up with
the clever idea of "enchanting" her (playing into Don Quixote’s obsession with
(continued...)
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As the novel progresses, the status of Don Quixote’s perception of his
experience in the cave, whether as "dream-" or "true-" vision, becomes crucial to
understanding the development both of Don Quixote’s character and of Cervantes’
novel. Don Quixote’s relationship to the world, Sancho’s relationship to him, and his
to Sancho, for exam ple-all hinge in some important way on recurring references to,
and changing interpretations of, this single episode. The episode ultimately becomes
part o f a process which leads to Don Quixote’s re-emergence from his psychotic
attempts to bring fictional literature into life, into the somber non-fictional light of
sanity. For Don Quixote, his on-going re-definition of his adventure in the Cave of
Montesinos allows him, finally, to come to terms with his own identity-as both
product o f and producer o f fiction.
I place the definition o f the famous episode o f the Cave of Montesinos
somewhere between a "dream-vision" and a "lying tale," and I believe it straddles
these two categories perhaps even more clearly than does Penelope’s dream. In Don
Quixote, the boundaries between those narratives which are fictional (or lies) and
those which are not, become increasingly convoluted when the madness of Don
Quixote is added to a narrative brew already chocked with ambiguities caused by both
fantasy and lying.113 Although dream-narratives are very different from lying tales,

112(...continued)
encantadoresl by simply telling Don Quixote that a garlic-smelling peasant girl riding a
donkey is, in fact, "Dulcinea." To his utter amazement, the scheme works perfectly.
113See Ch. 4 above for a discussion of the tales in Part I which help effect this
crossing of boundaries.
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there is, as in the case of Penelope’s dream, a "grey area" where they may overlapespecially when one takes into consideration the reliability of the narrator of the
dream. The Don Quixote who recounts his experience in the cave, unlike the wise
and shrewd Penelope, is mad; as the text progresses, however, our assessment of both
his sanity and his shrewdness may change, depending, at least partly, on his (and our)
shifting interpretation of the meaning of his "dream-adventure" in the Cave of
Montesinos.
The episode begins when Don Quixote decides to investigate a famous cave
located in the region through which he is traveling ("en el corazdn de la Mancha," as
Cide Hamete tells us in the title of Chapter 22). He and Sancho are guided to the
cave by a university student, who is described as "a famous scholar much given to the
reading of the books of chivalry,"114 a fitting guide to take them to a place whose
very name identifies it as significant in the world of chivalric literature.115 On
arrival at the cave, Don Quixote, with great fanfare, tells them of his intention to
explore it, "even if it reached to the pit of hell,"116 and Sancho and the student,
somewhat apprehensively, tie a long length of rope around his middle and lower the
heroic explorer (and a great deal of the rope) into the opening. After waiting for half
an hour, they try to haul Don Quixote back up, panicking when they find that a long
section of the rope is slack. Eventually, when they have pulled out nearly all of the

114"...famoso estudiante y muy aficionado

i.

115Cf. n. I l l above.
116"...aunque llegase al abismo..." (II, 22).

leer libros de caballerfas..." (II, 22).
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rope without any sign of Don Quixote, they feel his weight. When he finally emerges
from the cave, Don Quixote is in a sound sleep from which they are able to arouse
him only with some difficulty. He complains o f being hungry, and they all eat a
large meal together before he begins his description of his experience.117
Readers are as ignorant of what has occurred in the cave as Sancho and the
student, and must rely solely on Don Quixote’s version of what he has "seen" there.
What he tells his companions is a detailed and rather remarkable account of a visionmuch like the material from a vivid dream.
Don Quixote describes sitting himself on a ledge of rock in the cave and
falling into a deep sleep. Then he "wakes" to find himself in a beautiful meadow,
and checks to make sure he is no longer sleeping.118 Soon he is greeted warmly
and with great honor by Montesinos himself, the "warden" of the cave. He sees
Durandarte and Belerma, hero and heroine from the world of his beloved chivalry. It
is in the description o f Belerma, however, that a connection begins to form between

117Compare this to Odysseus’ arrival back on Ithaka in a sound sleep, and his gradual
awakening back to a "real" world, as opposed to the fairy-land he has inhabited
(O d.l3.187ff.) In both instances, there is a transition from a magical, fantastical world
to a more mundane and familiar one, marked by an awakening from a deep sleep. The
transition also involves a change in the relation of the main character to the production
o f fiction: in the first half o f both the Odyssey and the Quixote, it can be argued that
the protagonists are the "victims" of fiction, caught in plots they are not able to control
themselves, whereas in the second part of each narrative, marked by these two
"awakenings," both Odysseus and Don Quixote are much more in control o f the fictive
m edium -in both cases producing narrative themselves.
118Penelope had some o f the same self-consciousness which Don Quixote expresses
in his concern to prove to himself that what he is seeing is real. In relating her dream,
Penelope too had commented on how "realistic" the image had seemed, and how she had
been aware, during the dream, that she was dreaming (Od. 19.541).
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the vision he is describing and Don Quixote’s own private concerns, for in this
dream-vision, the once beautiful lady Belerma, like his beloved Dulcinea, has been
"enchanted," and she is now as ugly as she once was beautiful:
A1 cabo y fin de las hileras venia una senora, que en la gravedad lo parecfa,
asimismo vestida de negro, con tocas blancas tan tendidas y largas, que
besaban la tierra. Su turbante era mayor dos veces que el mayor de alguna de
las otras; era cejijunta, y la nariz algo chata; la boca grande, pero colorados
los labios; los dientes, que tal vez los descubria, mostraban ser ralos y no bien
puestos, aunque eran blancos como unas peladas almendras; (II, 23).119
(At the tail end of the files came a lady—as by her gravity she seemed-also
dressed in black, with a white veil so ample and long that it kissed the ground.
Her turban was twice as large as the greatest of the others. She was beetlebrowed and somewhat flat-nosed, with a large mouth and red lips. Her teeth,
which she sometimes bared, appeared to be few and not very well placed,
although they were as white as peeled almonds.)
G. Hughes (1977) explains how the ugliness of Belerma actually contributes to the
vision’s function as a kind of wish-fulfillment dream for Don Quixote:
Like Dulcinea, whose ugliness has been the source of her Knight’s anxious
thoughts...Belerma is not as Don Quixote had expected her to be, nor as fame
had depicted her....B ut she is, of course, enchanted, as Montesinos makes
abundantly clear....The analogy between Belerma and Dulcinea now becomes
clearer in Don Quixote’s mind: if Belerma, famed as beautiful, could be
metamorphosed by enchanters into an ugly figure, it is then conceivable that
his Dulcinea has been likewise enchanted (110).

119Cf. the description of the "enchanted" Dulcinea at II, 10: "...y como no descubria
en ella sino una moza aldeana, y no de muy buen rostro, porque era carerredonda y
chata...."
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If Don Quixote can convince himself that his Dulcinea really has been enchanted like
the Belerma of his vision, and that the ugly peasant girl Sancho used to fool him is
indeed she, then the chivalric world of his madness and dreams is less threatened by
the incongruities which are beginning to mount around him. His vision helps to
confirm the connection between the enchanted "uglification" of Belerma and the
similar fate of his Dulcinea. Don Quixote goes on to describe how, shortly
thereafter, Dulcinea herself has appeared in the cave-at least the peasant girls whom
Sancho had claimed were Dulcinea and her attendants appear in the cave. In the
strange encounter which Don Quixote now relates (and which draws exclamations of
disbelief from Sancho), Dulcinea asks to borrow 6 reals from him, a request which
shocks him for its incongruity with his chivalric ideals, but with which he tries to
comply. Unfortunately, he reports, he only has four reals with him, and must
therefore leave the cave unable to fulfill Dulcinea’s request for a loan!
In describing this remarkable mixture of chivalry, madness, and mundane
reality, Don Quixote’s dream-narrative illustrates the effort he is making to reconcile
the disparate parts of his world, to keep the parts of his fantasy together under his
own control. Hughes (1977) suggests that the introduction of money into his relations
with Dulcinea carries with it the seeds of ruin for Don Quixote’s fictional/romantic
dream-world:
The episode of the Cave of Montesinos functions as a pivotal point in Part II
of the novel. It looks to the beginning and offers an explanation of Dulcinea’s
metamorphosis; it also stimulates the Knight with promises for her future
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disenchantment, which becomes his major objective. But it hints too at the
destruction of Quixote’s chivalric world, although he himself is not aware of
the ominous implications of the request made of him (112).
In fact, the whole project to "disenchant" Dulcinea (whether, as here, by lending her
money, or later, by thrashing his squire—another "wish-fulfillment" fantasy?) carries
potential ruin: remembering that Dulcinea’s "enchantment" is actually part of a
conscious game played by Sancho, then what does "disenchantment" really mean? In
her "disenchanted" form, will this "Dulcinea" turn back into the peasant girl she
really is? If this is the case, then Don Quixote’s project will still have failed.
The narration by Don Quixote of his dream-vision has effects on his audience;
for Sancho, it confirms that his master is truly mad:
que como 61 sabia la verdad del fingido encanto de Dulcinea, de quien 61 habia
sfdo el encantador, y el levantador de tal testimonio, acabd de concer
indubitablemente que su senor estaba fuera de juicio y loco de todo punto...(II,
23).
(For knowing as he did the truth about Dulcinea’s pretended enchantment, and
that he had been her enchanter and the inventor of the story, he finally
realized, beyond all doubt, that his master was out of his mind and mad on all
counts.)
Don Quixote, however, clings for some time to his assertion that all the details of his
vision are "verdad," as he declares at the end of the chapter:
"pero andara el tiempo, como otra vez he dicho, y yo te contar6 algunas de las
que alld abajo he visto, que te haran creer las que aquf he contado, cuya
verdad ni admite replica ni disputa" (II, 23).
("But the time will come, as I have told you already, when I shall relate to
you some of the things I saw down there; and they will make you believe what
I have said, for their truth admits of no reply or controversy.")
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Don Quixote’s tries to confirm or reinterpret his vision in the Cave of
Montesinos throughout the remainder of Part II120-b u t the most important clue to
understanding the significance of his experience is to read it in relation to his and
Sancho’s adventure with the "magic" wooden horse, Clavileno (II, 41). In this
episode, long before the end of the novel, Don Quixote admits privately to Sancho (in
an aside fortunately overheard by the narrator, Cide Hamete Benengeli) that he has
reassessed his perception of his experience in the cave. This scene is of crucial
importance in understanding the "transformation" which occurs in Don Quixote at the
end of Part II.121 Following the Clavileno episode, much doubt is introduced
concerning how much Don Quixote knows about "truth" and "fiction," who the real
madmen are in the world he inhabits, who is fooling whom, and who ultimately
controls the production of fiction-Cervantes, Don Quixote, Sancho, or all of them.
The adventure of Clavileno begins as a complex trick played on Don Quixote
and Sancho by the Duke and Duchess-important characters in Part II (chapters 3057).122 The Duke and Duchess are avid readers of both the romances of chivalry
and of Don Quixote Part I, and they provide Don Quixote and Sancho with a kind of
theater, a place to display themselves, and in which to be displayed. As has often

I20For example, he asks the "prophetic ape" in Chapter 25: "...si ciertas cosas que
habfan sido sonadas, <5 verdaderas; porque i. dl le parecia que tenian de todo" (II, 25).
121See A. Forcione (1970): pp. 152-4 for a discussion of this episode in relation both
to the prior episode of the cave, and to its Ariostan model in the flights of Astolfo on the
hippogryph.
122Like characters from chivalric romances themselves, they are never referred to as
the Duke and Duchess "of someplace;" they are simply "generic" nobles.
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been the case in this study, a comparison can be made between the structures of the
Odyssey and the Quixote: as I earlier compared the happenings at Juan Palomeque’s
Inn in Part I to the sojourn o f Odysseus among the Phaiakians in the first half o f the
Odyssey.123 a parallel comparison can be made between Odysseus’ stay with
Eumaios in the second half o f the poem and Don Quixote and Sancho’s stay with the
Duke and Duchess in Part II of the Quixote. As Eumaios provides Odysseus with a
forum for telling his Kretan tales (stories which self-consciously re-tell narratives
already told in Part I), so the Duke and Duchess allow Don Quixote and Sancho
numerous opportunities to rehearse the "roles" they have been given by their status as
"characters in a book."
The Duke and Duchess fabricate a quest for Don Quixote and Sancho,124 and,
for some time, everything seems to be going according to plan: the inventors of the
fiction are in control of the situation. However, things soon go awry in the careful
plan o f the Duke and Duchess as first Sancho and then Don Quixote seem to grow
wise to the ways o f the world they inhabit. By the end of the episode the Duke and
Duchess will become the butts of their own joke.

123See Ch. 4.
124Chs. 34-41: Don Quixote and Sancho are required to ride Clavileno, an
"enchanted" wooden horse, to a distant country in order to do battle with an enchanter
named Malumbruno, who has covered the faces of all his ladies-in-waiting with thick
beards. Don Quixote, using Clavileno as transportation, is supposed to perform the
heroic deed o f "de-bearding" these ladies. This whole ridiculous scheme has been
worked out by the Duke and Duchess for the pleasure of watching Sancho and Don
Quixote perform.
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Blindfolded, Sancho and Don Quixote mount the wooden horse Clavileno with
much trepidation (II, 41). Bellows produce a wind which "rushes" them along. Fire
bums their faces as they fly too near to "the sun." Finally, as the audience tires of
the charming conversation between knight and squire, the joke ends with Clavileno’s
being blown up-w ith the two riders still on it. They are bruised, frightened, but not
seriously hurt. Not a very funny joke, perhaps, but a successful one, such as it is.
However, the episode does not end here, for Sancho now leads the way to a
new kind of fictional control—both for himself and, apparently, for his master. For
Sancho, who has already tasted the power of first-person narrative in his "enchanting"
of Dulcinea, turns to the Duchess to describe the "vision" he has had while "riding"
the wooden horse:
"Yo, senora, sentf que fbamos, segun mi sefior me dijo, volando por la regidn
del fuego, y quise descubrirme un poco los ojos; pero mi amo, d quien pedf
licencia para descubrirme, no lo consintid; mas yo, que tengo no s6 qud
briznas de curioso, y de desear saber lo que se me estorba y impide,
bonitamente y sin que nadie lo viese, por junto d las narices aparte tanto
cuanto el panizuelo que me tapaba los ojos y por allf mird hacia la tierra..."(II,
41).
("I felt, lady, that we were going, as my master said, flying through the region
o f fire, and I wanted to uncover my eyes a bit. But when I asked my master’s
leave to take off the bandage he wouldn’t allow me. But as I have some
sparks of curiosity in me, and want to know what is forbidden and denied me,
softly and stealthily I pushed the handkerchief that covered my eyes just a little
bit up on my nose and looked down towards the earth...)
Sancho then tells a wonderful tale about his view of the earth-detailed, humorous,
idiosyncratic, and effective-much like Don Quixote’s narrative of his dream-vision in
the Cave of Montesinos, in fact. And what can the Duchess say? That Sancho is
lying? But how can she admit that she knows this without exposing her own fraud?
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Don Quixote sums up the dilemma, saying: "...6 Sancho miente,

6

Sancho sueiia..."

("...either Sancho is lying, or Sancho is dreaming...")
Lying or dreaming-is this, perhaps, his re-assessment of his own experience
in the Cave of Montesinos?

Don Quixote’s question exposes the complex layers of

frames and mirrors in Cervantes’ text, and in his own project. We cannot know who
is fooling whom: Did Sancho peek, or is he making up even this fact? He was, after
all, terrified to ride the "magical" horse in the first place. Was he too frightened to
lift the blindfold, thinking he would see the ground far below him, according to the
fantasy the Duke and Duchess have tried to force him to enact? Did he ride behind
his master, his eyes clenched shut in fear (as the Duke and Duchess would like to
believe), and then invent this delightful account of his own curiosity and bravery?-or
did he actually peek, in which case he has concocted a delightful-and effectivefiction?
If Sancho actually did lift his blindfold, he knows that he never left the ground
at all. In fact he knows more about the Duke and Duchess than they know about
him, for he knows that they are liars, and that they have the leisure to spend time and
money playing games with fools and madmen. Sancho has forced the Duke and
Duchess into a position where they have to pretend to believe what they know is
blatantly false in order to maintain their dignified facades. He has wrenched their
own fiction away from them—and forced them to live it themselves. It is a
triumphantly ironic mom int. The problem is, however, and will remain, that we, as
readers, don’t know whether "...Sancho dreams, or Sancho lies..." either.
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What o f Don Quixote? How much has he understood? A fair amount it
seems, for it is he who makes the connection back to his own experience in the Cave
of M ontesinos-the one time in the novel when he eluded the ever-watchful eye of his
own author and chronicler. Perhaps he recognizes his chance to become an
"enchanter," a "teller of tales," when he takes Sancho aside after the Clavileno
episode, and says to him:
"Sancho, pues vos querdis que se os crea lo que habdis visto en el cielo, yo
quiero que vos me credis £ mf lo que vi en la cueva de Montesinos. Y no os
digo mds." (II, 41)
("Sancho, if you want us to believe what you saw in heaven, then you must
believe me when I tell you what I saw in the Cave of Montesinos. I need say
no more.")

"No mds," indeed—yet Don Quixote has said a great deal in these few words, for both
he and Sancho are on their way to becoming creators and narrators of their own
stories, in control of the "fictions" which ultimately describe their selves.
On his deathbed, Don Quixote recants his madness and encourages his friends
to surrender their fantasies to a world without fiction. They, in their turn, beg him to
stay with them and help them to enter a new "genre,"125 a different romantic
fantasy. They feel, apparently, that life cannot be lived without the optimism of
fiction. The Cave of Montesinos episode, whether dream-vision or lie, provides Don
Quixote with a powerful hermeneutic lever, and allows him to escape from -and into—
the world of wish-fulfillment which had brought him into being in the first place.

125Pastoral romance.
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Chapter 6. The Double Voice of Romance and the Problem of Closure

Like many who study narrative, I find myself unable to resist the temptation to
conclude this study with a discussion of some of the distinctive issues of narrative
closure which are raised by these works.126 Many critics have found issues of
narrative closure and completeness to be both seminal and complex;127 endings, as
is already clear from my discussion of some of the interpolated narratives enclosed in
each o f these texts, can be vital in the interpretation of entire narratives.128 The end
o f a plot can often be definitive in determining the genre of a story. Tragic, comic,
and romantic tales may actually have quite similar beginnings and middles: how
fundamentally different, for example, are the plots of Romeo and Juliet. A Comedy of
Errors, and, The Tempest, until their endings--death, recognition and reunion, and
magic resolution--fix them into some generic code?
In an article which examines the end of the Aithiopika. J. R. Morgan (1989)
begins by calling attention to this defining function of endings-both in literature and
in life:

126P. Brooks, for example, in his Reading for the Plot (1984), also concludes with
a discussion o f conclusions, "Endgames and the Study of Plot," pp. 313-25.
127J. R. Morgan, in his "A Sense of the Ending: The Conclusion of Heliodoros’
Aithiopika." ITAPA 119 (1989) 299-320], cites: D. A. Miller, Narrative and its
Discontents (Princeton 1981), M. Torgovnick, Closure in the Novel (Princeton 1981),
P. Brooks, Reading for the Plot (Oxford 1984), and F. Kermode (1967).
128See Ch. 4 above.
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Just as we interpret our lives in retrospect, unable to see sense in the
contingent experiences of daily existence until we can review what went before
in the light of what happened in the end and so perceive a pattern of
significant relations; even so the meaning of a story flows back from its
ending, which constitutes a goal towards which the narrative can be seen to
have been directed (299). [emphasis added]
As we learn from Frank Kermode’s fundamental critical work, The Sense of An
Ending (1966), "sense-making" in general, both in narrative and in life, is an enddetermined gesture. "Men," as he puts it:
...like poets, rush ‘into the middest,’ in medias res, when they are bom; they
also die in mediis rebus, and to make sense of their span they need Active
concord with origins and ends, such as give meaning to lives and to poems"
(7).
As Kermode points out, endings also tend to function as reminders of origins; they
lead back to "the beginning," rounding off all stories by offering an "apocalypse" to
match their "genesis."
The question of narrative closure in relation to the Odyssey. Aithiopika. and
Quixote brings this study back in a way to its beginning-to its earlier focus on the
overall shape of the narratives in these texts, particularly their bi-partite structures. I
suggest that the mode of romance poses special problems for narrative closure-that it
is a mode with opposing voices operating within it, which pull its conclusion(s) in
conflicting directions. Two of the works I have examined, the Odvssev and the
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Quixote, strongly highlight this "double voice" in their endings: both works, in fact,
have either multiple endings or endings which are to some degree inconclusive. The
Aithiopika. as it has often been in this context of this study, is here an exception, for
its ending seems unified and smooth by comparison with the other two works, with
neither ambiguity nor any sense of incompleteness marring its perfect surface.
Heliodoros selects those aspects of the Odyssean model which are in keeping with the
demands o f both the genre in which he writes and the tastes o f his age-and excludes
or ignores the rest.
The end o f the Aithiopika is contained within the boundary of its romance
frame; one is not tempted to speculate on "what might happen next...." The story
Heliodoros set out to tell is definitively over—defined as it was by the prophesy which
it has completely fulfilled by the end of the text. The endings of the Odyssey and the
Quixote, however, do not provide such an absolute sensation of closure; the endings
of these two complex fictions are more self-conscious, and therefore more troubling.
They call our attention to the fact that literary "endings" are part of a series of
fictions we invent to comfort ourselves in the face of our otherwise random personal
"(hi)stories." Kermode calls all ends "fictions of the End" (5), stories of apocalypse
which help us make sense out of our origins and lives. Our sense of "apocalypse," he
claims, "depends on a concord of imaginatively recorded past and imaginatively
predicted future, achieved on behalf of us, who remain ‘in the middest’" (8).
As we have seen, the narrative world of romance is one of memory and wishfulfillment, a place where powerful human needs to order reality toward pleasing and
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unifying goals are prominent. The romance world is full of eroticism, of fantasy, and
o f dreams we create ourselves in half-waking moments, dreams whose endings we
need to control in order to stay safely within the realm of romance. The withholding
or delay of these endings, however, is often as desirable as the ends themselves, for
however desirable a given "end" may be, it is also just that-an end, a kind of death,
a moment beyond which we can conceive nothing. Self-conscious romance
narratives, which highlight the relationship between narrative and life, must delay the
approach to their goals, or the stories-and the lives they narrate-m ight close too
soon.
Patricia Parker, in Inescapable Romance: Studies in the Poetics of a Mode
(1979), discusses the problem of closure in a self-conscious romance text which has
much in common with both the Odyssey and the Quixote. Ariosto’s Orlando Furioso.
The wandering plots of romance narratives, their "deviance" and "error," are, she
argues, directly related to the production and continued existence of fiction itself:
"[Fjiction," she says, ..."by its very nature feeds upon frustration,...the real interest
only begins when things go wrong" (33). The "frustration" or delay of the ending is
what prolongs the pleasure of the narrative, what produces "...the narrative principle
o f romance, the virtually endless erring and digression in which any exercise of poetic
closure becomes a literary tour de force" (34).
How does one end a romance narrative-or any narrative, for that matter?
Ends are goals, destinations, and boundaries: romances can end in marriage, change,
waking, perfection, completion, or fulfillment. The only truly final end, however, is

death, a fear of which underlies much of the delay in ending all narratives. Death is
an inappropriate end for romance, however; romances which end in death veer off
into the tragic mode. Romance is the mode of the perpetual quest: if there is to be
plot, then it must grow out of a desire for a telos or goal. This is the force which .
Brooks defines as "narrative desire," the erotic element which sets narratives in
motion, and motivates both characters and readers to try to complete them.129 Is,
then, the shape of the romance quest linear or circular? Does it spiral inward,
obeying a centripetal force, or outward, obeying a centrifugal one?130 Or is its path
meandering and sinuous? The delay and deviance of romance plots tend to twist them
as they move toward their goal, and they often approach their ends distracted,
withdrawing and prolonging the game. Adversaries along the way sometimes seem to
be projected, made up by the protagonists themselves for the sake of drawing out the
journey of the narrative. Though each of the texts in this study ends quite differently,
each, in its own way, tries to contain and reconcile opposing voices which often ask
the narrative both to close and to remain somehow open at the same time.
In an article on the plot structure of epic narrative throughout its history in
Western literature, David Quint (1989) posits the narrative structure of the Odyssey,
with its powerful romance elements, as a subversive alternative to epic, a structure

129See Reading for the Plot (1984), esp. Ch. 2, pp. 37-62.
,3CThe terms "centripetal" and "centrifugal" are used often by narratologists, but they
mean quite different things to different critics. I am not, for example, using them in
their Bakhtinian sense (see Peradotto (1990): 53-8, for a clear explanation of Bakhtin’s
use of the terms.) I use them, essentially, to distinguish between narratives which
"close" and those which don’t, a distinction which I will try to clarify in this chapter.
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avoided assiduously by writers aiming for what he calls "epic linearity of plot" (14).
Quint’s model uses the image on the shield of Aeneas-Antony and Cleopatra’s defeat
at Actium by the forces of Roman Augustus-as a prototype of the essential struggle
between the forces of epic narrative and those of romantic narrative. As he puts it:
The ideological dichotomies drawn between the winners and losers at Actium
also have formal implications for epic and its idea of narrative. This is best
seen in the epic tradition that followed Virgil and that would repeatedly
invoke, imitate, and rewrite the central scene on Aeneas’s shield. Later epic
poets found a normative narrative form embodied in the triumph of Augustus.
In Cleopatra’s flight, by contrast, they saw a rival generic model of narrative
organization. Epic loves a parade, perhaps because the procession that keeps
its shape through both space and time resembles its own regular verse
schemes...that similarly spatialize time and join the poem’s beginning in
interconnected sequence to its end" (12).
In Quint’s model, everything about Odyssean narrative-especially its multiplicity of
interpolated narratives-sets it in direct opposition to the end-directedness of epic:
The formal completion of the epic plot speaks for the completeness of its
vision of history: telling a full story, epic claims to possess the full story.
Other accounts that might compete with the victors’ version of history are
merely dismissed as historical accidents, deviations from the straight line of
imperial triumph: opposed to epic’s end-directed narrative, these rival
narratives appear directionless and beside the point (14). [emphasis added]

Odyssean romance wanders from narrative island to narrative island, each one special
and self-contained, but not necessarily adding to the linear journey of the plot. The
hero’s inevitable return home is not necessarily the end either, for he can always, as
Odysseus and Don Quixote do, rest a while and then take off again. It is the epic and
tragic voices which struggle for closure and so often end in death.131 The constant
telling and re-telling o f stories in the Odyssey, replacing heroic action with the action
of narrative, makes the poem’s plot less linear than the Iliad’s, more porous to the
introduction of new narrative material, and therefore more likely to veer off its
(linear) epic course. The poem’s plot, which at first appears to be laid out more
narrowly than the Iliad’s, with a clearer "beginning," "middle," and "end," is actually
quite fluid, constantly framing narrative within narrative as it moves toward its
climax.
The end of the Odyssey has raised questions for readers of the poem since the
Alexandrian period, for, when judged by Alexandrian and post-Alexandrian standards
for narrative closure, The Odyssey does not, strictly speaking, "end." In many
respects, the poem seems rather to stop than to end—with Athena accomplishing a
deus ex machina finale-and it does not require much narratological sophistication to
recognize that there is a big difference between "stopping" and "ending."
Book 23 of the Odyssey concludes with Odysseus rising from his bed (1.348),
seeming to "abandon" Penelope again, this time to visit his old father whom he has

131The traditional closure in comic romances, marriage, is, ironically, a kind of
symbolic death, for it effectively "kills" the virginal selves of the hero and heroine,
pushing them onward into entirely new identities.
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not seen since returning to Ithaka, and to finish off his business with the families of
the suitors he has killed. Book 24 includes the important reunion scene between
Odysseus and Laertes, as well as the so-called "Second Nekyia," where the poet takes
readers on a return visit to the Underworld to watch the (un-heroic) arrival of the
dead suitors’ ghosts. The Second Nekyia also includes a description by
Agamemnon’s ghost of the funeral of Achilles nearly ten years earlier at Troy, and a
lavish speech in praise o f Penelope’s kleos for her heroic achievement of fidelity.
The final "end" of the text of the Odyssey is a battle-scene-a rather short one, where
Odysseus and his family triumph over the families and relations of the suitors.
Athena finishes both the battle and the poem, imposing a truce on Ithacans to last into
the future. The end of the Odvssev is therefore political rather than, it would seem,
"romantic."132
J. Peradotto (1990) has made the complexity of the Odvssev’s ending(s) the
major focus in his recent narratological study.133 Although the close of the Odyssey
does give, to use Kermode’s phrase, some "sense of an ending," the narrative does

132While there is much that is indisputably problematic in Book 24 in terms of poetic
diction and style, a persuasive case can also be made for the appropriateness and
necessity of these many "roundings-off" of plot details in giving the poem a sense of
finality. The strongest proponent of the Analyst position, which argues that the so-called
"Continuation" of the poem (all lines following 23.296) must have been composed by (a)
later and lesser poet(s), is D. Page (The Homer Odyssey. 1955, esp. 101-36). For an
opposing view, see D. Wender’s monograph, The Last Scenes of the Odyssey (1978) in
which she makes a case for the overall narrative "rightness" o f Book 24, despite its
linguistic and technical flaws.
133Man in the Middle Voice. 1990.
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not, in fact, either fulfill all the promises it lays out for itself or give an absolute
feeling of closure. As Peradotto says,
In the closing books of the Odyssev. there are so many proximate narrative
ends achieved that we may not be unsatisfied by the lack of clarity surrounding
the outcome o f the ultimate end. Father has come home to son, husband has
been reunited with wife, son reunited with aging father, the threat of the
suitors erased, and even the counter-vengeance of the suitor’s relatives easilyperhaps too easily—arbitrated by Athena ex machina (60).
If all o f these are proximate ends, then what should the "ultimate end" of the Odyssev
be? According to the scholiasts, the late 2nd century B.C. Alexandrian editor and
critic, Aristarchus of Samothrace, claimed that the true "end"

(ir e p a q

or

reX o q )

of the

Odyssev occurs when Penelope and Odysseus finally retire to their longed-for
marriage bed, at line 296 in Book 23: "They then/ gladly went together to bed, and
their old ritual."134 The important section of the Odyssey which follows 23.296 (the
remainder o f Book 23 and all of Book 24) has been referred to up until quite recently
as a "continuation,"135 as if it were somehow extraneous. As W. B. Stanford
correctly notes, however, in his long summation of this thorny Homeric argument,

134"...oi

fie v e r e n a l a o i r a o io i X en rpoio T o tX a io v Beapiov I kovto "

135See, for example:
1914).

(Od.23.295-6).

A. Shewan, "The ‘Continuation’ of the Odyssey." (1913;
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"...to end the poem at 296 with a Pepysian ‘And so to bed’ would be more fitting for
an Alexandrian or Victorian novelette than an early epic" (406).136
Stanford’s remark raises a problem that is interesting in the context of this
study, for it implies that there is a conflict in the Odyssey between the narrative voice
o f what he calls "early epic" and that of what we might call "romance. " Surely it is
an epic voice which reasserts itself at the end of the poem, reminding us o f the
Odyssey’s tie to the Iliad, of the continuity between their poetic worlds. The poem
resolves itself not only in the "comic" (circular, romantic) terms of (re)marriage and
love, but in the "tragic" (linear, epic) terms of war and death. The Odyssey requires,
it seems, multiple endings to absorb the multiple narrative worlds which it contains.
It is Heliodoros who will borrow and emphasize the "Pepysian" ending for his
Odyssean romance: his hero and heroine do ride off, literally, into the sunset, a
fabulous procession taking them to celebrate ..."the more mystic parts of the wedding
ritual..."137
There are many ways to describe and explain the duality of voices in the
Odyssey. Peradotto (1990) argues that the deep ambiguity in the poem’s ending stems
from a conflict of narrative drives-those of what he refers to as the voices of "myth"
and "marchen:"

136For the full discussion in Stanford’s commentary, see pp. 404-6. He cites much
of the relevant debate, and concludes that while Analyst critics make valid points about
the technical difficulties o f many passages in Book 24 in particular, "The truth," as he
says, "perhaps lies between these extreme views" (405).
137" ...7 w eTTt t <j?

yotfu p [iv o n K o iT e p u v ..."

(Aith. 10.41.3.).
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Although these two types [the narrative voices of myth and marchen] do not
differ essentially as narrative structures, the one [myth] tends to stress the
mortality and relative impotence of the human subject in the face of what
might be termed most generally consistent external resistance-the will of the
gods, "fate," "the way things are," laws of nature inferred from the
experience, the incommensurability of the world, the inevitability of death.
The other [marchen] represents an optimistic, wish-fulfilling emancipation
from this external resistance, bom of human desire (48).
Peradotto’s argument grows out of his focus on another dilemma of the end of the
Odyssey. One of the problematic aspects of the ending of the poem lies not in what it
includes after the bedding of Odysseus and Penelope, but in what it leaves out: the
inland journey of Odysseus, prophesied by Teiresias during the first Nekyia in Book
11 (11.100-137), and described (and thereby predicted?) by Odysseus when he reunites
with Penelope in Book 23 (11.266-284). Odysseus goes to the Underworld in Book 11
at the behest of Kirke, who has told him that he must speak with the ghost of
Teiresias in order to find his way home. During their brief meeting, however,
Teiresias offers, without being asked, instructions for Odysseus as to how he may
secure a peaceful death for himself:
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("But after you have killed these suitors in your own palace,/ either by
treachery, or openly with the sharp bronze,/ then you must take up your well
shaped oar and go on a journey/ until you come where there are men living
who know nothing/ of the sea, and who eat food that is not mixed with salt,
who never/ have known ships whose cheeks are painted purple, who never/
have known well-shaped oars, which act for ships as wings do./ And I will
tell you a very clear proof, and you cannot miss it./ When, as you walk,
some other wayfarer happens to meet you,/ and says you carry a winnow-fan
on your right shoulder,/ then you must plant your well-shaped oar in the
ground, and render/ ceremonious sacrifice to the lord Poseidon,/ one ram and
one bull, and a mounter of sows, a boar pig,/ and make your way home again
and render holy hecatombs/ to the immortal gods who hold the wide heaven,
all/ of them in order. Death will come to you from the sea, in/ some
altogether unwarlike way, and it will end you/ in the ebbing time of a sleek
old age. Your people/ about you will be prosperous. All this is true that I tell
you.")
Teiresias assigns Odysseus this journey as a task he must perform if he wishes to live
to a comfortable old age and to die easily. The inland journey, then, if Odysseus
were to perform it, would offer us a possible image of his death; this journey would
be his ultimate odyssey, the one which would truly preclude any future joumeys138but it does not occur during the poem.

138A "Don Quixote. Part II" ending, that is.
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It is this voice, that of Teiresias’ apocalyptic prophesy, which Peradotto labels
"mythic:" the mythic (for Quint, "epic") voice is one which can lead to the ultimate
narrative closure of death. The other voice, the voice of "marchen" (for Quint,
"romance"), is the voice Odysseus obeys during his wanderings: it is the "optimistic"
voice of sequentiality, of endless deviance, which both Parker and Quint identify with
romance narrative.
That Odysseus does not die at the end of the Odyssey leaves open, apparently,
the poetic possibility of other odysseys. One of these actually takes place within the
poem itself, in the interpolated "Kretan" tale Odysseus tells to Eumaios in Book 14.
Here, the protagonist claims that his successful return home from Troy left him
restless—that he could not "rest from travel...:"
"avrap epol beikq Katca pr\bero prjriera ZevQ •
pijpa yap olov epeipa rerapvopepog reKeeaat
Kovpibi-Q t ’ a k o x v xai K r r jp a w avrap eiretra
Alyvrroube pe dvpog av&yei pavrCkkeadat,
pr\ag ev areCkapra, avp avriQeoig erapoiaip."
Od. 14.243-247

("But for wretched me Zeus of the counsels devised more hardships;/ one
month only I stayed, taking pleasure in my children/ and my wedded wife and
my possessions, but then the spirit/ within me urged me to make an expedition
to Egypt/ with ships well appointed and with my godlike companions.")
Others too have put Odysseus back on the road after his return to Ithaka, the most
famous perhaps being Dante, in the "Ulysses Canto" of Inferno (Canto 26). Dante
too presents us with a restless traveler, a man who could never remain at home, and
who, though damned for his sin of "false counsel," is nonetheless immortalized in
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Dante’s portrait for his unending curiosity.139 The possibility that Odysseus may
have a dual identity, that of a quintessential centrifugal traveler as well as of a
quintessential centripetal one, has inspired many modem writers, from the Victorian
poet Tennyson ("Ulysses," "The Lotos-Eaters"),140 to the modem Greek writer
Kazan tzakis (The Odyssev: A Modem Sequell. and, of course, James Joyce.141 As
we now have the poem, few o f the standard criteria for plot-completion are satisfied
by the Odyssey’s ending: Odysseus does not die, nor does he fulfill the prophecy of

139n6 dolcezza de figlio, n6 la pieta
del vecchio padre, nd ’1 debito amore
lo qual dovea Penlopd far lieta,
vincer potero dentro a me l’ardore
ch’i’ ebbi a divenir del mondo esperto
e de li vizi umani e del valore;
me misi me per l’alto mare aperto
sol con en legno e con quella compagna
picciola da la qual non fui diserto.
(Inferno 26.94-102)
("...neither my fondness for my son nor pity
for my old father nor the love I owed
Penelope, which would have gladdened her,
was able to defeat in me the longing
I had to gain experience of the world
and of the vices and the worth of men.
therefore, I set out on the open sea
with but one ship and that small company
o f those who never had deserted me.")
A. Mandelbaum, trans.
14(>rennyson’s two poems emphasize the two different aspects o f Odysseus which
make his homeward journey perilous: in "TheLotos-Eaters," Ulysses and his men
succumb to the urge to give up the difficult journey in favor of drugged and forgetful
serenity; in "Ulysses," the hero abandons home in fear of terminal boredom. The two
voices seem clearly to be operating.
141The most recent writer to join this modem tradition is the Caribbean poet Derek
Walcott with his epic poem Omerus (1991).
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Teiresias to take the inland journey and propitiate Poseidon. The possibility of
spurious and sometimes absurd "continuations" is left open.
One of these "continuations" is an ancient one: a poet of the post-Homeric
epic cycle named Eugammon of Cyrene142 is reputed to have written a bizarre
sequel to the Odyssev-the Telegonv- in which Odysseus takes the required inland
journey. Along the way, this version has him (bigamously) marry a local princess,
and then be murdered accidentally by an illegitimate son he had fathered by Kirke on
his original return to Ithaka. This weird "post-Odyssev" ends with an incestuous
double-wedding: Telegonos, the illegitimate son, marries the newly widowed
Penelope, and Telemakhos marries the witch Kirke! The Telegonv. strange as it is,
has an ending which is in keeping with the narrative demands of literate audiences
who are concerned with unity of plot. The end of the Telegonv is also, in many
ways, classically romantic, with the hero’s death redeemed by the promise of the new
marriages-however incestuous.
B.

P. Reardon, describing the basic romance elements of the Odyssey, points

out yet another example of a "doubling" voice in the poem, that of the
"picaresque:"143

142Thought to be a poet of the 6th century B.C.
143It is interesting, I think, to note how often both the Odyssey and the Aithiopika
have attracted completely anachronistic terminology into their descriptive lexicon-for
example, the term "ancient novel," which has replaced "romance" in most critical
discussions of the "ancient romances." The term "romance" is also an anachronism, of
course.

Ill

First, [the Odyssevl is a story of exciting and perilous adventure, and also of
love. In one perspective a picaresque story, it is nonetheless held together bv
a plot which is also a love story: though the love involved is not the erotic
passion we meet in Euripides, Odysseus, in achieving his return, is after all
reunited with a beloved partner... In the Odvssev we are offered a plot
involving, essentially, a task to be carried out: the nostos or return of the
hero to his home. This is the element of quest that Frye and others identify as
the motor o f romance. The quest involves much travel, and requires the hero
to overcome various dangerous obstacles... The quest-storv is extensive, of
epic proportions, and it is architecturally conceived: the numerous episodes,
individually attractive, form not simply a linear series but a mounting
clim ax... (15-16). [emphasis added]
In his description, Reardon makes two observations about the Odyssey’s plot
which, though accurate, seem to me to be contradictory. On the one hand, he calls
the Odyssey "a picaresque story," and later he claims that it is a "...quest-story...of
epic proportions, and it is architecturally conceived." Herein lies the contradiction,
for I can think o f no storyline less "architecturally conceived" than that of the
picaresque—unless one thinks of beads on a string as a kind of architecture. The
picaresque is marked by its essential plotlessness, its random sequentiality o f episode.
Its hero is clever and resourceful, but left at the mercy of chance from his very birth,
his origins as random and unknown as his destiny and destination. The picaresque
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hero wanders rather than travels, living in the present, and thinking mostly of
survival, unable to project any quest further than his next meal.
The pfcaro cannot quest for nostos: he has no past to long for or future to
quest after. His narrative world is not that of a romance hero, though it shares
elements with it-fo r Reardon is right in his observation that there is a "picaresque"
quality in portions of the Odyssey, and in the subsequent romance narratives which it
spawns. Odysseus is almost trapped in the futureless despair of a picaresque world
during his long travels; he struggles not to forget the shape of his own plot as he
languishes on Kalypso’s island, future and past blurring into an idle, tearstained
present. I would argue that all questing heroes face the dangerous pull of the
picaresque which comes in the form of despair or forgetfulness brought on by the
temptations of the sequential plot. The pull of Charybdis or of a bewitching woman,
the oblivion of the lotos or the simple boredom of waiting for a crisis, can all
obliterate the fragile memory of the past which projects both story and life into the
future. A timeless present is perilous for the romance hero, who must use the weight
o f the past to anchor himself to the future. Reardon correctly locates the architecture
o f the Odyssey’s plot in its quest for nostos. the hero’s return home. While a
romance hero comes back to an original self, however, the pfcaro has no original self
to return to. The picaresque self is formed of the same flux which is also one of the
disturbing essences of Odysseus, the hero who preserves his identity by separating
self from name-who remains "someone" through his willingness to call himself "no
one."

The random flux which creates the picaresque hero, and out of which he
carves his plot, might overwhelm even Odysseus if he were to eat the lotos and forget
his nostos. for memory both preserves the past and contains the future; plotlessness is
the ubiquitous enemy of romance heroes, and all of them are threatened by it at some
time. The two-part narrative frame of the Odyssey acts to expose vital mechanisms
of narrative, and in so doing it gives its hero the power to capture the past and move
on into the future by making him master of the verbal medium which is at the core of
his identity. It allows him to move out of picaresque randomness into the more
purposeful motion of romance.
Centrifugal/centripetal, myth/marchen, epic/romance, tragic/comic,
picaresque/romantic-all of these narrative dualities seem to locate themselves in the
Odyssey. The poem, though early, may also perhaps be understood to occupy a
pivotal position in Western literature-straddling the narrative world of the Iliad while
offering hints of a powerful alternative narrative mode. Its conflicting voices need
not be reconciled; nor is it necessary for readers to choose among them. I would
argue that the poem pays homage to the mythic voice of the Iliad by incorporating its
heroic goals into its narrative(s)~but it does not stop there. We are offered the
possibility of the death of Odysseus, but left to imagine the death itself, and perhaps
to reassess-as Akhilleus’ shade seems to-the poetic value which the Iliad places on
death as a

reX o g

for the heroes of epic narrative.

As the Odyssey illustrates, the double voices of romance narrative can be
extremely confusing in relation to closure, pulling the narrative in two directions, and
making endings ambiguous, or less than final. In the case of the Aithiopika. I will
argue that Heliodoros has responded to the Odyssey’s less than "final" ending by
creating a complex revision of it, one which fulfills the narrative and generic
expectations and tastes o f his age. To judge from Heliodoros’ response to the
narrative model offered by the Odyssey’s ending(s), the way in which Homer ends his
poem may have troubled him as much as it has troubled many who have read and
commented on the poem since antiquity.
The beginnings, middles, and ends of the Homeric poems do not, in many
ways, fit the narrative requirements of literate tastes. The poems’ "beginnings" are,
in fact, actually more like "middles," asking their audience or readers to enter the
story "in the middle of things," in medias res. The Iliad, for example, begins in the
ninth year of a ten year war, uses part of its middle144 to recapitulate events from
the war’s beginning, and ends before the end of the war or the fulfillment of the
prophesied death of its hero. The Odyssey also begins in the ninth year of its ten
year story, spends half of its middle playing a complex game of narrative "catch-up"
with itself, and ends, like the Iliad, before the prophesied death of its hero-although
the ending of the Odyssey does describe the prophesied death of the Iliad’s hero, just
to make things even more confusing.

144Books 1 through 4.

One of the earliest commentators on Homeric narrative, Aristotle, understood
one of the basic tenets o f modem narratology-that there is a fundamental difference
between "story" (events which happen sequentially in time) and "discourse" (the
verbal ordering of those events in narrative). This important distinction allowed him
to appreciate and praise Homer’s narrative artistry and the completeness, or "unity,"
o f the plots o f both Homeric poems. He recognized that the drive of the Iliad’s plot
was to tell the story of the "rage of Akhilleus," its genesis, course, and aftermath--not
the story of the Trojan War or, just as impossible, the complete story of the life and
death of Akhilleus. The poem’s discourse (plot) is complete with the end of the rage
and the return of Hektor’s body for burial.
In order to understand how Heliodoros closes his romance, we must look at
the way he relates the beginning, middle, and end of his text to the corresponding
parts of the Odyssey. In doing this, we find that his project is extremely complex.
Let us begin with the beginning(s).
The multiple ambiguities of narrative beginnings are explored in a study by the
contemporary critic and theorist Edward Said, entitled Beginnings: Intention and
Method (1975). Said begins with a series of important questions about narrative
beginnings which are not at all simple to answer:
Is a beginning the same as an origin? Is the beginning o f a given work its real
beginning, or is there some other, secret point that more authentically starts
the work off? To what extent is a beginning ultimately a physical exigency
and nothing more than that? (1)
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Said’s distinction between beginnings which act as "origins" (that is, which reflect the
beginning o f the action o f a narrative) and those which act as mere "starting points"
(mere places to begin the story) is an important one. All beginnings are, in a sense,
both~for even when a narrative’s beginning does not coincide with a primary event, it
still starts off fltis particular narrative process, ihis particular telling of the story.
Whether a given beginning is an origin, or merely a starting point, it is always, as
Said says, "the main entrance to what [a work] offers"—and therefore always of
crucial importance.
Said makes another general observation about beginnings which is especially
significant from a comparatist’s perspective. "[The beginning]," he says,
"immediately establishes relationships with works already existing, relationships of
either continuity or antagonism or some mixture of both" (1) [emphasis added].
Beginnings, in other words, establish intertextual relationships: they are places where
one literary work picks up from another, and carries on, breaks off, or remolds a
tradition. In comparing the beginnings of the Odyssev and the Aithiopika. we quickly
find that Heliodoros manages to accomplish a tangled mixture of both continuity and
antagonism.
Heliodoros borrows copiously from Homer, making some sort of Homeric
reference every other page or so, yet not always for purposes which are easy to
discern.145 He uses both Homeric plot material and Homeric plot structure to

,45See Sandy (1982): "...an Homeric borrowing occurs on average approximately
once every 1.2 pages of a modem edition" of the Aithiopika (88).
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enrich his romance’s confusing literary stew. He begins the Aithiopika in medias res,
borrowing a famous Homeric trope, but bending it to a new purpose in a new genre,
actually concocting some o f the material of his strange and surprising plot from
details o f the proem to the Odyssev. In designing his work around Homer’s in this
way, Heliodoros makes the telos of his romance into a kind o f Odyssean collage. By
using multiple layers of reference, this very baroque author makes the
incomprehensible scene at the opening of the Aithiopika. for example, unhesitatingly
remind readers o f a famous scene from one of the "proximate ends" of the Odyssey—
the battle with the suitors in Book 22. The beginning, middle, and end o f the
Aithiopika form a complex muddle which is nevertheless firmly resolved by the
miraculous denouement o f the romance’s baroque plot.
In a section of his study of the Aithiopika devoted to Heliodoros’ use of
Homeric references, G. Sandy (1982) notes, almost in passing, that Heliodoros
ingeniously uses the contents of the Odyssey’s proem to define the outlines of his
romance:
The first few lines of the Odyssey contain the seeds of the basic plot of the
t

Aethiopica: the sun god Helios, Ethiopia, wanderings, and quest for home"
(85).
Sandy’s observation is obviously correct, yet what are we to make of it?146
Heliodoros plays linguistic games with the text of the Odyssey, not unlike the games

146See Sandy (1982): 54-6 for a discussion of how to interpret Heliodoros’ Homeric
borrowings.
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he makes his characters play inside the Aithiopika. forcing them to try to match their
life-pattems with prophetic word-pattems. Words and images that make one kind of
sense in a Homeric context are pulled out to make altogether different sense in the
Aithiopika. When the text of the Aithiopika is laid over its Odyssean model,
knowledge of the Odyssey’s plot may influence readers’ expectations about the
outcome of the Aithiopika. Reading the Aithiopika with an eye to Homeric references
can also give the impression that the narrative content of the Iliad and Odyssey have
been ground up and spread randomly throughout the text, with fortuitously selected
bits occasionally falling into sensible patterns. In spite of these games, however,
Heliodoros’ virtuosity forces the plot of the Aithiopika to make tremendously
organized sense once one is able to follow its complexities. In fact, by some
narrative standards it is a much neater plot than the Odyssey’s, since Heliodoros
allows none of the epic’s multiple "proximate endings."
Going back to Sandy’s observation, then, the starting point of the Odyssey, the
opening lines of its proem, provide material for Heliodoros from which he will
concoct both an origin and a telos for the Aithiopika. His characters will wander,
quest for home, and go to Aithiopia. Heliodoros will also overlay the Aithiopika’s
actual narrative beginning with one of the climactic scenes from the Odyssey’s
narrative ending—Odysseus’ battle with the suitors in Book 22. To understand how he
does this, we must look carefully at the language and imagery of the Aithiopika’s
opening passage.
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Though hardly as well known as the opening of the Odyssev. the Aithiopika’s
beginning is quite famous in its own right:147

'H p ep a g ocpn biotyeX&ooig Hat rjktov r a g aKpupeiag KocravyafrpTog, otvbpeg
kv orXoig XyoTpucolg bpovg inrepKvrpapreg, o 8rj kcxt' eKfiokag tov NeCXov koil
o ro p a to Koihovpevov *HpaKXeunicbp VTcepreipei, pinpop extorapreg ti\ p
vTOKeipePT)P d a X a rra p o<l>doi\poig erijpxoPTo Kotl rep reX ctyei to r p m o p ra g
orpeig e r a <f>ePTeg, cog ovbep ccypag XqoTpiKijg enjyyeX X ero prj TcXeopepop, ext
top ttXijolop aiyiaX op rq 8iqi KarrjyoPTo. Kat i j p r a ep ai>Tq> rotaSe •
(M h .1 .1 ).
(The smile of daybreak was just beginning to brighten the sky, the sunlight to
catch the hilltops, when a group of men in brigand gear peered over the
mountain that overlooks the place where the Nile flows into the sea at the
mouth that men call the Heracleotic. They stood there for a moment, scanning
the expanse of sea beneath them: first they gazed out over the ocean, but as
there was nothing sailing there that held out hope of spoil or plunder, their
eyes were drawn to the beach nearby. This is what they saw...)
Obviously, this starting point brings us into Heliodoros’ narrative "in the middle of
things." The question is: "In the middle of what?" Who are these "men in brigand
gear" through whose eyes we view this scene? Why are we suddenly thrust into a
scene in Egypt at the mouth of the Nile? Is the fact that this is the "Heracleotic"
mouth o f the Nile significant? First-time readers of the Aithiopika have no way to
answer these questions.
From a reader’s point o f view, the similarity between this in medias res
beginning and that o f the Odyssey is a limited one: whereas the most attuned
members of Homer’s audience would likely have guessed the essential content of the
upcoming tale by the fifth word of the Odyssey f polvtropon"). readers of the

147It was widely imitated by prose fiction writers in the 16th and 17th centuriesSidney and Cervantes to name only two. See T. Hagg (1983): 192-213, and Sandy
(1982): 95-124, for more on the extensive Nachleben of the Aithiopika.
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Aithiopika can hardly predict the events of this narrative after five pages, even five
books, o f its ten-book length. Odysseus is so famous and specific a character that one
adjective is enough to identify him and call up his story, but the characters and action
of Heliodoros’ text can only be known generically, as characters in a "typical"
romance tale.148
We must also recall that Heliodoros would have expected complete familiarity
in his audience with the Homeric poems as literature. The study of Homer had been
a mainstay of education in the Greco-Roman world for centuries, and Homeric
phrases and images were strongly ingrained into the minds of readers.149
Heliodoros’ use of Odyssean echoes and allusions might have resulted therefore in
some strange perceptual effects: for while the complex plot of his own narrative is
completely opaque to readers at the starting point, the overlay of familiar Homeric

148Current literary-historical theory assumes that the plots and characters of the
ancient novels are derived largely from those of New Comedy, a theatrical form of the
4th century B.C. The plots New Comedy, the roots of which can be seen as early as the
late 5th century in some of the anomalous "tragi-comic" plays of Euripides (e.g. Ion.
Helen'), tended to center around domestic issues of family, marriage, and financial
fortune-the troubles of individual people. As the Greek world became fragmented and
diffused during the Alexandrian and Greco-Roman periods, novels began to replace
theatrical performances as a form of private entertainment. See Perry (1967): 72-9:
"...Greek romance is essentially Hellenistic drama in narrative form..." (78). See also
S. Trenkner (1958) for an overview of the plots of novellae (not extant) from the
classical period which may have contributed to the development of the plots of New
Comic plays.
1490ne is reminded of how long a knowledge of Homer has served as a cultural
binder in the Mediterranean world in a striking scene in the Taviani brothers’ awardwinning film, "Night of the Shooting Stars" (1982), where an old Italian villager helps
a young couple celebrate their marriage by reciting Hektor’s speech to Andromache from
Iliad 6. (The young bride is several months pregnant, and the groom is about to go off
to fight in a hopeless war.)
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imagery would provide some comforting, albeit misleading, interpretive relief.
Heliodoros’ cross-fertilization between his romance and the Homeric poems
complicates our interpretation of the narrative strategy of the Aithiopika.
As an example, let us look at the description which follows directly on the
passage cited above. This is the description of "what they saw...":
*0
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(Aith. 1.3-6).

(But the beach!-a mass of newly slain bodies, some of them quite dead, others
half-alive and still twitching, testimony that the fighting had only just ended.
To judge by the signs this had been no proper battle. Amongst the carnage
were the miserable remnants of festivities that had come to this unhappy end.
There were tables still set with food, and others upset on the ground, held in
dead men’s hands; in the fray they had served some as weapons, for this had
been an impromptu conflict; beneath other tables men had crawled in the vain
hope of hiding there. There were wine bowls upturned, and some slipping
from the hands that held them; some had been drinking from them, others
using them like stones, for the suddenness of the catastrophe had caused
objects to be put to strange, new uses and taught men to use drinking vessels
as missiles...but most were the victims of arrows and archery. In that small
space the deity had contrived an infinitely varied spectacle, defiling wine with
blood and unleashing war at the party, combining wining and dying, pouring
of drink and spilling of blood, and staging this tragic show for the Egyptian
bandits.)
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In the midst of these graphic details and rhetorical flourishes, Heliodoros has
embedded a famous Odyssean scene. For readers familiar with the Homeric poems,
this description, while initially opaque in terms of the plot of the Aithiopika. would
very likely recall its Odyssean source: the slaughter of the suitors in Odysseus’ great
hall in Odyssev 22. Heliodoros indeed "stages" the scene for his audience, and calls
attention to the staging by saying that some "deity"
(exi5ei£a?) "such a scene"

(to io v to p d e u rp o p )

(S a ip w )

is "displaying"

for the "audience" of Egyptian bandits

(Aith.l.6)~and, of course, for readers of the Aithiopika.
Described by Heliodoros for a readerly and sophisticated audience, the
Aithiopika’s perplexing "starting point" presents us with a redrawn picture of
Odysseus’ hall after the slaying of the suitors: there is the banquet turned to carnage;
the deadly shower of arrows; bread soaking in blood rather than wine; tables
overturned; the shock of death amidst feasting. These are vivid images from Odyssey
22, translated by a writer’s descriptive vision into the context of a prose narrative
work.
If we go through Heliodoros’ description line by line, we find a variety of
transposed Homeric words, phrases, and images, many taken specifically from
Odyssey 22. Looking again at Heliodoros’ opening passage, for example, we read:
'O

Se

aiyiaXog,

p e a r a 'k c lp to l o u p a T u ip peo<x<j>ay<j)P, t & v p e p a p S i jp

6 i t o \ q ) \ 6 t o ) p , to jp Se rjpidpriTOJp ko u p e p e a i t& p o u p a r u p e n o t o l i p o p t u p , a p n

r e r a v o Q a i t o p r o k e p o v K a rrjy o p o v p T U P

(Ajth.1.3).

(But the beach!~a mass of newly slain bodies, some of them quite dead, others
half-alive and still twitching, testimony that the fighting had only just ended.)
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In both vocabulary and image, Heliodoros refers here to an Odyssean source: the
simile at the end o f the slaughter of the suitors where they are compared to netted
fish, twitching and dying on the beach:
T o v g hie Ihep p a X a r a p r a g ev a l p a n ical Kopiqat,
TceTTTe&TOH; r o X X o v g , & g
kolX op

r ’ ix O v a g ,

o v g 9 ’ a X iq e g

e g a i y ia X o p iroX tfig eKtooOe 9 a X a a a q g

diKTV(p e ^ e p v a a p xoXuwxq) • o i he re r a v r e g
K V fiad ’ a X o g T o d e o v re g

ext

ipotpbtdoMn K e x v v r a i

• (Od.22.383-81.

(...[Odysseus] saw them, one and all in their numbers, lying fallen/ in their
blood and in the dust, like fish whom the fishermen/ have taken in their net
with many holes, and dragged out/ onto the hollow beach from the gray sea,
and all of them/ lie piled on the sand...)
The word which Heliodoros uses here for beach

(a iy ia X o g )

is a common word,

though it helps to link the description directly to Q d.22.385. It is as if Heliodoros
had playfully entered the Odyssean simile, staging it for his audience.
Heliodoros makes other specific verbal references to the battle in Odyssey 22
when he says:

rpaxefcw t w v eh eo p & T w v e n irX riO ovaa i kocI a X X a t Tpog rq y q tu>v ic e ip e v u p
ep x tp o iv
ottXup ep'ioig v a pot ttjp p a x q v yeyepqfxepac • o y a p ico X e p o g
eoxthCacTTO • e r e p a i he a X X o v g eicpvTCTOP, i>g Qopto, viceX O oPT ag • (Aith. 1.4).
(There were tables still set with food, and others upset on the ground, held in
dead men’s hands; in the fray they had served some as weapons, for this had
been an impromptu conflict; beneath other tables men had crawled in the vain
hope of hiding there.)
This description refers to two passages from Book 22 of the Odyssey: the first, and
more obvious one, is Eurymakhos’ urging the besieged suitors to use their tables as
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shields during the battle for their lives (Qd.22.74-5);150 the second refers to the
actions o f Leodes, Phemios, and Medon, all of whom cower behind or under
furniture during the main battle, and make desperate efforts to save their lives when it
is virtually over (Qd.22.310-80).
Despite the variety of Odyssean details in Heliodoros’ description, the
narrative styles are very different. The Homeric description of the deaths of the
suitors is a process described over time, in accordance with the oral style of the
poetry, which must keep its listeners involved in the scene moment by moment.
Heliodoros, on the other hand, offers an analytical description of a visual tableau
which is more suited to reading than to hearing.
The irony o f slaughter happening in the midst of feasting is a prevalent theme
during the battle in Odyssey 22, and Heliodoros draws on this irony to indulge in one
of his favorite rhetorical tricks, that of putting logical opposites in apposition to one
another: wine with blood, revelry with slaughter, death with drink, treaty with
treachery.151 While the Homeric passage is personalized, focusing quite specifically
on the importance o f many of the individual deaths, Heliodoros uses the anonymous
aftermath of a bloody battle to indulge himself in some "spectacular" literary fun.
Heliodoros, then, begins "in the middle" of his own story with easily
recognized allusions to well-known material from one of the "proximate ends" of the

150This reference is noted by M. Rattenbury and T. W. Lumb, the editors of the
Budd edition o f the Aithiopika (1960): cf. 1, p. 3.
151Sandy (1982): 82.
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Odyssey. The carnage which for Odysseus represents the beginning of the end of his
struggle, and which for the Odyssey’s audience would signal a major climax in the
plot, acts in Heliodoros’ story as a playful entry-point into two struggles: the on
going struggle o f the characters in the story to achieve the goals of their (still
mysterious) quest, and the equally difficult struggle of the audience to orient itself in
the Aithiopika’s complex plot.
The starting point of the Aithiopika is as much an interpretive muddle as it is a
narrative middle. Heliodoros’ Odyssean echoes, both here and in other parts o f his
romance, seem to function as ironic red-herrings, leading intrigued and puzzled
readers down interpretive dead-ends as they struggle to negotiate the text’s plot. The
Odyssey’s narrative structure is complex even for an audience well-versed in the
stories o f Odysseus, but the baroque Heliodoros, mimicking the Homeric plan,
outdoes his master in confusion. We began with Said’s question: "Are we at an
origin or merely a starting point?" It may be, as Kermode suggests, that only the end
can resolve the mysteries of the beginning.
The actual end o f the Aithiopika follows the very strict generic rules which
apply to any fully fledged romance: it is a classic "happy ending," with an emphasis
on the combined erotic/dynastic aspects of marriage as a resolution for many plot
complications. A complete series o f recognitions takes place between Charikleia and
her parents and people, and she is able to marry Theagenes and, presumably, live
"happily ever after...." The inconclusiveness of the Odyssey, with its collection of
"proximate" endings seeming to not add up to a definitive finale, is not repeated at
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the end o f the Aithiopika. whose various plot threads of are tied off into a single,
solid knot.
To the extent, however, that he has parodied the Qdyssev throughout his
romance, Heliodoros does seem to have borrowed and emphasized one of the
proximate ends o f the Odyssey, the so-called "Pepysian ending" at 23.296 (Stanford
406), where Penelope and Odysseus finally reconsummate their marriage by going to
bed. This is the stopping point preferred by the poem’s Alexandrian editors. In fact,
it makes good generic sense for Heliodoros to focus on this particular Odyssean
ending, for if the Odyssey had ended at 23.296, it would have concluded with a
strong focus on Penelope, making Odysseus’ reunion with her the primary goal for
the poem’s plot. One o f the wonderful subversions of the Aithiopika is that its
"questing hero" is actually a heroine, a young woman who inherits many of the
admirable skills o f both o f her epic/romantic predecessors, Odysseus and Penelope.
Charikleia, in fact, is as much like Penelope in many of her strongest attributes as she
is like Odysseus-except that, unlike Penelope, she is cut free from her home and
must therefore travel. Charikleia’s itinerant fate, however, gives her certain distinct
narrative advantages over Penelope, for while Penelope’s ability to create narrative
from her own perspective is limited by her lack of physical mobility, Charikleia is set
loose in the world and both forced and enabled to create a narrative in her wake.
Like Penelope, she is clever with words and deception, fiercely faithful to a beloved
man, and sensible in the face of the most daunting disasters.
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The connection between Charikleia and Penelope and the "happy ending" of
the Aithiopika is made clear at several points in the text, but perhaps most strongly in
the dream of Kalasiris in Book 5 (Ajth.5.22.1-3). While being visited by a dream
vision o f Odysseus, Kalasiris receives an important indirect message from Penelope to
Charikleia:
Kop-qv be fjp a y e ig x a p a rrjg eprjg yape-rrjg x p o a e ix e , x<*U>*w yotp
a v r q <j>r]m b io n x c x p t o j p exCxpoaOep a y e t rq v oO^poovpev K o ii reXog a v r q
be%i6p e v a y y e X ife r a i*

(Aith.5.22.3).
("However, to the maiden you have with you my wife sends greetings and
wishes her joy, since she esteems chastity above all things. Good tidings too
she sends her: her story has a happy ending.")
What Penelope is here "passing on" to Charikleia, her romantic successor, is hgr (that
is Penelope’s) own ending of the Odvssev--the one which completed the faithful
wife’s domestic odyssey, and which restored her both to her husband and to her
rightful position as manager of the household she had inherited and maintained
through her faithfulness to her marriage. In fact, the "Odysseus" who visits Kalasiris
in his dream, and who delivers this message of future domestic bliss for Charikleia, is
hardly the restless traveler of Eugammon’s Telegonv: he is an aged figure who seems
much more likely to have stayed in Ithaka tending to his home-life:
«opap p o i Tig x p e o fiv rq g e<l>mpeTO ret piev a X X a KareokXijKug e x iy o v v ib a be,
X e ty a v o v Tqg e<f>’ qXiKiag ia x v o g , aveoTotXpevov fa p ctT o g v x o fia iv u v , nvirijv
peu Trjg Ke<f>aXrjg exm eipepog a y x i p o v p be a p a n a l x o X v rp o xo p
xepidK oxovpepog . ..»

(Aith.5.22.1.)
("...a vision of an old man appeared to me. Age had withered him almost to a
skeleton, except that his cloak was hitched up to reveal a thigh that retained
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some vestige of the strength of his youth. He wore a leather helmet on his
head, and his expression was one of cunning and many wiles...")

Penelope’s adoption of Heliodoros’ heroine provides yet another example in
which the text of the Aithiopika acts as a gloss on the Odyssey: it allows Penelope to
call attention to herself as that poem’s heroine. This is the Penelope who earns such
generous praise from the ghost of Agamemnon during the Second Nekyia in Book 24:
«oXjSie A a e p r a o

rea l, 'KoXvp.rjxav' 'O S v o o e v ,

fj a p a a v p p e y a X y a p e r y eKrrjow a n o m v

obf

•
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u q ev p e p v y r ’
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ov to t
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k n \B o v ia ic riv a o ib b v

a O a v a r o i y a o i e o o a v evecboovi U tfveX o T reiv...^

(Od.24.192-8). [emphasis added]
(‘O fortunate son of Laertes, Odysseus of many devices,/ surely you won
yourself a wife endowed with great virtue./ How good was proved the heart
that is in blameless Penelope,/ Ikarios’ daughter, and how well she
remembered Odysseus,/ her wedded husband. Thereby the fame of her virtue
shall never/ die away, but the immortals will make for the people/ of earth a
thing of grace in the song for prudent Penelope. ')
In this speech of Agamemnon, Penelope is granted a level of heroic fame that few
ancient women ever achieved, and a promise of immortal songs to celebrate her
achievement. It is perhaps all the more fitting then that she should pass on her own
"reXoQ be^iov"

to Charikleia, a romantic successor from a different era, who

nevertheless carried on the "xXeog y g
the process.

a p e r y q ,"

and created a long story of her own in
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The conclusion(s) of the Quixote exemplify the doubled voices of romance
narrative more explicitly even than those of the Odyssey or Aithiopika. for Cervantes
was forced by the openness o f his first ending to provide the closure of his second
one. The wily Gin6s de Pasamonte sums up the classic romantic avoidance of
narrative closure, which Part I expresses in its linear shape, when he informs Don
Quixote that the narrative o f his life, which he is in the process of writing, cannot end
until his life does. Romance avoids closure as men avoid death.
Part I o f the Quixote in many ways resembles the first half o f the Odyssey,
with a wandering protagonist who encounters both adventures and alternate narratives
to delay him as he goes along. J. Rodrfguez-Luis, in an essay "On Closure and
Openendedness in the Two Quixotes.152 points out that one explanation for the
continual interpolation of "extra" narratives into Part I of the Quixote is that they are
a by-product of the text’s linear, "open-ended" structure:
The so-called interpolated stories of Part One come into the narrative in ways
that underline [a] basic lack of plan. They are not really related to the
protagonist’s project, but get "pulled" into Don Ouijote by the "real" author’s
attraction to genres other than the romances of chivalry (the pastoral, the
comedia, the sentimental and the courtly novellei (230).
Part I o f the Quixote expresses what Parker has called the "deviance" and "delay" of
romance, avoiding the finality of any real ending. As Rodrfguez-Luis puts it:

152In: Parr, J. On Cervantes (1990): 222-240.
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The ending of the 1605 Ouijote epitomizes, furthermore, the book’s intrinsic
readiness to accept interruptions, diversions, extraneous materials; all of
which serve to constantly defer closure and what this means as a general giver
o f meaning. There is in Part I a valorization of narrative for its own sake
which results, naturally, in a basic lack of concern with closure (232).
[emphasis added]
What Rodrfguez-Luis refers to here as "valorization of narrative for its own
sake" has been one of the major focusses of this study. All of these works, the
Odyssey. Aithiopika. and the Quixote, spend the first halves of their narrative lives
completely engaged in the process of telling stories-expressing, it seems, not so much
a "basic lack o f concern with closure" as a specific concern not to close.
Even the most errant romance narratives, however, contain the sense that
things must eventually come to an end. The human mind cannot really conceive of
"eternity"...world without end. As Kermode (1966) points out, each time an
anticipated apocalypse fails to arrive, religious groups simply re-set their calendars,
undeterred:
The early Christians were the first to experience the disconfirmations of literal
predictions; it has been said that the apostasies of the second century were the
consequence o f this ’eschatological despair,’ as Bultmann calls it. But literal
disconfirmation is thwarted by typology, arithmology, and perhaps by the
buoyancy o f chiliasts in general. Thus a mistaken prediction can be attributed
to an error of calculation, either in arithmetic or allegory (9).
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Even the most pleasurable travels-whether narrative or physical—grow tiresome when
they appear to be interminable. Like the endless feasting of the suitors in the first
half of the Odyssey, a never-ending series of collisions between the mad Don Quixote
and the rest of the world would eventually become insupportable. It is the very
endlessness of the novellas de caballerias. their stories of adventure growing more and
more attenuated as they stretch in an interminable line from father to son to grandson,
that is one of the major generic flaws of those books. The tension in narrative
between the directed desire for closure and the struggle to resist it is what ultimately
creates meaning and gives shape to stories, and, as we have seen, to the lives which
those stories narrate.
Cervantes was forced by Avellaneda’s plagiarism to create in Part II an
inward-spiralling narrative; the shape of Part II, and of the Quixote as a whole, was
formed in part to balance the endless linearity which Part I adopted through its parody
of the chivalric romances. Part II of the Quixote is a very different book indeed; it is
certainly as end-directed as Part I is open-ended. The 1615 Quixote moves toward
the closure of both sanity and death. Many have noted that comedy in this much
more somber text is more muted than in Part I: the final closure of the Quixote is
neither the comic/romantic one of the Aithiopika. nor the ambiguously romantic/epic
one of the Odyssey. Rather it seems to reach back for its model to the conclusion of
the Iliad, or perhaps to the ending of the Aeneid. more bitter even than its Homeric
antecedent.

One of the ironies of Cervantes’ conclusion-his definitive killing off of his
romantic hero at the end of Part II—is that he does not seem to have succeeded in
convincing readers that Don Quixote is really dead. The ending of the Quixote has
bothered generations of critics, inciting more argument than Cervantes could have
imagined. The reasons for this, while extremely complex, may have to do, once
again, with the Quixote’s failure to fit into any easily determined generic format.
Romantic readers and their modem descendants have had particular difficulty with the
absoluteness of Don Quixote’s renunciation not only of his madness, but of fiction
itself. These readers associate Don Quixote’s quest with a noble rebellion against a
vulgar and corrupt present. Citing Luldcs’ Theory of the Novel (1915) as a prime
example of this type of reading, Rodrfguez-Luis explains some of the fallacies of this
all too "romantic" reading of Cervantes’ anti-romance:
It cannot surprise us then that Don Ouijote’s readers would feel uncomfortable
at hearing the hero state., instead of that his project was destined to fail
because of the modem world’s corrupt nature, as Luldcs explains, that he
embarked on it solely because he was mad. This is the same as saying that the
ideals that he had made us become enamored of could only have been dreamed
by a madman (233).
Rodrfguez-Luis warns against this romantic reading, reminding critics that Cervantes’
had set himself a literary project: not to reject romance per se, but the bad books
which had become its exponents. As Rodrfguez-Luis puts it:
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Don Quijote’s quest is not only corrupt because of its contact with a world in
which there is no room for epic-type quests, but because its vehicles are
degenerate descendants of the epic, books which transformed epic quests into
strings o f adventures, heroic magnification into unbridled fantasy, and epic
language into mindless rhetorical devices (236).153

While the Aithiopika concludes itself safely within the boundary of its
romantic frame, and the Qdyssev ends with a note of divine sanction, the Quixote
leaves its readers on the other side of a narrative divide, with all the participants in
the narrative-D on Quixote, his friends and companions, and ourselves, the readerslooking in at the world o f romance from the colder light of a different narrative
reality. Cervantes’ conclusion is the bitterest of the three works in this study,
offering us neither the consolation of the Odyssey’s terminal inconclusiveness, nor the
satisfaction o f the Aithiopika’s classic "happy ending." Only in the Quixote are we
made to confront the absolute

T e \ o q . . . Q a v 6i T o i o ,

the end, limit, and fulfillment of

death.

153See also D. Eisenberg (1987), for a lengthy Appendix on the influence of the
Quixote on the romantic movement, pp. 205-223.
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Conclusion

This study has grown, first, out of an observation of certain structural
similarities in the narratives of the Odyssey, the Aithiopika. and Don Ouixotenamely, that they are each two-part works which contain a large number of
interpolated tales. Equally important however, is the fact that each of these works
bears a significant relationship to the romance literary mode-particularly as it is
defined by Northrop Frye to be a mode of idealization of both past and future, a
mode, that is, marked by nostalgia and the wish-fulfillment fantasies of daydream.
These narrative and structural features come together with the modal features
of romance in the Odyssey. Aithiopika. and Quixote through the device of the
interpolated tale, large numbers of which appear in each work. These many internal
narratives help to highlight the "nostalgic" and "fantastic" impulses of both romance
narratives and romance hero(in)es in numerous ways. The two-part frame narratives
allow each of these texts to exhibit a kind of internal literary nostalgia, where each
"part two," in effect, looks back on, re-assesses, and often re-tells in various ways,
parts of the narrative of its own first half.
The large number of internal narratives also creates an atmosphere within each
text of intense self-consciousness about the act of narrating itself: this atmosphere, in
turn, allows characters within the text(s) much opportunity to speculate about and
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experiment with the uses (and abuses) to which narrative can be applied. The telling,
hearing, or reading of stories of many kinds becomes a vital interest for these
characters as they struggle to achieve their various romantic quests for nostos- a
return "home"--and for the validation of their personal identities which that "return"
implies.
Deeply connected to any act of narration is the large degree to which the
creation of personal identity is itself a narrative act, in which the human subject "tells
itself into being" by creating personal "stories" (events ordered in time) which it
recites in a kind of internal monologue as soon as it has language. These primal
"stories of identity," which Freud connected to the romance mode by naming a group
of them the "Family Romance," are what help create the allure of romance literature
for audiences of all ages--for the questing protagonists of the Odyssey, Aithiopika.
and Quixote (Odysseus, Charikleia, and Don Quixote) as well as for the readers of
the texts they inhabit. Each protagonist learns that s/he must control the production
and interpretation of narrative in order to achieve a nostos. a return to self.
The interpolated tales within these texts (which take many forms, including
those of lying tales, romantic first-person narratives, or dreams) are themselves often
"romantic" in nature, offering to their audiences (both internal and external) an entree
into a world of fantasy, projected desire, and idealization. The entree is a relatively
"safe" one, for interpolated narrative has a distancing effect which helps characters
within the texts (and readers outside of the texts) keep some separation between their
own lives and selves and those of the protagonists of the internal tales. In each of

these texts, however, characters sometimes lose or over-ride this vital distance
between life and literature-Odysseus through his constant re-telling of already-told
tales (the so-called "lying tales"), Charikleia through the mysterious and unpredictable
workings of narrative "fortune"

(rv x y ),

and Don Quixote through a misguided desire

to conflate life with text. In the self-conscious narrative environment of the Odvssev.
Aithiopika. and Quixote, the protagonists often seem aware, also, of their status as
"literary constructs"-as characters, that is, in texts--and they make use of this
knowledge to pursue their respective quests.
The connection of these three works to the romance mode is generically
problematic. Strictly speaking, their extreme self-consciousness works against many
of the modal aspects of romance which tend toward the "loss" of self reflected in
nostalgia, daydream, fantasy...the forgetfulness of lotos-eating. The constant
interpolation of narrative within narrative produces a generic form which might more
aptly be described as "framed,", "self-conscious," or parodic romance narrative. This
form is marvelously represented by a major work not covered by the current studyAriosto’s Orlando Furioso—which also has a two-part frame: "pre-" and "post-"
Orlando’s madness. One contemporary descendent of the Orlando. Italo Calvino’s
delightfully complex The Nonexistent Knight til cavaliere inesistented effectively
outdoes its masterful model in achieving its own version of this structure: for one
learns, on reading the last page of text, that the novel’s heroine and narrator are in
fact a single being, and one is forced, by this knowledge, to re-read (and thereby re
tell) the story from its beginning, knowing that each time the same revelation will

appear in the final lines-always the same, and always a surprise. True to its selfconscious romance form, Calvino’s novel, finally, "reads" and "writes" itself into
being, and gathers, as Frye claims all romances do, past and future into a present, as
the newly revealed narrator and heroine declares in closing:
From describing the past, from the present which seized my hand in its excited
grasp, here I am, O future, now mounting the crupper of your horse. What
new pennants wilt thou unfurl before me from towers of cities not yet
founded? What rivers of devastation set flowing over castles and gardens I
have loved? What unforeseen golden ages art thou preparing--ill-mastered,
indomitable harbinger of treasures dearly paid for, my kingdom to be
conquered, the future... (141).
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